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ABSTRACT
Dividends are payments made to the shareholders (owners) out of firms’ earnings.
A dividend policy is the structure of the dividend payout by the company to its shareholders.
When the company needs some additional fund it sells a portion of their shares to generate fund.
The policy decides the distribution of residual income to its shareholders. Empirical evidence
refers to the observation and documentation of dividend policy in this regard. Theoretical
advancement refers to the advancement of related theories over a period of time. The objective of
this dissertation was to study theoretical advancement and empirical evidence of dividend policy
in Pakistan’s context.
While talking of dividend it has been observed that there are two schools of thought. One
thought advocates that the rise or fall in dividend increases or decreases the value of the
company while the other is of the opinion that the dividend and company worth or value has no
direct relationship.
The present research study has analysed a number of observations in Pakistani context.
Researchers have argued on the impact or influence of dividend and the value of the company.
They forwarded their justifications on the basis of their varied observations. They have also
argued whether dividend can be predicted on the basis of company business. However, there is
no unanimous agreement on this issue. While studies on the established markets are available
with conclusive opinion, the observations on emerging markets like Pakistan is still under the
process of some conclusive opinion. The current research study intends to minimize the
knowledge gap on the referred topic.
In Pakistan earlier than June 2010, capital gain in shares was exempted from taxation. But after
this period capital gain have also been included in the tax system. This is a comparatively new
development and has provided an impetus to the researcher to explore and rationalize.
Among other factors the following were also found to be important:


Management structure of the organization and type of corporate governance
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Political structure and ruling government of the country influencing the business climate

The study has been done on the basis of data taken from 319 companies listed in Pakistan Stock
Exchange. The panel data includes an eleven-year period 2008-2018. To analyse the data panel
regression model was used. The research also discusses the managerial preferences of dividend
types and the factors influencing dividends. These factors are: the company’s market value; the
financing decision; the investment decision; signalling theory; agency theory; shareholder
structure, delisting risk probability and catering feature of Pakistan listed firms.

The study concludes that the irrelevant theory is not valid in Pakistan and there is a relationship
between shareholders earning and market value of the company. The study also finds that in
addition to earnings investment also plays a role in the market value of the company. However, it
has been found that Pakistani companies in general do not follow a residual dividends policy,
implying no preference for investment policy over dividend policy, except for the two sectors
banking and insurance companies where the results showed that they follow the residuals
dividends policy. The study also observed a deviation from the theory that the banking and
insurance companies this relevancy is not valid. The observation also concludes that Pakistani
companies follow cash dividend policy over other choices. While announcing cash dividend, the
shareholders structure is also taken into consideration by most of the company management.

The results conclude that Pakistani listed firms have constant dividend policy year to year with
respect to increase in share prices. Overall results suggest that share prices increases during
Noon League Government tenure as dividend policy constant as well as increase to pay
shareholder but during PPP Government tenure shows that companies has constant dividend
policy and decrease in share prices. Probability of delisting risk also affects to pay dividend with
change a positive in share prices. Corporate Governance has less effect on dividend to decrease
in share prices.
In Pakistan, this study shows that factors such as financial factors (size, Age, delisting risk, taxes,
return on equity, return on asset, earning per share, dividend per share, dividend payout ratio,
dividend yield, decision to pay or not pay and market capitalization) use as a proxies for
dividend theories, economic variables, non-financial variables such as Corporate governance,
shareholding pattern, Government tenure, and political connection of firms effects on share
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prices of listed Pakistani firms during study period. As expected dividend pay-out ratio has
positive, dividend yield has negative, government tenure positive, shareholding pattern has
positive impact on share prices. Managers rationally cater to investor demand, they pay
dividends when investors put higher prices on payers and do not pay when investor prefer
nonpayer. This will be tested that the propensity to pay dividends of corporate sector of Pakistan
depends on a dividend premium in stock prices.
The implication of the study results shows that Pakistani listed firms stock prices has not
influence single dividend theory but with multiple theories implications.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
1.1 Overview
The financial management of an organization have multiple views for any subject or
financial issues. It is because of a number of policies and procedures that need to be adjusted on
the basis of perceptions and judgments of the relevant issues keeping in view of the existing
surrounding circumstances.
Maximizing the creation of wealth and profit is the basic objective of a business organization.
For this purpose the management takes a number of appropriate steps in its management policies.
Ward (1993) in his study proposed the addition of a new dimension in this regard. His proposal
applies to the dividend policy for the company as a part of financial policies without any specific
consideration to the type of the activities the organization undertakes.
To study a company for the impact of dividend policy on its market value is the result of a
relationship between the two factors. A number of studies have done on this relationship but the
most important one is Miller and Modigliani‘s study (1961). The Irrelevant Theory is basically
based on this study. The theory explains that in an efficient market condition the relationship of
market value of an organization and dividend policy does not exist as such and thus it does not
affect the value of the organization or shareholders wealth.
The Irrelevant Theory gave rise to a number of arguments and controversies. Black and Scholes
(1974), Merton and Rock (1985), Merton and Rock (1985) and Peter (1996) are in favour of the
theory while Litzenberger and Ramaswamy (1979), Blume (1980), Litzenberger and
Ramaswamy (1982), Ang and Peterson (1985), Dyl and Weigand (1998), Koch and Shenoy,
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(1999) opposed it. The controversies and conflicts created an ambiguity that need to be clarified
with results.
The financial overlap due to the relationship between investment policy and dividend policy is a
complicated subject. Therefore, management’s preferences plays a pivotal role in the selection of
policy. However, as mentioned earlier, the Irrelevant Theory suggests that for profit
maximization investment policy should be preferred.
There is a relationship between dividend policy and market price of listed companies. There
haven a number of assumption on this subject but ambiguity still prevails. The concept was first
developed in 1932 and since then it has been found a topic for argument and discussion. A
number of theories have been proposed in this context to define the relationship between
dividend and market price but none of them have been able to extend a reliable and universally
accepted proposition. These theories include relevant as well as irrelevant models based on
perfect capital market, transaction cost, tax differentials, free cash flow, agency conflicts,
information asymmetric, share holding pattern, new governance and political affiliation
assumptions. This study developed a model based on the above mentioned assumptions. This
study particularly focused on Pakistan because Pakistan is an emerging market and also Pakistani
political structure effecting on listed companies of Pakistan. There is also a possibility of affect
of the duration and stability of the government. Government’s influence on dividend and prices
of listed companies during study period.
The first assay of dissertation investigate the origins, modifications and advancement in
corporate dividend policies and related empirical evidence from 1932 until 2018. Second assay
focuses on development of the model for stock market valuation and dividend policy of Pakistani
listed firms based on assumptions.
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1.2 Research problems and motivation
The research problems that have been identified are as follows:


The empirical validity of Irrelevant Theory has been questions by a number of experts.
They have argued that the company’s market value is affected by dividend policy. The
opposing opinion is a problem to be solved.



The relationship between investment policy and dividend policy is not uniform across the
board and also varies from market to market or country to country. There is no perfect
condition.



The dividend and market price cannot reach a balanced perfect condition or equilibrium.



Relevant theories of dividend advanced yet not validate in the world as finds experts.

The study of Irrelevant Theory in Pakistani perspective is the main motivation of this study. The
researcher wants to analyse the strengths and weaknesses as well as the problems that arise as a
result of implementation of this study. The study has also analysed the relationship between
company’s market value and dividend policy.
The earlier authors who have studied this theory have done so on dividend policy concept with
only one type of dividend I. e. cash dividend (Miller and Modigliani, 1961, Horne and
McDonald, 1971, Partington, 1985, Holder et al., 1998). The dividend policy concept as a whole
along with different dividend types (cash, share and repurchase) were not covered at length
(Moyer et al., 1995). Barker (1958), Grinblatt et al. (1984) and Bali (2003) studied share
dividend while Ikenberry et al. (1995) studied share repurchase.
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Cash dividends or shares may be given to the shareholders as profit of the company. These may
be distributed individually or both at the same time. In case the company repurchases its share
back from the shareholders, the shareholders can claim profit on it (Broyles, 2003).
Lobo et al. (1986), Doron and Ziv (2001) discussed the company market value and dividend
policy, particularly in those cases where the company does not give dividends or give it
intermittently. The authors are of the opinion that zero dividends are also a dividend.
Investment policy and investment policy have a complex relationship. This creates confusion in
the management’s mind. When investment policy is preferred over dividends policy by the
management, residual dividend policy may be followed. Baker and Smith (2006) reported that an
empirical study has been done in USA in this context. In Pakistani context the current study is
the first one investigating the Residual Dividend Policy. Additionally this study provides the
important factors affecting management while setting the company’s dividend policy. A number
of previous studies reported by Horne and McDonald, 1971, Brook et al., 1998, Ooi, 2001 have
been done on specific sectors. They found a significant difference between dividend policy and
market value.
1.3 Research Questions:
This study find the answer the following given below questions through Pakistan data.


How many theories advanced and their empirical evidences from the world?



Is the Irrelevant Theory valid (empirically) in Pakistani context?



How far the organization’s market value is affected by dividend policy?
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How far the company’s market value is affected by the dividend policy in the existing
market situation of the industrial sector?



How far the industrial sector puts an impact on Residual Dividend Policy in Pakistan?



What are the deciding factors for management while deciding dividend policy in
Pakistan?



Is there any difference in dividend policy changes with stock price changes?



Does political government tenure impact on dividend and share price of listed firms?



Does number of dividend paying firms increases as implication of tax on capital gain in
Pakistan?



Does delisting risk have any impact on stock price with respect to dividend?



Does Corporate Governance and shareholding pattern has impact on dividend and stock
prices?



Does all theory works in Pakistan using their proxy variables?

1.4 Research objectives


To assess the validity of Irrelevant Theory in Pakistani context?



To determine the relationship between company’s market value and dividends policy in
the tested companies of Pakistan.



To determine how far the company’s market value is affected by the dividend policy in
the existing market situation of the industrial sector?
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To determine how far the companies follow a Catering Dividend Policy in Pakistan?



To determine the deciding factors having an impact on management while deciding
dividend policy in Pakistan?



To determine the relationship of Corporate Governance and shareholding pattern of listed
firms.



To determine dividend theories using proxies are related in the context of Pakistani listed
firms.

1.5 Research hypotheses
H1: There is a significant positive relationship between the market value of the sampled
companies and their dividend policies.
H2: There is significant positive relationship between the Govt. Tenure and market prices.
H3: There is significant positive relationship between the delisting risk and market prices.
H4: There is significant positive relationship between the Dividend paying decision (DPD), yield
and payout on market prices.
H5: There is significant positive relationship between the GDP and Market Capitalization on
market prices.
H6: There is significant positive relationship between the Corporate Governance and market
prices.
H7: There is significant positive relationship between the shareholding pattern and market prices.
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H8: There is significant positive intercorrelation between the PCNC*Forgnsh and market prices.
H9: There is a significant relationship between the finance managers’ responses on factors that
they take into consideration while decision-making and the dividend policies of their companies.
H10: There is a significant negative relationship between political affiliation with dividend
policy and stock prices.
1.6 Justification of the Study
The study will assess the validity of the Irrelevant Theory in Pakistani perspective i. e. the
possible relationship between market value ad dividend policy (share dividend, cash dividend as
well as share buyback).
Talib (2007) studied black swan in Australia. The study is justified because it will find the
relationship between market value and dividend policy in the Pakistani context. This is said
because of the facts of Irrelevant Theory. The alternative hypothesis may be rejected because of
lack of evidence (Berenson et al., 2009). The key factors the management of companies in
Pakistan take into account while developing a dividend policy. That Pakistan’s company
management take into consideration when preparing a dividends policy.
1.7 Contributions of the Study
With reference to Irrelevant Theory in Pakistan while examining its impact and validity, we see
that the general concept of dividend policy includes cash dividend, share dividend and share
buyback. In earlier studies authors excluded companies not giving dividends or those companies
giving dividends intermittently. It is believed that zero dividend is still a dividend. Therefore in
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the current study the researcher has included companies offering dividends as well as those not
offering any dividend.
This study is the first one in Pakistan investigating companies offering a residual dividend policy
helping to explore the relationship between investment policy and dividends policy giving
indications about the management’s preferences.
This study also plan to provide a comprehensive analysis on dividend policy in Pakistan. We
want to add the exploration and contribution of the important factors that affect the management
while they develop their dividend policy.
The study will also explain the effect on the nature of business. In this connection individual
research model will be tested. The study includes a large sample size of 362 companies for the
ten year period 1998 – 2007 having 7,240 firm year in the first model. In the second model 590
companies having 35,400 firm year observations over a ten year period (1998 – 2007) will be
taken. In the third model 208 respondents will be interviewed through a management
questionnaire.

1.8 Research Methodology
Three main issues will be covered in this study


Affect of pay-out policy of dividend on shares value on stock market



Impact of dividend pay-out decision on share market value.



Tend to check the Pakistani listed firms following pattern for Policy of dividend residual.



The main factors that have to be taken into account when financial managers/directors set
a company‘s dividends policy.
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The study will be done as a secondary research using the published data of listed companies.
The data will be analysed using EVIEWS software.

1.9 Outline of the study
Outline of the study follow this pattern. Chapter one, introduction of the study, objective,
research questions, research problems, research hypothesis, significance of the study.
Chapter two, corporate structure of Pakistan with following contents history of economy, stock
exchange role, and dividend policy regulations of Pakistani listed firms and corporate
governance regulations and their relationship with dividend policy. Chapter three review the
dividend policy, chapter 4 review literature dividend and share price relationship, chapter five,
describe literature review of firm specific variables, Chapter sex review the macroeconomic
variables literature. Chapter seven developed the econometric model, chapter eight defines
model dependent and independent variable. Chapter Nine discusses the results and interpretation
of the output. Chapter ten analysis and discussion of the study output. Chapter 11, insights on
conclusions, recommendation, and study limits and future study as well.
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CHAPTER 2: CORPORATE STRUCTURE OF PAKISTAN
2.1 Pakistan Economy
In 1947, Pakistan came into existence with the 20% of population after the partition with subcontinent. In those days, at industrial stage Pakistan had only 7% shares in the industry, which
were small and scale businesses. As per the figures, including both east and west Pakistan, which
consist employment of 26,400 people, working in 34 factories. Pakistan did not have own bank or
any ordinance in regards to factories. However, East Pakistan produces 70% of jute, which could
not be accommodated for not having any single mill in the country. Hence, fast-paced growth seem
to be difficult for the country, whereas in 1950-1955 country evolved in the manufacturing industry
with rapid growth (Mughal and Schneider, 2018). During the period and with the help of
economist, industrialist, engineers, strategist who had extreme passion and integrity with the
country. Pakistan was able to grow in the manufacturing sector despite the challenges.
In early years of the independence, Pakistan’s economy was agrarian type where agriculture
contributed 53% in the GDP in 1947 and 53.2% until the year 1950. In total, 30 million was the
population of the country where 6% belonged to urban and rest were into rural areas and labour
force. Pakistan’s 65% of population were dominant on agriculture, which help extend the 99.2%
in export (Shah, 2020). In addition, 90% in the growth of foreign exchange, both in east and West
Pakistan’s resources and minerals were rich. With the 10% of the literacy rate, Pakistan lack all
kind of resources like financial, economic, industrial while having no proper economic
infrastructure. Thus, the country had $360 per capita income. However, due to the scare resources
poverty had risen till 60% in the west part of the country.
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In 1950, services, trade and other sectors were contributing 39% in the country’s GDP while
manufacture alone shared 7.8%. Pakistan earlier initiated a decade year planning in the 1950 called
as Colombo Plan. However, later changed into the five years plan from 1955 till 1998. While, both
public and private sectors of the country continue thriving and boosted industrialisation. In 1952,
Pakistan did not allow the import of cotton and luxury item for self-sufficiency (Mughal and
Schneider, 2018). Later, Pakistan was listed as the best growing economies of the world. In the
time frame of economic growth, Pakistan’s agriculture increases 1.6% annually while
manufacturing saw a rise of 7.7%. When politics were stable in the country, Pakistan was able to
sustain the enough growth.
Pakistan had risen in the agriculture with 5% annually, important water resources investment,
enhances the benefits for the farmers. Also, advancing in technology in the agriculture sector and
production processes. However, manufacturing rise at 16% annually in 1960 to 1965 due to
preventing imports and promotion exports in the domestic economy (Shah, 2020). In 1965-70, due
to the war with India, Pakistan had minimise the foreign economic assistance which cause
manufacturing to rise at the lower rate of 10% annually. Within the decade of 1960-70, Pakistan
could only sustain 6.7 growth in GDP. In 1971, country had been into devastated state when East
Pakistan currently Bangladesh took independence. However, imports had rose and poverty ratio
increased by 55% and country faced highest inflation during 1974-77. In 1980, Pakistan had seen
again rejoices the revival the of economic growth by private and industrial investment. Which
helped country with the increase in growth. Hence, poverty was reduced by 29.1% in 1986-87 and
unemployment was less by 2.6% in 1990.
From the years in 1985-88, Pakistan implemented the Islamic banking system for free interest
which initiated partner in Islamic business to share profits and losses. In 1980-90 Pakistan was
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able to receive massive inflow of remittances from Middle East. Pakistan’s annual growth as per
GDP stood by 6.3%. In 80’s Country was able to witness boom in both manufacturing and
agriculture by 8.8% and 5.4%. However, In the time frame of 1990-2000, Pakistan had seen several
rises and fall due to western sanction on testing nuclear by 1998. External loan was increased by
42% to 50% while exports were enhanced by 209% to 258%. Other than that, public debts were
also enhanced by 624% in 1999. Pakistan’s economy grew from 1950 to 1980 despite having
several wars and military government interventions (Mughal and Schneider, 2018). Whereas, in
1990’s economy could be not rose with significant improvements but remain stagnant. However,
after the year 2000 and the era of General Pervez Musharraf which accelerated the country
economy further and double the GDP.
In 2000-07, Musharraf helped country to enhance the urban expansion of the country and Pakistan
was ranked among four fastest growing economies in the Asia. Country was able to reduce the
poverty by one half and established 13 million employment opportunities and halving the debt of
the country. However, putting foreign exchanges reserves at comfortable position. Which help to
opt out the country from IMF and increasing investment in the country. Pakistan economy has
performed better in the military governance than the led by politicians (Shah, 2020). Furthermore,
in 2017, GDP slightly increase by 0.8%, do not seek higher growth, and concluded in total as 5.3%.
Services and agriculture industries had slightly better performance. Private sectors had also witness
growth due to the new rule of low interest rate. In 2018, inflation rate was reduced by 3.8%, which
was 3.9% in last year. However, exports were hit consecutively for last three years, which were
recovered in 2018. Whereas, poverty rate witnesses the continuous decline. Economy of the
country now is far better than back in 1947. Pakistan has now all industries, factories, proper
infrastructure and ordinance to operate at comfortable position.
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2.2 History of Pakistan Stock Exchange:
Pakistan Stock Exchange which is titled as “PXS”. Which was classified as PXS by merging all
three Karachi, Lahore and Islamabad Stock Exchange. Oldest of the stock exchange is Karachi
which were established in 1947 from the beginning of the country (Sulehri, and Alo, 2020). After
23 years of independence Lahore stock exchange came into existence and following Islamabad
stock exchange in 1992. However, as per the July 2020’s figures which estimate 540 listed
companies having the total capital of $43 US Billion Dollar.
2.2.1 Karachi Stock Exchange:
Established on 18th September 1947, Karachi Stock Exchange Limited (KSE) was enlisted in
Pakistan. The Karachi Stock Exchange Limited (KSE), was a stock trade situated at the Stock
Exchange Building (SEB) on Stock Exchange Road, in the core of Karachi's Business District, I.
I. Chundrigar Road, Karachi, Sindh Province of Pakistan. It was Pakistan's biggest, and one of
the most seasoned stock trades in South Asia (Riaz, et al, 2020).Karachi Stock Exchange was
likewise recorded among 10 best financial exchanges on the planet in 2015.According to
Bloomberg, the Pakistani benchmark securities exchange list is the third-best entertainer on the
planet since 2009.In June 2015, Khaleej Times detailed that since 2009, the Pakistani values
conveyed 26 percent a year for US dollar speculators, making Karachi the best-performing stock
trade on the planet. Starting at 10 July 2015, absolute market capitalization arrived at Rs. 7.33
trillion (US$72 billion around).
2.2.2 Lahore Stock Exchange:
Lahore Stock Exchange is situated in Lahore, Pakistan. It was amalgamated into the public
Pakistan Stock Exchange on 11 January 2016. The Lahore Stock Exchange (Guarantee) Limited
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appeared in October 1970, under the Securities and Exchange Ordinance of 1969 by the
Government of Pakistan because of the requirements of the commonplace city of the area of Punjab
(Sulehri, and Alo, 2020). It at first had 83 individuals and was housed in a leased structure in the
jam-packed Bank Square zone of Lahore.
2.2.3 Islamabad Stock Exchange:
Islamabad Stock Exchange or ISE was the most youthful of the three stock trades of Pakistan and
is situated in the capital of Pakistan. Islamabad stock trade (ISE) was joined as an assurance
restricted organization on 25 October 1989 in Islamabad. ISE tower is a 22-story building, which
makes it the second most noteworthy structure of Islamabad after the Telecom Tower (Riaz, et al,
2020). Region covered by the structure is 562,629 sq ft (52,269.9 m2), it comprises of three degrees
of storm cellars and ground in addition to 18 stories above.
2.2.4 Current Situation of Pakistan Stock Exchange (PXS):
The Pakistan Stock Exchange (PSX) has been pronounced Asia's best-performing market; an
improvement nearby financial experts see as a sign that the nation's in any case contracting
economy is recuperating. A New York-based worldwide business sectors research firm,
marketcurrentswealthnet.com, in its report distributed Tuesday, likewise announced the PSX the
world's fourth best-performing market (Sulehri, and Alo, 2020). "Pakistan's securities exchange
has become the best entertainer in Asia and the fourth-best-performing securities exchange on the
planet," as indicated by the report, named Denmark and Pakistan: the astounding securities
exchanges that beat in 2020.
"PSX benchmark KSE-100 record has given a quantifiable profit of 38.5% in dollar terms as
unfamiliar capital has been streaming into the market after the yield on the country's security fell
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underneath twofold digits," it added. Already, the Pakistan Stock Exchange had been named as
Asia's best entertainer in 2016. Unexpected achievement in the fight against the novel COVID-19
pandemic, trailed by an administration monetary boost bundle and the low base impacts of the past
two years were the critical explanations for the turn of events (Riaz, et al, 2020). When a large
portion of the world is as yet wrestling with COVID-19 and its consequences for economy,
regularity has nearly gotten back to Pakistan, which is additionally supported by a monetary
improvement bundle, principally for the modern and development areas.
Following the returning of all organizations in Pakistan, Islamabad is right now following a "scaled
down savvy lockdown" methodology under which, rather than whole metropolitan territories or
structures, just those houses or working environments where diseases are accounted for will be
fixed.
Table 2.1: Five Year Progress Report Source: https://dps.psx.com.pk/progress-report

Year

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

Listed Companies

558

559

546

534

531

Total Capital

1,291,040

1,276,800.57 1,322,748.37 1,386,599.24 1,417,843.02

Total Mkt Cap

9,628,514

8,570,926.33 7,692,786.56 7,811,812.42 7,751,436.13

KSE-100™ Index

47,806.97

40,471.48

37,066.67

40,735.08

42,305.84

KSE-30™ Index

25,851.71

20,215.48

17,173.72

18,656.48

17,671.83
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Year

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

KMI-30 Index

81,794.73

68,611.63

61,173.56

66,031.51

68,297.58

KSE All Share

32,842.44

29,774.24

28,043.38

29,011.73

29,641.66

PSX-KMI All

22,676.88

20,356.77

18,185.46

19,386.81

20,855.18

New listed in year

4

7

3

1

3

New firm Capital

5,490.04

12,548.92

5,432.39

8,694.00

11,197.41

New Debt firms

1

1

6

7

6

Capital of New Debt 10,000.00

10,500.00

28,820.00

240,624.00

241,966.80

Avg Daily Turnover 293.03

249.19

194.03

163.98

318.44

12,099.95

7,871.28

5,908.96

11,637.56

59.77

68.28

74.37

98.25

4,307.03

3,021.88

2,861.65

4,421.09

Avg

Value

Daily
11,637.79

Turnover (YTD)
Avg Daily Turnover 49.48
Average Daily Turnover

3,056.70

2.3 Dividend Regulations and Dividend Performance of listed firms
This section explains the dividend regulations made by PSX and SECP. Dividend payout structure,
procedures and regulations given below.
2.3.1 Dividend Regulations PSX 2017
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2.3.2 Historical Dividend Performance 2001-2017 PSX Listed Firms
The history of dividend data shows that companies paying behaviour divided into three parts. From
period 1 includes 2001-2007 and period 3 consist of 2013-2017 data shows that companies listing,
payment in number and in amount of dividend cash increased and during period 2, PPP
Government most of the companies not pay dividend and pay stock dividend to their shareholders
convey message not to quit the firms securities. So results suggest companies enjoying lot of profit
and paid part of dividend to their shareholders during PMLQ and PMLN Government. Period 1
2001-2007 consider PMLQ, Period 2008-2012 PPP and finally period 3 2013-2017 PMLN
Government.
Table 2.2 Historical Dividend Summary 2001-2017
Period

Total PSX

Dividend

Dividend not

Stock

Total dividend

Listed Firms

Paying firm

Paying firm

Dividend (Mln Rs.)

2001

612

299

313

33

29,347.89

2002

613

293

320

48

42,986.01

2003

612

293

319

85

48,873.18

2004

632

248

384

93

517,568.20

2005

645

258

387

118

118,586.10

2006

651

243

408

111

108,768.40

2007

654

220

434

105

150,712.50

2008

653

191

462

85

189,234.00

2009

651

166

485

64

127,941.00

2010

644

233

411

62

205,384.50
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2011

638

235

403

49

372,054.60

2012

573

230

343

46

321,012.40

2013

560

230

330

67

141,032.56

2014

557

223

334

23

534,359.10

2015

554

238

316

17

795,266.30

2016

558

244

314

23

904,906.20

2017

559

248

311

26

1,206,064.00

Author develop this table PSX data portal 2001-2017

Table 2.3 Yearly Listed, Announcements, Dividend Paying, Not Paying behaviour 2015-19
Year
No of listed firms
Annual Results Announced %
% of Making Profit
% of loss making companies
% of dividend paying firms
% of profit making but omitted dividend

2015
560
90%
61%
29%
41%
20%

2016
559
89%
64%
25%
44%
20%

2017
560
91%
61%
30%
45%
16%

2018
558
89%
64%
25%
47%
17%

2019
544
89%
62%
27%
49%
13%

In the above table, total number of listed firms bounded from min 544 and max 560.Annual results
announcement in %age shows that average 90% declares their results of Dividend, profit, stock
dividend, loss information, and decision about paying and not paying dividend in the table. Data
also describes that firm earn profit but paid single penny to shareholders, which amount may be
invested in the future by the firms. Data also shows that now time to time profit earn but not pay
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dividend nature changed by the companies gradually this %age decline. This is a good signs to
hold their shareholders.
Graph 2.1 Dividend Paying Behaviour year by year.
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Graph 2.2 Total Amount Paid in Dividend
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The above graph shows that dividend paid in amount increases as share prices increased of listed
firms year by year.
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2.4. Corporate Governance of Pakistan:
2.4.1 Defining Corporate Governance:
Corporate Governance is a system in which firms are directed and controlled. Which is made to
analyse the mechanism and define the objectives. A mechanism then helps attain those objectives
by monitoring the process and strict control to strengthen and analyse the performance. Corporate
Governance intervenes and help the difference incurred between management and stakeholder.
Corporate Governance is helpful implementing and providing the subtle development, research,
advancement and technology. In addition to this, Corporate Governance address the clear
difference between the objectives of economic and social. Also, differentiate the goals of societies
as well (Fatima, 2016). The governance helps out the transparent way of utilising the resources
and help maintain the accountability. It fits best in the benefits of individual, companies and
societies. Major goals of the framework are encouraging the economy and profits and reduce fraud,
theft and mismanagement.
2.4.2 Code of Corporate Governance in Pakistan:
In Pakistan, code of corporate administration was introduced in Fifth All Pakistan Sanctioned
Accountants Conference on December 1998. It was a proper move by accounting calling to
guarantee an energetic corporate area (Tahir, et al, 2020). To make an interpretation of vision into
the real world, an advisory group comprising of delegate from Institute of Chartered Accountant
of Pakistan (ICAP), Institute of Cost and Management Accountants of Pakistan (ICMAP),
Securities and Exchange Commission of Pakistan (SECP) and stock trades. The Terms of
Reference (ToR) of this Committee were decided as follows: -
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1. To consider and make proposals for advancing a Code of best practices on the monetary angles,
including monetary detailing and responsibility, corresponding to corporate administration in
Pakistan.
2. To recognize major issues, having respect to the financial and professional workplace winning
in Pakistan, affecting.
a. Interests of different partners in corporate endeavours in Pakistan.
b. Improvement of sound and moral corporate administration rehearses in Pakistan.
3. To consider and suggest, in the light of the issues recognized:
a. Standards for constitution of a compelling Board of Directors:
- To have due portrayal of non-chief chiefs.
- To decide the job and duties of the leader and non-chief chiefs corresponding to monetary
perspectives, revealing and responsibility.
b. Need for Audit Committees of the Board, including their creation and job.
4. To consider the desire hole with respect to the function of outer investigation, the way of their
arrangement, their forces and obligations including assurance of extent of legal review also,
revealing show.
5. To consider and distinguish and other material issue having an orientation on corporate sectors
in Pakistan.
It was likewise concurred that one significant undertaking of the panel will be to recognize the
different kinds of corporate substances in Pakistan to whom the great acts of corporate sectors will
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apply. The advisory group, in its initial not many gatherings, examined a couple of principal
matters lastly chose that for a more engaged consideration, a more modest gathering could best fill
the need (Fatima, 2016). Subsequently a subcommittee of five people was selected. After fair
treatment of considerations, the advisory group chosen the accompanying significant issues which
should have been examined in corporate administration in Pakistan:
1) The arrangement of top managerial staff
2) Roles, Duties and commitments of management
3) Director's compensation
4) Corporate proprietor transport structure
5) Auditors
6) Other issues including part of controller, government strategies and so on
2.4.3 Public Sector Firms:
The absolute first draft of Code of Corporate Governance was imagined to apply to every single
recorded organization, Asset Management Companies, modaraba, Development Financial
foundation, Nonbanking Finance Institutions, banks, insurance agencies and endeavours in which
bureaucratic or commonplace governments straightforwardly or by implication own or hold a
dominant part revenue (Tahir, et al, 2020). The understood intention was to convey a sign to
everybody in the monetary circle.
There are practically in excess of 200 Public area organizations (PSC) which are completely or
mostly claimed by state. The administration and execution of these PSC went under genuine
assault after 2008.These PSCs were called trinket for Pakistan economy (Fatima, 2016). PSCs like
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Pakistan Steel, Pakistan International Airlines, and Pakistan Railway are depleting right around
200 billion rupees yearly. As per gauges, practically 1.5 percent of GDP is lost every year because
of improper administration, defilement and failures of PSCs.
Administration of Pakistan doesn't have any combined information bank about open area
organizations, hence extensive investigation about operational and monetary efficiencies can't be
made. Services under which these PSC are working frequently need either comprehension of how
to run public possessed endeavours or need political will towards successful administration.
2.4.4 Corporate Law for Companies in Pakistan:
To have corporate law in order to cater the needs of Pakistan economy, a Company Law
Commission was established in 1959. The commission kept on working but no significant result
can be seen till 1980. The recommendations of the commission were not implemented and the
Companies Act, 1913 continued till the enforcement of Companies Ordinance, 1984 (Tahir, et al,
2020). On December 20, 1980, first draft for companies’ ordinance was published for eliciting the
views of stakeholders. Finally, the Corporate law having nomenclature of "The Companies
Ordinance, 1984 (XLVII of 1984)” was issued on 8th October 1984.
Organizations Ordinance 1984 was the principal corporate law of Pakistan still it has since quite a
while ago established stems from British law. Albeit a few corrections were produced using time
to time. The foundation of The Securities and Exchange Commission of Pakistan (SECP), in
compatibility of the Securities and Exchange Commission of Pakistan Act, 1997 was a significant
advance to fortify the function of controller of corporate area. SECP was an improved and rebuilt
form of prior Corporate Law Authority (Fatima, 2016). SECP got operational on January 1, 1999,
and It has been given enormous analytical and requirement powers, including the Supervision and
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guideline of corporate area, capital market, guideline of insurance agencies, non-banking account
organizations and private benefits plans. Oversight of different outer specialist co-ops to the
corporate and monetary areas, including sanctioned bookkeepers, FICO score organizations,
corporate secretaries, agents, assessors and so forth additionally remembered for the order of
SECP.
2.4.5 Firms Act 2017:
Because of lively nature of economy, the duty of controller is to keep on progress decides and
guideline so different outer and inner stuns can be alleviated in the beginning. Organizations
Ordinance 1984 was first corporate law of Pakistan and over thirty years have passed. This period
was sufficient and economy of Pakistan was altogether changed (Tahir, et al, 2020). This corrected
element of economy was requesting better than ever form of corporate law. Keeping this in view,
the controller for example SECP began chipping away at new organizations' law. Finally,
Companies Law 2017 was ordered on May 31, 2017.
2.4.6 Types of Companies:
Organizations can be arranged into two kinds according to possession, i.e., private restricted
organization and public restricted organization. Privately owned business implies an organization
which, by its articles, confines the option to move its offers, restricts the quantity of its individuals
to fifty and denies any solicitation to general society to buy in for the offers or debentures or
redeemable capital of the organization. It just implies that privately owned business can't offer its
offers to overall population. The offers are relied upon to be inside companions, family and known
circle. Though a public organization signify 'not a privately owned business'. It basically implies
that an organization where there is no limitation on exchange its offers, no impediment on the
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degree of number of its individuals. A public organization can offer its offers, or debentures or
redeemable capital of the organization to overall population (Fatima, 2016). What's more, the
equivalent might be sold or bought through stock trade. It is critical to separate public organization
with Public Sector Company. As per Companies Act 2017, a public area organization implies an
organization, regardless of whether public or private, which is straightforwardly or in a roundabout
way controlled, usefully claimed or at the very least 51 percent of the democratic protections or
casting a ballot intensity of which are held by the Government or any office of the Government or
a legal body, or in regard of which the Government or any office of the Government or a legal
body, has in any case capacity to choose, designate or delegate dominant part of its chiefs. It
additionally incorporates a public area affiliation not for benefit, authorized under segment 42 of
Companies Act 2017.
2.4.7 Directors, Appointments and Qualifications:
The idea of division among proprietor and the executives is of prime significance in company.
Investors can't meddle in tasks of business. They choose chiefs as their agents. Chief work like
specialist of the investors and the connection of Principal-Agent appears. The blend of all chiefs
is known as Board of Directors. This top managerial staff expects the administrative function in
running the activity of the organization. A portion of the chiefs can likewise accept the
accountability of running everyday activity in the organization too (Tahir, et al, 2020). Board can
likewise choose the master in the field to run the activity of companies.
Segment 153 of Companies Act 2017 presents certain capabilities for being ineligible to expect
the post of chief. As indicated by this part an individual will not be qualified for arrangement as
an overseer of an organization, on the off chance that he
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a) Will be a minor;
b) is of shaky brain;
c) Has applied to be mediated as a bankrupt and his application is forthcoming;
d) is an undischarged bankrupt;
e) Has been indicted by an official courtroom for an offense including moral turpitude;
f) Has been suspended from holding such office under any arrangement of this Act;
g) is deficient with regards to guardian conduct and an announcement with this impact has been
made by the Court under area 212 whenever during the former five years;
h) Doesn’t hold National Tax Number according to the arrangements of Income Tax Ordinance,
2001(XLIX of 2001):
I) isn't a member
2.4.8 Types and Process of Audit:
Because of detachment of the board and control, everyday activity and oversight is in hands of
either chiefs or leader the executives. To educate investors and different partners, about the
monetary position and execution of the company, fiscal reports are readied. Yearly review includes
the assessment of this monetary proof and documentation about the financial and exchange
exercises of an association (Fatima, 2016). It is much the same as outsider accreditation that fiscal
summaries present genuine image of association's monetary position.
It is said that "the public great got from examining is sensible confirmation that fiscal reports and
exposures are liberated from material error. Pertinent clients profit by examining of organizations
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and associations since inspectors' authentications loan believability to the data dispersed by
partnerships and lessens the enlightening deviations that may somehow or another exist between
the clients and backers of fiscal reports". Understand that the wellspring of this sensible affirmation
isn't the assessment of inspector yet review proof. Based on review proof, evaluator guarantees
himself sensibly about his assessment. Review report, otherwise called review assessment, is
characterized into four kinds, for example unfit assessment, qualified assessment, antagonistic
assessment and disclaimer of assessment.
2.4.9 Qualification and Requirement of Auditors:
Organizations Act 2017 clarifies measures for arrangement and capability of examiners in
companies. Bookkeeping to Act 2017, an individual will not be equipped for arrangement as an
inspector except if such individual is a sanctioned bookkeeper having legitimate declaration of
training from the Institute of Chartered Accountants of Pakistan or a firm of contracted
bookkeepers, on account of a public organization or a privately owned business which is auxiliary
of a public organization or a privately owned business having settled up capital of 3,000,000 rupees
or more (Tahir, et al, 2020). On account of an organization having settled up capital of under
3,000,000 rupees, evaluator should be a sanctioned bookkeeper or cost and the executive’s
bookkeeper having legitimate declaration of training from the individual foundation or a firm of
contracted bookkeepers or then again cost and the board bookkeepers.
As indicated by Companies Act 2017, following an individual will not be named as examiner of
an organization, if:
a) The person in question, or whenever during the former three years was, a chief, other official or
representative of the organization; 44
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b) The individual in question is an accomplice of, or in the work of, a chief, official or
representative of the organization;
c) The life partner of an overseer of the organization;
d) Obligated to the organization other than in the normal course of business of such substances;
e) The individual has given an assurance or furnished any security regarding the obligation of any
third individual to the organization other than in the conventional course of business of such
elements;
f) An individual or a firm who, regardless of whether straightforwardly or in a roundabout way,
has business relationship with the organization other than in the standard course of business of
such elements;
g) The individual in question has been indicted by a court of an offense including misrepresentation
and a time of ten years has not slipped by from the date of such conviction;
h) A body corporate;
I) The person in question is ineligible to go about as reviewer under the code of morals as received
by the Institute of Chartered Accountants of Pakistan and the Institute of Cost and Management
Accountants of Pakistan; and
j) An individual or his mate or minor youngsters, or if there should be an occurrence of a firm, all
accomplices of such firm who hold any portions of a review customer or any of its related
organizations: gave that if such an individual holds shares preceding his arrangement as examiner,
regardless of whether as an individual or an accomplice in a firm the reality will be revealed on
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his arrangement as evaluator and such individual will disinvest such offers inside ninety days of
such arrangement.
2.4.10 Theoretical Review on Corporate Governance and Dividend Payout Policy:
Prior to MM (1961) study developed the hypothesis, numerous specialists accepted that with no
market flaws, more the firm delivers profit, more it’s worth increments. As indicated by MM model
(1958) under the ideal market suspicion the capital structure is unimportant for the financing
choice of the firm, thusly, inward and outer financing are amazing substitutes and profit are
insignificant on the estimation of the firm.
Signalling theory, presented by Farrukh (2017) suggest that firms’ mangers has more access on
the information about firm future expectations due to high insider reports they know well. They
also tend to know about payment of cash dividend or not in coming period which provides signal
for him as e.g., constant or increasing policy to pay dividend. Theory of asymmetric way of
information don’t have enough information to shareholders about the future dividend which leads
to managers can focus on trading inside of the share when he knows better information. So the
external shareholders has no such information about future predictability to increase share value
as of earning management Khan (2016). This theory suggests that if firm is running smoothly, this
indicates that firm has sufficient resources. So, management can make dividend payments to signal
that the firm is performing well and has the capacity to distribute its wealth. In the same way,
dividend decision to not pay cash to shareholder non-payments can float a bad signal about the
corporation’s long run earnings and also about the quality of managers in the market Lintner (1956)
because managers themselves believe that a consistent dividend payment by any firm reflects as a
premium to the firm by market and dividend cuts are interpreted as negative signals Brave, et al.
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(2005). Any uninformed increase or decrease in dividends can cause an abnormal shock in stock
price.
A significant part of the exploration in corporate administration and profit strategy is determined
through Agency hypothesis, at first introduced by Jensen and Meckling (1976). The office issue
emerges when objective of head and specialist are not 4 same for example at the point when the
control and proprietorship are discrete and the data isn't symmetric between the two players. This
detachment of control and data unevenness causes organization issue which is basically in light of
the fact that the specialists have internal or private data which they purposely avoid chiefs who are
thought to be danger disinclined. The hypothesis recommends that a chief hand over assignments
to the specialist and it is normal that specialist will play out the errand which would be worth
expanding for the firm as opposed to one single gathering (Farrukh, 2017). At the point when the
specialist attempts to augment his/her own advantages then the organization issue comes up. Office
issue among head and specialist can likewise emerge when the administration chooses to take-up
new undertakings. For this situation the contention can be of this sort: obligation holders or
supervisors attempt to take up just safe undertakings that can ensure that least instalment is
equivalent to the estimation of obligation. Whereas, shareholders lean toward dangerous ventures
in light of the fact that unsafe undertakings have returns higher than safe activities. The two players
attempt to move the danger to different gatherings. Hence, Agency cost hypothesis (1970)
persuades the need of solid corporate administration which manages the fundamental clash (office
costs because of data asymmetry) between investors and the administration and among investors
and loan bosses. Corporate administration components help diminishing such office issues. The
organizations that actualize better corporate administration rehearses are discovered to be
moderately more beneficial, more important and can deliver more profits to their investors.
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2.4.11 Dividend Policy and Corporate Governance Practices in Pakistan:
It involves revenue that in a nation like Pakistan where speculator insurance is by one way or
another not so solid and organizations just deliver profits intentionally, in what capacity can an
organization pull in outside investors? Or then again more explicitly are there some firm explicit
and economy wide factors that may influence the profit choices in Pakistan?
Pakistani firms are worked under the guidelines of British cause, along these lines, it could be
normal that Pakistani firms react as the British firms however results may vary in view of the
nature and practices of Pakistani companies. In this way, while receiving the methodologies of
created economies in the change economies considerably more consideration and care is required
since, supposing that corporate sectors practices don't work as per the prerequisite and desires. The
poor corporate administration practices and checking can lead the administration to search for its
own advantages instead of the entire corporations.
Javid and Ahmed (2011), locate that to settle on profit choice firms keep into account the previous
profits, benefits and deterioration. They show that the Lintner model fits the information well if
there should arise an occurrence of assembling area of Pakistan. Nonetheless, Sajid, et al. (2012)
have discovered that in Pakistan 72 percent of the banks deliver profits and development, benefit
and size have a positive relationship with profit pay out and profit yield. Irfan (2010) finds that
any adjustment in association's profit strategy fundamentally impacts the offer cost, for example
share cost is profoundly unstable if profit measure (profit yield and profit pay out proportion)
changes. This relationship stays as before even in the wake of controlling the association's resource
development or influence and so forth
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Mehar (2005) finds that Pakistani firms are hesitant to deliver profit yet the minority investors are
as yet slanted to purchases shares. This is a result of tax break. Ahmed and Javid (2009), uphold
the speculation that Pakistani recorded non-monetary firms depend on both the adjustment in
profits and change in net income which plainly show that the organizations depend on both current
income per share and past profit per offer to set their profit instalments (Khan, 2016). They contend
that their examination plainly shows that profit will in general be touchier to current income than
earlier profits. Moreover, they demonstrate that the possession fixation and market liquidity have
the positive effect on profit pay out strategy and market capitalization and size of the organizations
have the negative effect on profit pay out strategy which unmistakably shows that the organizations
want to put resources into their resources instead of deliver profits to its investors.
2.5. Conclusions
Pakistani Economy depends on listed firms performance, their announcement, dividend policy and
corporate structures. In Pakistan, Most of the businesses owned by 60 families and they are linked
with different political parties ruling in Pakistan time to time. They influence on dividend paying
behaviour, debt financing and stock market regulation because they are attached with ruling party
through Top management. Dividend regulations also made by these influential groups and enjoy
a lot based on either made decision pay dividend or invest in a profitable or negative projects.
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CHAPTER 3: LITERATURE REVIEW DIVIDEND POLICY
3.1 Introduction
Numerous researchers have written about dividend policy. Miller and Modigliani‘s
(1961), is of the opinion that it is quite unimportant to consider cash dividend policy and says
that it has virtually not at all influence on a value of the firms. Therefore he considers that it has
little effect on shareholders wealth. Under such situation the organizations usually tend to a
dividend payout policy of residual established on reinvestment of firm’s earnings as more
profitable investment openings (Saxena, 1999, Baker, 2009, Chen and Dhiensiri, 2009).
Thereafter it distributes that remaining amount of profit in the shape of cash payment to
shareholders.
Miller and Modigliani‘s hypothesis created a disagreement between some of the scholars.
Another study in controversy to Miller and Modigliani claims that in general corporations rarely
follow the residual policy and payment decision about dividend because such decisions are taken
independent to investment policy (Partington 1985). This controversy prevails even today. Since
long dividend policy is considered as important decisions about financial distress firms for a
company, more so keeping in view of the relationship with the stake holder.
3-2 General Dividend Policy
Usually the dividend is decided in the annual meeting of board of directors Pike and Neale
(2009). The primary intention is to facilitate the recognition securing a reasonable payment of
cash dividend in lieu of its shareholders which remain consistent to the decision of the corporate
management. While preparing the distribution of dividends managers in addition to current
profits also look into the expected future earnings as well. The ability of a company in
maintaining a constant payout percentage of cash dividend in relation to maintain a growth rate
ratio in carry weight. At the same time the investors remain conscious of this fact as well as
aspect forward for a profit increase having a positive outlook for future dividends. When a
company achieves high profit in any specific year but does not expect to continue the trend in
future years, it makes a regular basis of dividend and also provides supplementary dividend
therefore that the investors do not get discouraged and they hope for a brighter future ahead.
Under such situations the profit is divided into two dividends. One normal and the other
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incremental specifying that this type of dividends is unpredicted besides may not carry on in
forthcoming DeAngelo et al., (1996).
There are more than few alternatives for the distribution of dividend. It may be distributed in the
form of regular cash dividend or in the form of share dividend to shareholders. They are both
distributed simultaneously. Shareholders can also gain profits if the company repurchases its
share while considering the regular cash dividend as common practice (Broyles, 2003).
A number of factors govern the percentage of profits. In some cases the law prohibits
distribution of profits unless the company is profitable deducting its reserves, the bonds etc. It
also prevents the companies from increasing the cash dividend proportion beyond some
particular level to secure the interests of bond holders (Black and Cox, 1976).
It is therefore obvious that the dividend policy is seen as basis for differentiating between share
and cash dividends through profit capitalization or may be even be through buying back the
shares. It happens due to the fact of fixed investment policy. As a result the company detains
profits to finance capital spending for spending and future growth or may be even debt
repayment or to distinguish the bonds. The company may also decide to distribute cash dividend
and finance the deficit in capital spending and they issue new shares or through external
borrowings. These alternatives in general do not affect the company’s values or the wealth of
shareholders under a condition of market operating characterized by ideal, efficiency and deep
(Miller and Modigliani, 1961, Black and Scholes, 1974, Peter, 1996).
If these attributes are not available one should expect arguments on impact of dividend policy,
more specifically on cash dividends. This will result in the value of the company creating wealth
for the shareholders.
A number of authors (Gordon, 1959, Blume, 1980, Dyl and Weigand, 1998, Koch and Shenoy,
1999) have criticized this policy and they are of the opinion that increase in the percentage of
cash dividend increases company value, resulting in the increase in wealth of the shareholders.
Some other authors (Litzenberger and Ramaswamy, 1979, Blume, 1980, Litzenberger and
Ramaswamy, 1982, Ang and Peterson, 1985) are of the opinion that an increase in cash dividend
lead to the decrease in company value resulting in the decrease in wealth of the shareholders.
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Profits when transferred to a retained earnings are used for the purpose of determining dividends
by the board of governors. Such decisions are then forwarded to the general assembly of the
company for approval. Under such situation usually the company maintains a stable cash
dividend.
During the periods when a company is not in a position to meet the amount of normal divided,
they usually decide to return earnings account to ensure any shortfall. The general assembly
while exercising its authority use such accounts for cash dividends whether they are in full or
part. Company may also repurchase shares for capitalization. And distribute dividends to
shareholders. At the same time the shareholders may get their profits on the basis of a policy that
can be combined in as single year (Broyles, 2003, Pike and Neale, 2009). It often uses one of the
following 3 alternatives policy.
1. Cash dividend policy;
2. Shares dividend policy;
3. Buy back shares policy.

3.3 Cash Dividend Policy
It is very important to consider the impact of cash dividend policy and how it influences the
current company share prices. While it is important for the policy makers it is also important for
investors, portfolio managers, and economists who are concerned in the capital market
performance Okpara (2010). In this regard the following questions may be raise: How the
managers maximize owners’ wealth by adopting a specific dividend policy? Whether the
companies having good dividend sold with premium? Is the company shares retaining their
profits distribute a certain percentage? Is it sold at a lower price? These issues have been studied
by a number of authors and there is no consensus as a whole. The reasons may be the presence
of other factors relevant to the subject affecting the share value in the market. This may not
enable the researcher in measuring the impact of dividend policy on profits alone.
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It has been seen that he researchers mainly focus dividend policy and how the cash dividends to
be given to the distributor. However, it also has an impact on company’s value and the wealth of
the company. Miller and Modigliani (1961) are of the opinion that cash dividend may not give an
impact on company value. It is to be noted that the company value does not affect earned profits
or divided. However, achievement of profits and the ability to do so has an impact. Therefore,
while taking a decision on how to divide the profits between retained earnings and profits, it
must be considered to maximize the profits by developing an optimal investment policy.
Olson and McCann, 1994, Lipson et al., 1998 are of the opinion that dividing the profits should
be done in a way to keep a balance between the dividends and retained earnings giving a positive
impact on company‘s value. This may be done through an increase or decrease in demand of
shares of any particular company. The investors having a good incomes generally opt for
companies without any cash dividend provided that the value of taxes is more than the taxes on
capital gains. The investors not paying the taxes or having a low tax bracket usually go for
companies having high cash dividends. It may be also seen that investors in growing companies
usually are not concerned in the distribution of high cash dividends and accept low ones. It
happens because of internal return rate which is normally more than the price of the obtaining
funds. As a result the wealth of the shareholders is maximized through retain of profits in whole
or in part. This is done with an objective to finance projects having a potential value. In the
meantime the investors of low growth companies opt for a high dividend company (Walter,
1963). It is seen from the above discussion that market value is affected by the belief that the
relationship between cash dividend policy and the willing investors the increase or decrease in
the share value of the company is reflected in share prices. It is a challenge for the company to
decide the cash dividend policy, more importantly the cash portion because of the reason that the
distribution decision defines the funds to be given to the shareholders of the company and the
available funds in the company for reinvestment (Lumpy and Jones, 1999). The action plan of a
company is based on the cash dividend policy providing a number of options from that can be
chosen from available alternatives for the company to get the desired result. While devising such
plans two main objectives are focused: maximizing shareholders wealth and meeting the
company objectives for fund generation for ultimate investment (Smith and Watts, 1992).
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The decision to opt for a more suitable alternative depends upon a number of factors e. g. market
consideration, internal shareholders’ interests and legal and contractual factors. The chosen
consideration helps to achieve company’s objectives for a dividend policy. (Moyer et al., 1995,
Ross et al., 1999). They suggest the following type of policies when paying cash dividend:
1. Fixed dividend policy rate;
2. Regular dividend policy;
3. Regular low fixed dividend with special or added dividend;
4. Remaining cash dividend policy.
The above mentioned in detail below.
1. Fixed Dividend Policy Rate
Distributing income earned in the shape of cash dividend is decided by the fixed dividend policy
rate. The distribution of 80% of company’s net profits means that a company is going to
distribute 80% of its profits and retain 20% for further earnings. This policy when adopted
usually leads to fluctuation in the amount of cash dividends because the dividend rate stability
creates a difference in the amount of yearly dividend. Such policy has been criticized by many.
Fluctuation in the dividend level may create some risks for the company because non-fluctuation
or a stable policy generally considered positive for performance of the company as well as for
the investors.
Regular Dividend Policy
This policy suggest that company gives a fixed rate of dividend every year i. e. the company pay
Rs10 per share which may be fixed for the next number of years. It is an indicator of the
stability of the company and attracts more investors from the market. In such situations also lead
to increase in dividend rate and gives a steady pace in forthcoming years.
Low regular fixed policy with special or added dividend
The policy of systematic low dividends with additional dividends is decided under an unstable
company situation. As a result it becomes uncertain and difficult to maintain a stable policy of
dividend. They make a policy of giving a low dividend consistently and gain a reputation of low
level profit organization. They do not attract good investors. However, they do pay high
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dividends only when they get a higher profit which is very rare. In such cases confidence
building measures for the investors is very important.

Remaining cash dividend policy
The differentiation between a numbers of factors decides the optimal cash dividend rate for a
company (Baker, 2009). These factors are as follows:
1. Preference of stockholders regarding capital gain from buy and sell and pay cash dividends;
2. Best alternative of capital budgeting projects available to firms for Investment prospects;
3. Mix outlays of sources of funds from Optimal structure of firms capital;
4. Cost of capital to raise financing through debt or equity.
Among these factors most of the time 2-4 factors when considered together can influence on all
others policies of dividend of the firms. This policy is grounded off giving dividends when firm’s
ability for financing any project of importance and value cannot be done due to low fund
availability.
Under such situations the company should take three steps mentioned below Baker (2009):
1. Firms management must recognise all possible project which provides positive cash
inflow in the form of NPV where firms has interested to invest for productive return;
2. Management must more focus on the mixture of capital structure to obtain least cost of
capital in each projects;
3. Financial policy must focus on new projects investments from the earnings earns by
firms with the calculated increases in NPV with positive outcomes not negative projects
because of their low cost in comparison to raising new share issues in case they represent
the best combination of capital.
In this concept the needed fund to reach the required level is funds from share equity, as well as
not taking loan or issue bonds, and with the understanding that required more funds to achieve
higher profit plus profit retained by firm, in this cash firms has not pay enough dividend to
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stockholders. On the other hand, when the needed resources are lower than profit reserved, the
firm takings that one needed fund and give the remaining funds release for payment of cash
dividend to stakeholders (Saxena, 1999, Baker, 2009).
Chen and Dhiensiri (2009) are of the opinion that when the capital structure mix does not make it
obligatory upon the company for funding without going into taking some risk, the company
distributes profits to shareholders because these profits are considered as surplus.

3-3-1 Factors Affecting Cash Dividend Policy
In general view, dividend payout has many factors which impact on cash dividend payout policy
a combination of factors give its impact on this policy and places stress on the decision makers
of the management. These possible factors are related to preferences of shareholders, growth in
firms and future expected earnings, internal changes, legal constraints and contractual for cash
dividend or capital gains, and capital market considerations.
Legal restrictions
Payment of dividend in the form of cash should be decided on the basis of profits reserved. This
is known as the Impairment of Capital Rule Ballantine and Hills (1935). For example when a
company‘s net profits equal to Rs. 500,000 and the retained earnings is Rs. 2.0 million, the
company should not distribute profits of more than Rs. 2.5 million. If there is a retained loss
within equity amounting to Rs. 200,000, then it is better not distribute more than Rs. 300,000.
Contractual restrictions
It is well known that borrowing contracts restrict the amount of profits. When borrowing bonds
are issued by a company, the contracts usually includes both the permissions as well as
restrictions starting from date of issuance of bonds until the repayment is made. Generally such a
contract do not permit the company to give cash dividends provided they do not exceed the
amount earned in a certain amount. The contract may even prevent the company from increasing
the distribution percentage of normal profits. It may also determine the profits that could be
distributed by the company‘s from the net profits for distribution. Such conditions are acceptable
by the company to minimize the risks of borrowing according to the lender point of view. Such
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compliance reduces the borrowing costs. Restrictions are also put on cash dividends on issuance
of the preferable company shares. In this regard, it is obvious that the distribution of profit on
share be restricted to any ordinary share holder unless they pay all preferable share profits (Black
and Cox, 1976).
Internal constraints
A company‘s ability to pay cash dividends is affected by the quantity of liquid funds available,
not only by profits and return earnings (Kato et al., 2002).
Although a company could resort to borrowing in order to finance the cash dividend or issue new
shares to finance the dividend process, companies do not usually do so because of the high costs
for this decision. A company can use it in urgent cases to stabilize the level of dividends, since
fluctuations in the value of dividends may convey a cost that could be higher than the
distribution finance costs. Thus, a company‘s ability to pay cash dividends or its desire to
distribute is often constrained by the liquid funds available.
Company expected growth and expansion
The volume of capital expenditure required for financing expansion and growth significantly
affects the cash dividend policy adopted by a company (Smith and Watts, 1992). If a company is
in continuous expansion and development using modern technology, then it will need all the
funds available to finance operations. On the other hand, the companies that have reached the
stage of maturity are more able to distribute cash dividends than companies in growth.
Shareholders’ preference for cash dividends or capital gains
One of the management functions is to maximize the company owners ‘wealth.
Therefore, owners ‘interests need to be taken into account when preparing the cash dividend
policy. A company‘s ability to distribute cash profits and its desire to do so are often constrained
by several important factors affecting the interests of company owners (see: Brudney, 1980,
Moyer et al., 1995, Pike and Neale, 2009):
1. Tax status of a company‘s owners: If the company‘s owners are affluent and are in high tax
brackets, the company will resort to a dividend policy whereby it can reduce the impact of taxes
on the shareholders’ profits.
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2. Investment opportunities available for company owners: If shareholders can obtain returns
for re-investing their profits exceeding the company‘s returns, the company must distribute a
greater proportion of profits to enable shareholders to maximize their wealth by reinvesting these
profits.
However, if the company‘s returns are more than shareholders‘ returns, then the company must
transfer the maximum part of their profit to retain earnings for reinvestment in order to maximize
shareholders‘ wealth.
3. The steady control of former shareholders: If a company tends to distribute all or most of
the profits achieved over the years, it will be forced to issue new shares to finance expansion and
development projects. This would first lead to minimizing the control of the company‘s former
owners of the company; and reducing then the profits to be gained due to the issuance of new
shares because of the increasing number of company owners. This situation could be remedied
through the allocation of shares, for example, by allowing old shareholders to subscribe to new
shares according to his/her contribution and giving them priority in this respect. Alternatively,
the company could reduce the proportion of cash dividends if they want to retain full control
over old shareholders and show no inclination towards increasing the number of shareholders.
4. A stable and clear dividend policy: shareholders considers more significant to dividend with
more clear and constant policy of dividend. Similarly, investors has more concerns to pay regular
payment of dividend, due to perception that constant, more as well regular payment has more
impact and lower the firm volatility in the mind of shareholders. As a result, they are not
interested in the income growth of firm whom payment is regular, high and constant during any
period with a discount rate. In this case, they give more importance to those firms, they more
focus on lower the rate of return, in this manner decreasing the firms cost of capital.
5. Profit information content: profits of the firm earn any period is more informative in the
contents of shareholders. From this particular, this information deliver a good message about
expected future income. As agent know more than investors about future expected profit
information, more they are rely on firm profits content of information by shareholder.
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3-3-2 Theoretical Framework for Dividend Policy and its Impact on Market Value
Study clarifies the framework developed in theoretical based work to explore the connection of
multiple policies regarding dividend such as stock and cash influences on the value of shares in
the particular market either which one school of thought followed by the study data listed firms
the Irrelevant Theory introduced by Miller and Modigliani in 1961 or relevant theory based on
multiple capital market assumptions. One school of thought belongs to MM (1958 & 1961)
believes that paying dividend is not enhance the prices up or down but no impact value of firms
shares. On the other school of thought finds a comprehensive association between share value
and cash dividend policy has significant positive or negative affect on shares price depends on
the nature and legal environment of the market. Most of the market suggest a positive but some
of the markets shows a negative impact on share prices using dividend payment as a sole factor.
Some of the researchers support the MM theory not relevant to value but some still in confusions
due to different characteristics of the markets. They suggest that companies follow residual
policy of dividend which shows that remaining cash paid to shareholder after investing best
opportunity and support the investment is the main purpose not the payment of dividend to
shareholders. So contradiction still in two camps till 2nd decades of the 21st century started form
mid of twenty century.
Now many researchers not interested only with dividend but also keen to interest in multiple
factors related to firms specific factors, macro-economic factors, corporate governance as well as
shareholding pattern of firms through a multiple theories developed based on various mentioned
factors and assumptions to check the affect on market value. These developed theories based on
time to time by addition of pioneer works through many renowned scholars as we find that
theory of bird in hand created the ambiguity in capital gain and cash payment, tax
implementation changes to create a theory of tax clientele or tax effect hypothesis theory and
developed a theory based on different types of investors parties as we know insiders, foreign,
institutional as well as individual general public interested in dividend income called theory of
Clientele Effect. If firm management try to pay dividend lead to and this is enclosed by the
Signalling Effect Theory although the indifference in goals by stockholders as well as firms
management separation has generates the theory of agency cost. As a result, we can draw the
theoretical framework for the study through the following form given below in Figure 3.1:
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Figure 3-1 Dividend Policy Theoretical Framework
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3-3-2-1 Irrelevance proposition
As per the consultation of numerous finance and economics expert’s policies of dividends are
unnecessary and have not any influence on the wealth of owner. According to Miller and
Modigliani (1961) study has defined multiple invaluable result of the policies of dividend which
do not create any significant impact on the valuation of the company. However, such policies are
not the important source of wealth creation and increase in profit maximisation.
Furthermore, such ideas are driven from the baseless proposition of a fact that companies which
are able to issue dividend with lefty amount of cash may have safeguard the maximum share
price. However, which may induce the dividend policies and wealth of the owner in both the
cases (Lumby and Jones, 1999). As per the findings, asset value of the capital by investors are
restricted due to having similar results in such organisations. However, result deemed to be
similar by the investors holding share of other companies with the low amount of dividend when
the prices for the share climbs high due to earning invested later from the profits. By restricting
the amount of cash dividends, owners tend to earn high gain on capital. However, maximising
the share prices is a result of both increase in capital gain and the wealth generated by the
shareholder. However, taxes in such situation are not applicable if something similar happened
they become the taxes of dividends. Other than that, business owners do not get affected by the
paying out the cash dividends or even if they are not paid. Whether profits are kept safe for later
invest titled as retained earnings. In addition to this, keeping other factors constants investors
will in any case obtain the profit by the raising the share price and selling out the shares in the
market to enhance the capital gain.
Mentioned theory is totally in consideration of the fact of (Miller and Modigliani, 1961):
Taxes do not exist, or the amount of taxes is equal on both capital gain and cash dividends;
Cost of transaction will not incur though the purchase or selling out the shares, in any case if
share owner wants cash inflow can sell out the both without being charged for commission fees
in contrast of dividend cash;
Business owners are logical and considerate while making decision;
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Agencies will not conduct any cost, manager of the organisation who are the reason for selling
dividend on low cash do make firm’s profit as reason for attaining personal achievements.
However, are the direct reason to affect the company (Jensen, 1986);
The firm is running under vigilant and enormous market. Which is why, it defines that the no
amount is being charged while existing information and facts are can easily be attained.
However, the prices of the shares are influenced on the moment when information is provided;
There are no uncertainties while organisation is working on full-fledged vigilant environment.
However, investors of the companies will see the similar change in near future as performance
may not be influenced. Furthermore, the managers’ expectation and provided information will
remain the same.
As per the irrelevant significance of the dividend policy, which every way just influences the
external environment and finance needed for the future ventures by having the right net present
value. However, it defined that dollar loses its value when divided among the business owners.
According to the given theory, only restriction causing disturbance on the value of market are the
policies of the firms itself. However, policies of dividend have no change or impact which
company has adapted. However, profit maximisation is totally dependent on the projects selected
for future (Miller and Modigliani, 1961). As per the company’s take on distribution of finances
or even non-profit have no significant change on the net valuation of investors or company’s
reputation.
These findings suggest that manager must be giving priority to the investment policies and help
dividend polies in contrast to the policies of investment, this is titled as residual dividend
policies. The facts of the irrational suggestions (Black and Scholes, 1974, Miller and Scholes,
1978, Merton and Myron, 1982, Merton, 1986, Peter, 1996) enlighten that idea that business
owners can adapt dividend policy regardless of the company’s policies. Which is called
customised dividend (Miller and Modigliani, 1961) which help owners to earn and make income
by selling their own little part of shares which equates the profit in terms of cash. However,
companies eventually distribute such sorts of dividend when are unable to have cash and
business owner are in needs of cash dividends to complete the needs of customers. However,
shareholders also invest it in the shape of retain earning which is given by the company if are
unable to receive cash dividend. However, such rituals are followed by the shareholders to not to
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be impacted the by the company’s dividend policy. Furthermore, inconsistency of such stocks
will not influence investors to be worry about the dividend policy or to leave them.
Major controversies and conspiracies of these facts are that they are not practically logical or
viable. Dividend policies are meant for vigilant markets which are important of investors.
However, cost on fees for transaction and titled as impractical (Dempsey and Laber, 1992).
Other than that, business will adapt the policies of taxation on capital gain and dividend. Such
processes will trend as costly later on. However, there are various consistent process in the
companies where business owners have different cash dividend policy. However, the policy for
shareholders are not costly. When shareholders of the companies are making logical decision,
irrelevant proposition is adapted. Furthermore, psychology recommends that human tactics and
decision are not perfect. According to Shefrin and Statman (1984) claims a debate about
dividend profit that human cannot make logical decision; which has no link with the hypothesis
of irrational proposition. Such hypothesis is also argued for considering the rational between
cash dividend and gains on capital. Such cases cannot be balances or equal when cash within
hand has no ambiguity of risk. However, there is no logic of equality when capital gain has cash
in hand in future with calculated risk.
There are many indications shown for the irrelevant hypothesis which are purely based on
assumption. However, which is very common that assumption and hypothesis are directly
proportional, change in one would influence another. As a matter of fact, financial regulations
and result are not based on assumptions.
3-3-2-2 Bird in the Hand theory
The objective has clearly identified that irrelevance of such hypothesis that policies of cash
dividends has no significant impact on the valuation of company or the cost of capital. However,
capital return is not directly connected with cash dividend policy. However, numerous theorist
like (Lintner, 1962, Gordon, 1963) assume that capital return must increase when dividend on
cash falls due to un assure thoughts of shareholders regarding the increase on capital over
increase in share prices and retained earnings from receiving dividend on cash. However, as per
the assumption of these theorist, investors which concentrate dollar more on cash dividend than
on the capital gain. Furthermore, the reason can be identified is that current dollar trend on cash
dividend is quite certain than the future uncertain dollar on capital gain. However, shareholder
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can predictably calculate the prices of stocks by the flow of cash on each share. Which is later
subtracted by counting the risk on each share. Furthermore, discount rate is authentic source to
calculate the future risk so risk calculate for future by the help of discount rate has higher
predictably. Consequently, price of the share of the company which is low for dividend of cash
and retain earning is greater for the gain capital in future will be lower than the price of stock
with greater dividend of cash. As a matter of fact, when there is certain increase on retained
earnings for future capital gain price for share will slightly be less.
Initially. As per the theories of bird in the hand, which shows that share with greater dividend of
cash are certain and contain lower risk. The major concern with this theory is drawn, that either
the policies of dividend have influence the risk intake of companies or do risk has any significant
impact on the policies of dividend. In mentioned argument which states that how firms with
greater uncertainties share lower cash dividend, Rozeff (1982) defined that manager are known
about the ambiguities of risk in companies and its profits. Hence, managers are in the favour of
low cash dividend which may not influence their forced behaviours in the companies in near
future. However, ambiguities of profits, lower prices in the dividends of cash and investors are
known with the fact and consistencies in the intensity of cash dividend higher than the itself cash
dividend (Gombola and Feng-Ving, 1993). Which states that the, larger the risk of companies
lower the rate of cash dividend distribution. Also, defines that the lower the cash dividend would
increase the greater risk in companies.
In short, bird of theory suggest that cash dividend has lower risk than the capital gain. However,
investors are more interested in the companies which runs the cash dividend and resume the
profits to exchange with capital gains. However, when other factors are constant, investors with
such preferences are charge greater prices for the shares of cash dividend in contrast to the firms
resuming the profits. In a result, this theory address that, if companies tend to increase the share
prices must accept the higher ratio of the dividend (Baker and Powell, 1999).
Furthermore, as per one of the suggestion, Miller and Modigliani (1961) avoid this agreement
and title it as bird in hand fallacy. However, Bhatacharya (1979) claims that flow of cash in
future defines its risk. Furthermore, any slight raise in dividend of cash will influence the fall in
share prices. When later dividend on cash is issued and ultimately decrease the company’s value
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The right assessment drawn from the bird in the hand described by Gordon (1959), is that this
study is more considerate about the policies of investment instead of dividend as found out from
the initial studies. As a result, from such theories can be drawn is that, companies tend to take the
policy of low cash dividend are the ones that have probability of high risk. Because of the
increase in greater risk of investments, investors may decrease the cash flow in near times of
lower cash dividend at greater price of discount. However, when investors find out the price of
stock of companies. While stabilizing the rest of factors, then investors are ready to pay the
lower amount of shares. In addition to this, risk level is directly connected with the price of
shares which are defined by discount rates, irrespective of the company’s dividend policies.
However, policies of cash dividends are not related with it and sure possibilities to happen.

3-3-2-3 Tax Effect theory
In short, it is believed that if cash dividends are higher than the capital gains or there is no
existence of capital gain’s taxes, investors are then more interested in companies with zero cash
dividend policies. However, then companies use profit as retained earnings. Furthermore, when
undistributed profits are the cause of decrease in the percentage of cash dividends, investors
wealth maximize by keeping rest of the factors constant. Moreover, shareholders will prefer the
companies with greater cash dividend for higher return, in contrast to this return of firms that do
not obtain any cash dividend and to expense out the taxes they will look out for cash dividends
(Brennan, 1970, Litzenberger and Ramaswamy, 1982). Other than that, shareholders prefer the
outcome before the taxation in terms to the companies which do not provide cash dividend but
capital gain. However, investors are more interested to invest in companies which pay return in
the form of capital gain then the ones give it as cash dividend and other factors influencing are
fixed. Here is what, dividend policy plays pivotal role which affect the wealth of investors and
the valuation of company. Furthermore, when profits are in retention and changed into the capital
gains, wealth of the investors and company’s valuation will be impacted.
System of the taxes is highly influential to dividend policy when tax effects it. For instance, in
USA cash double taxation are normally impact as cash dividend. Investors receiving the
dividends individually are the income which is taxable even when company pays taxes on its
profits by Litzenberger and Van Horne (1978). In countries like Australia, has specified rate
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decided by the government for profits companies earn Cannavan et al., (2004). However, when
cash dividends are given to the investors individually, all the income receive by the investors is
applicable to the taxes whenever the tax is paid by company on profits. However, if the company
is paying 30% tax solely and investors are paying 38% then double tax will not be applicable.
However, then investors will only be paying tax of 8% on cash dividend. As far as imputation
tax system is concerned, investors will get refund of 5% if the total tax is 25%.
However, same case is with the Pakistan, by the help of tax imputation system which removes
the policies of dividend (Ashton, 1991). However, companies tend to pay the dividend to the
investors on certain decided rates, while the higher receiver of the dividend tend to pay higher
taxes. Hence, government title such taxes as withholding which is the tax of company’s
corporation. However, capital gain and corporate taxes are the terminologies which comes out
from the taxes of corporate income.
While about the tax theories, where there are few countries which has higher rates of taxes on
cash dividend and lower rates of taxes on capital gains. Which assume that cash dividends
enhance loss to the investors who obtain them. However, tax rate on other source of alternative is
lower in regard to cash dividend. Which is the reason of decrease in the valuation of company
and decrease in the investor’s overall wealth (Brennan, 1970). In a nut shell, shareholders will
have high profits if companies hold the profit and exchange them with capital gain instead of
purchasing shares again.
Differentiation of taxes can easily have defined the negative and positive impact of cash dividend
on the overall wealth of investors (Levy and Sarnat, 1994):
When the price of the share decreases when share becomes free of dividend then the worth of
cash dividend gets same. However, investor will be beneficial from the situation and return will
not matter either it is taken from capital gain or cash dividend. However, tax will not influence
the wealth of investor as well.
When share tends to be dividend free and decrease in the prices and it gets to be less than the
cash dividend, tax rate will be higher for on cash dividend and decrease on the capital gain.
However, investor will have an opportunity to take return from the capital gain.
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When the price of the share increases and share is dividend free and the amount is greater than
the cash dividend, tax rates tends to be higher for capital gain and decrease on cash dividend.
However, investor will have an opportunity to take return from the cash dividends.
The relevancy of the situation is only about taxes on capital gain and cash dividends, while the
scenarios will be different if the profits are hold and used later as retain earning instead of
sharing with investors? How would it influence the wealth of investors?
Firm’s dividend policy is the source of the increase in the profits of shareholders which exceed
the cash inflow for any individual in the subject of tax levels and tax rates applied to the profits
of the firm. However, this case is assumed and address that both investors and company can use
the same return rate of them retain earnings. Furthermore, if the tax rate for shareholder are
lower than the company than this will be golden opportunity for the shareholders. However,
company finds it to share the cash dividends with the investors and they seek to invest it further
from the dividends.
In other situation, if the tax rates of the companies are lower than the tax rates of shareholders
then investors will still be in good condition and later company can hold the profit for retain
earning and later saved can distribute to the investors as cash dividend along with the return.
However, also predict the equality of return and risk.
The mystery to be solved for the shareholders is, whether the concept states that when tax rates
are very high will investors be buying the shares from the companies considering the cash
dividend, regardless of the impact of tax numerous theorist (Miller and Scholes, 1978, Auerbach,
1979, Feldstein and Green, 1983) have suggested that in any case, shareholders will buy the
share regardless the company pays cash dividend or not.
However, there are countries where tax rates seem to be higher on cash dividends than capital
gain, in such situation purchase and sales of the share on cash dividend damage the wealth of
shareholders as per the studies if there are other sources like capital gain is available. As per the
research of Miller and Scholes (1978) that cash dividends can be ignored by several steps.
Shareholder borrow the amount to buy stock which has equal cash dividend to repay. However,
the payment of interest rated are deemed to be reduced on the objective of tax, while cash
dividends are subject to tax and both are deducted to each other. As benefit, tax and interest will
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intersect and deducted and shareholder will not be charged tax on cash dividend, due to
borrowing the risk can be greater. Secondly, shareholder only invest an amount equal to the
amount of loan which will surely lower the risk of borrowing. In conclusion, shareholders will
not be influenced by the taxes as he/she has already invested enough on the shares of cash
dividend.
Furthermore, theorist assume that Miller and Scholes (1978) did not give any significant
important to the cash dividend which may influence negatively on the wealth of investors when
the capital gain availability already exist. However, such alternatives only concentrate to buy
cash dividends without paying any taxes to it, while not considering the impact on net cash
inflow. However, the shareholder using an alternative of Miller and Scholes‘s, cash inflow will
be the equal amount of taxes deferred as the return on the shared will be used for interest.
Furthermore, it is fact that return on investment of share is higher than the return on such
investments. However, theorist suggest that shareholder can earn a good position if money
invested in cash dividends with the impact of taxes instead of agreeing the Miller and Scholes
solution.
Therefore, assumption by some theorists believe that shareholders buying share of the company
and to avoid higher taxes will obtain cash dividend or will try to depress the cash dividends. In
any situation, if the shareholders decide to buy take cash dividend and could not proceed with the
requirements, then shareholder can sell the shares with the same amount as per the valuation of
cash dividend, late company can distribute the cash dividend by ignoring the higher taxes.
Which is titled as customised dividend (see, Ross et al., 1999, Pike and Neale, 2009).
However, theorist suggests that such operations are void and not practical as it doesn’t create any
significant positive impact on the wealth of shareholders, as having linked with the fees of
transaction purchase and sales are quite expensive. In conclusion, if the taxes for capital gain are
linked with it, then the cash dividend will tend to be cheapest way possible. However,
shareholders can late avoid the capital gain and complete the needs of cash flow by obtaining it.
As a matter of facts, theorists are not agreeing with the statement that cash dividends damage the
wealth of shareholders, while tax imposed on capital gains are higher than the cash dividend.
However, cash dividend is only possible when investors buys the share from company. In linked
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with the statement, theorist affirm investors that there is huge advantage than damaging the
wealth. Which is the reason that promote shareholders to buy it, the only tempting sense is it
defy the lowest risk or even sometime cash dividend possess zero risk with it.
3-3-2-4 Clientele Effect Theory
While in the research of, Black and Scholes (1974) suggest that every shareholder has own
personal count on selecting the advantage of greater cash dividing or holding it as per the
situation of taxation where an individual stand. However, which make a decision totally on the
investors that to choose companies who provide higher cash dividend or some prefer one with
lower cash dividend or even do not provide any cash dividend and keep profits for retain earning.
However, the statement suggest a term called “Clientele Effect” where shareholder choose a
company which work respect to the desire and requirement of investors.
A study of 914 researched made by Pettit regarding investments (Pettit, 1977), defined that
investors which are pretty old or have lowest income tend to prefer the companies providing
higher cash dividend than the newest shareholder or the ones hold higher income. Tax
exemptions or low tax rates the key tempting reason for the older or lower level income
investors. Cash dividend is the major source of such low income holders to complete the
requirement of cash flow to have enough wealth creation while in their existence instead of
longer run, Thus, such investors are intending to invest money in companies which pay higher
cash dividend while such young investors falls in the category of higher taxes. However, when to
pay taxes on cash dividend, their objective turns out to those companies do not pay cash dividend
or low dividend, even when young investors has plenty of time for their retirement. However,
cash dividend can be treated as urgent solver of investors need for cash flow. Furthermore, such
situations are more liable to be influence by the capital gain for high risk certainties. Which
induce the longer run vision to secure the future of children and house building. According to
theories of Clientele Effect of Black and Scholes (1974), which defines that investor’s preference
will be for those companies who issues the policy of cash dividend and predict that such decision
will not harm any valuation of the company. However, companies only require to choose the
investors who does not prefer cash dividend policy or low cash dividend will not have negative
influence to it. However, vice versa to the situation for those companies who wishes to have
desired share holder who wish to have higher cash dividend will not harm to its valuation.
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However, the major query here is raised regarding the influence of Clientele Effect theory which
is high enough to reduce the impact of cash dividend on company’s value? Which is why, cash
dividend policy will not create any significant effect on the returns of share because the influence
of theory is very high to contradict the relation between dividend policy and valuation of
company.
As per Black and Scholes (1974) which tried to solve the mystery by examining this question
which took 35 years to solve it, period from 1931 to 1966 and within the duration they design
portfolio of investment and further contribute it into 5 groups as per policies of cash dividend.
They examine it with beta coefficient about the companies listed in the index if New York.
However, testing these portfolios of investment in relation with cash dividends or the policies
related to it, there were not found any significant relation between both return on the investment
portfolio and policies of cash dividend.
According to the research of Litzenberger and Ramaswamy which was taken in 1979 defines that
the return on portfolios where came out from previous month of the dividend has any link with
cash dividend. However, study found a positive relation between both cash dividend and return
on the portfolio. A study found out the mystery that investor chooses cash dividend has no effect
of taxes on it. Theory examine the 23% difference of taxation on both capital gain and cash
dividend. However, it means that investors are not interested in the companies paying cash
dividend or asking for the greater return on such shares which create bad impact on the tax rates
on both capital gain and cash dividend. However, this study found that result of influence of
Clientele Effect theory which has not significant influence to contract the relationship between
dividend policy and company’s valuation.
Miller and Scholes‘s study (1982) claims the research of Ramaswamy‘s (1979) theory for being
influenced due to the increase of cash dividend or less resources to the information. As per the
research of Miller and Scholes, which did not consider the companies in their research which
issued profit of dividend in the similar month in subject to avoid the effect of dividend
announcement. In conclusion, which described significant relation between the revenue of
portfolio and cash dividends. However, late found that the percentage of tax is just 4% on capital
gain and cash dividend which was earlier claimed 23%. However, study suggest that variation in
tax rates has no major influence on both cash dividend and capital gain. Furthermore, the
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connection between both cash dividend and return on the investment portfolios may have
influence on the raise of share price because of sudden raise in cash dividend and do not create
any negative influence on taxes. As a result, for Clientele Effect, which only influence strongly
in positive way to neutralise the impact on both company’s valuation and cash dividend policies.
Theory of Clientele Effect has two significant studies;
1. The organisation seeks to select the investors on the basis of cash dividend policy which
works on their requirements. Furthermore, shareholder has no intention lose the ties with
company or do any action that decrease the share price for the organisation as it only
works for them. This is the reason; such investments practices are obtained by the
company.
2. When organisation tend to choose investors by the help of cash dividend policy,
organisation can any time change to another policy from cash dividend without creating
any damage to company’s valuation. However, if the rate if dividend do not find any
difficulty in financial constrain in near future. In any case of uncertainties, firm decrease
the price on dividends then investors will sell out their shares and moved to another
company. On this note, shareholder who desire to have low cash dividend or none will
replace them.
Through this situation, clientele effect will be eligible to be applied. However, as suggested due
to in practical scenarios such situation can face certain issues. The companies selecting the
investors which do not influence or damage the valuation of customers is completely
hypothetical. Companies in such cases assume that the market is wide and there would be
enough investors to sort their stocks which will equal the prices of the shares. However, there is
a situation where companies pursue higher cash dividend tend to be 10% and the one seek for
higher cash dividends tends to be the other 90%os the size. Similarly, situation will be different
and uncertain if investors who require high cash dividend market are 70% and larger than its
size. On the other hand, investor who prefer low cash dividend and their size is 30%. However,
solution to this is that companies offering low share dividend policy will be higher than the
investors demanding for its shares. Which will have an impact on the prices of the shares and
decrease its value as investor can prefer it. However, marketing will go for the lower prices. On
the other hand, high cash dividend share will eventually have the lower demand issued by the
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company. In vice versa, prices for the share will increase and investors will be less interested to
buy it. However, demand would decrease for it and the market will equate for both types of the
investors. Furthermore, it is also a hypothetical regarding the company’s decision of changing
dividend policies with influencing or damaging the valuation of investors, such statement may
also have connected with performance and efficiency of the market. If company’s decision
making regarding their policies are flexible and keep on changing without considering the wealth
of investors, then shareholders might swap to other firms which fulfil the requirements of
investors and consistent with the policies. However, as result of selling their prices continuously
might influence the decrease in prices of shares, Furthermore, if the market size is very big then
decrease in prices will have low impact but if the market size is somewhat medium and investors
are few which support the new policies and cause major decrease in prices. However, such
changes will influence the wealth of both company and shareholders. However, the result will
cause fees of transaction on investors for sell or buy out the shares. However, even the
availability of capital gain and its taxes which will create huge negative impact on the valuation
of investors.
3-3-2-5 Signalling Effect Theory
As per the theory of Signalling Effect suggest that, for sharing facts and figure about the firms,
manager often change the prices for cash dividend shared with investors (Denis et al., 1994).
People who were in favour of this study assume that source of sharing information is increase in
the prices of cash dividend. However, rival firms do not have enough capacity to attain the
similar profits in near future (Charest, 1978, Asquith and Mullins Jr, 1983, Kalay and
Loewenstein, 1986, Impson, 1997, Doron and Ziv, 2001).
As per (Miller and Modigliani, 1961) showcases their studies regarding their irrelevant
hypothesis about the wealth of company and its policies regarding the cash dividend. As per their
believes regarding the investor’s potential to understand the existing similar information, which
can lead shareholders to obtain same overview of the facts and figures. However, managers and
shareholders both hold the same piece of facts and figures which lead to the similar expectations
in general. However, such facts and figures are commonly known as asymmetric (Dewenterz and
Warther, 1998), As per the consideration of organisation’s next risk and profits, shareholders
tend to have various information available. In addition to this, as per managers have the relevant
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nature of job, career choice and duties to perform which contain perfect piece of information
than the shareholders. However, for enhancing the demand for company’s shares to the
shareholders, managers are able to use cash dividend policy and price related to it as source of
information. Furthermore, information can help the valuation of both company and shareholders.
As per the research of Aharony and Swary study (1980), when company tends to have sudden
change ad enhance the cash dividend and prices related to it directly increase. As vice versa,
prices for the shares tends to decrease when firm decide to decrease the prices for cash
dividends. However, Kwan in his study conducted in 1981 describes that when profits for the
future are predicted correct, organisation do not intend to change in the rates of cash dividend.
As per the facts available, raise in cash dividend has enough capacity for firms to balance the
change, and run smoothly for future times as well without being forced to decrease the prices of
cash dividend. Ross and others (Ross et al., 1999) study suggest that the firms which do not wish
to increase the raise in cash dividend due to uncertain profits because of the expensive processes
to obtain the positive impacts which are less than the negative impacts can incur from the raise of
rates in cash dividend for those firms which do not wish for future profits. However, in the times
of near future when cash dividend tends to raise is a positive symbol for the firms projected
profits. Which further will raise the hypo among shareholder and can influence the share prices
to increase at certain rates.
Other than that, other studies suggest that cash dividend cannot be considered as authentic to
source to convey the information to shareholders. Born and Rimbey (1993) figures out that
changing the prices for cash dividend can share misleading facts and figures to the investors until
and unless market is not able to figure out the comparison between established firms which hold
the profits for further investment and companies which has already used all its resources of
investment and thinking a way to share their dividend with the help of dividend. However, when
the management of Florida Power & Light declare the 32% decrease in dividend in 1994, market
tends to reduce the prices of the share by 20%. However, which later become identical that future
financial constrains are not related with the decrease in cash dividend. Furthermore, change was
caused by the decision making of management for organisation’s future growth, then rate of the
shares found a raise. Such cases are the clear identification of information about the cash
dividend can be wrong sources for the investors. Companies may fall into negative remarks for
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the wrong message of raise in cash dividend if misinterpreted. For instance, if firm tends to
obtain growth and accomplishment and returns on the income are very strong and still company
is not sharing dividend than investors might have mistaken by the sign. However, such
significant difference can be title as the firm’s incompetency to further outgrow the investment
growth or the one existing is expiring to adapt the growth. However, by following such changes
and information regarding the raise in dividend may damage the valuation of company.
As per the correct indications of Signalling Effect theory, which describes that expectation and
predictions either positive or negative of the shareholders has an impact on the share prices and
company’s wealth in the future. Which do not have any significant change in the decline or
incline of the rate of dividend. However, the difference followed by the ratio is source of
investors to predict the future performance of the company. The research of (Miller and
Modigliani, 1961) describe that difference in the policies of cash dividend do not wish to show
the preferences of shareholders to capital gains. As they are the only sources of information for
the policies of cash dividend.
Researches like (such as :Kwan, 1981, Asquith and Mullins, 1986, Kalay and Loewenstein,
1986, Denis et al., 1994, Amihud and Murgia, 1997, Brook et al., 1998, Grullon and Michaely,
2004) explore the facts and figures of dividend policy or studies of signalling theory have
provided with flexible studies as it happens with many theories of dividend policies.
Furthermore, all the observation where information is available suggest the rise in share prices if
the firm wish the rapid increase in cash dividend ratio. Comparatively, if firm wish to decrease
the cash dividend then the prices of the share will be decreased too. As a matter of fact, incline or
decline in the price rates of shares are dependent upon the content of information available.
Which influence the shareholders who seeks cash dividends and the choice they have regarding
the selected companies which distribute cash dividend.
On such note, few queries that can be asked, do companies can confidently share the piece of
information to the investors by considering the change in the rates of distributed dividend, can
they be authentic source to for the companies to deliver the information to investors? However,
such queries related with the smaller firms who do not have enough resources of the information
to share with shareholders then it is correct, in such cases cash dividend can be titled as authentic
source for the companies to share the information. As far as big companies are concerned, which
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must obtain a larger number of information for delivering it to the investors by differentiating
that what selected information company needs to deliver to the investors and what investors
already know, in that case difference in the cash dividend might be expensive source and
authentic way to deliver the information.
3-3-2-6 Agency Costs Theory
Costs of the transactions or for the agencies was irrelevant source as per the (Miller and
Modigliani, 1961), which assure that managers are authentic medium for investors without any
mistakes. Furthermore, it is not necessary that decisions made by managers will be in the interest
of shareholders as they also seek to haver personal gain. However, shareholders already know
this fact and act with them in certain way to authorise (Jensen and Meckling, 1976, Fama and
Jensen, 1983, Jensen, 1986, Shleifer and Vishny, 1997).
Managers are very expensive to be hired which is the ultimate cost for agencies. However,
manager master the art and their skills are very rare in people which may not be easy to
understood by the shareholders. However, which is difficult for the shareholders to restrict or
authorise the behaviours of managers. In that scenario, manager can outsource a skill set person
which may overview and evaluate the performance of the managers. The basic reason of the
shareholders for considering the outsource which are the reason of incline in the rate of cash
dividend (Rozeff, 1982a, Dempsey and Laber, 1992, Schooley and Barney Jr, 1994) as quantity
of liquidity can be avoided in the firms.
Which is the source of manager for keeping firm into the consideration of outsider financing and
the outsourced financers will lead manager.
Following are the points, which describe evaluating the performance of managers by making
policies for high cash dividend, are concluded as;
1. Such policies help make manager more considerate to safeguard the profits sharing which
will be distributed to the investors. However, managers are not liable to decrease the cash
dividend rate, which is a sign of rapid decline which may influence the performance of
the managers and create negative image of the managers and the performance of the
company as well (Dempsey and Laber, 1992, Schooley and Barney Jr, 1994). Which is
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why, it is important for the managers to enhance their performance for obtaining the cash
dividend ration which can later by divided among the shareholders.
2. Such policies aim to decrease the liquidity and cash into the hands of the managers,
which will lead the manager to pursue the borrowing and help company to be monetised
and financed. This tactic is highly preferred by the investors and provide extra rights to
the outsourced financier (Rozeff, 1982b).
3. As per the study of (Easterbrook, 1984), which suggest that high cash dividends are the
major source of reduction in cash available into the hands of manager which can be
wrongly used. Due to lack of transparency of this money which manager can use for
several project and may harm further in the coming time. However, manager are liable to
select few option available when the company has free available projects with good net
present value. Alternative suggest the disbursement of such funds in a manner to the
investors or find a source that they can easily be free of. However, this situation is further
suggested with below examples:
However, the investment policy does not wish to suggest such decision but still tend to
invest in projects who have negative net present value. Jensen‘s study (Jensen, 1986)
defines that number of manager have preference to choose the projects which have
negative present value instead of sharing cash dividend to the investors. Oil and tobacco
companies are preferably known to use this policy. Furthermore, manager are able to use
such decision making into the favour of their companies so they cannot be controlled by
other firms.
Buy other firms: Mergers commonly tend to have increased prices than the value of the market.
As mergers are titled with increased prices, many studies suggest that merger will not be able
maximise the profit for the firms even when the objectives are achieved with authentic use of
process (Roll, 1986). Hence, instead of dividing dividends among the investors companies wish
to join other companies for venture or acquire the new one for the objective of attaining the
bigger size of their authority or increase the size of companies. Such constitutes are not liable for
success, or contain any charges for the agencies. However, policies for high cash dividend is not
favourable for the managers and do not increase the investment as per their choice (Michael et
al., 1995).
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Consider to buy assets of financial values: As per the (Easterbrook, 1984), firms which obtain
surplus with the exceeding value of cash, retain earning of these returns for further investment
will highly be dependent on the tax rates of cash dividend and the individual tax rates. However,
investor’s wealth can be increase in a situation when the individual tax rates are tending to be
lower than the tax rates of cash dividend. However, such cases required dividend to be shared as
investors can obtain them for retain earning. Furthermore, when manager hold the returns for the
later use of retain earning which will be titled as cost of transaction which investors must
consider.
In short, this can be a reason of mishap when investors are not liable for the authority and
managers hold it. Which will create chaos between shareholders and managers. However, such
chaos is the result of extra charges for the investors, the more cost will incur on the investors to
have someone assigned for the controlling the costs and to be certain about the performances and
role on the additional cost of directors. In regard to enhancing the assets for the investors by over
taking or joining a hand with other firms. However, it is not satisfactory to the investors who
tends to merger the companies with the negative present value. Other than that, if investors tend
to reduce the agencies cost then can obtain cash dividend policy which will be a better source to
evaluate and authorise the performances of managers. For outer financing, company can be hold
by increasing the cash dividend. However, outsourced with this way will be able to authorise the
performance of managers. As a matter of fact, enhancing the cash dividend will help external
financers to overrule the cash from manager’s authority, and the misconduct of money will be
safeguarded. However, holding the cash in certain situation will be justified by lowering the
agency cost and increasing cash dividend for external financing. However, such policies of
dividend can be considered as optimal when taxes are ignored (Rozeff, 1982a).
3-3-2-7 Catering Theory
A new theory developed by Baker and wulger (2002) suggest that firms management decision
about payments of cash dividend and not paying in future has greater impact on the share value
in the market. They suggest that firms with omission and cut dividend has more signal to
decrease the value in the market. So base some assumption, they suggest that dividend payment
decisions has more focus to share value of the investors. Investors prefer more to invest who
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pays regular dividend. They also finds that payment of dividend in developed markets has
decreased from 1978 to 2000.

3-4 Stock Dividend Policy
Such policies are considered for share instead of cash which will be divided among current
investors (Ross et al., 1999). An organisation will tend to adapt such policies when are in need of
enhance the rapid growth. However, companies need strong expenditure of the capital to attain
the selected goals (Pike and Neale, 2009).
Studies of accounting suggest that dividend policy aims to share finances within equity accounts
(Levy and Sarnat, 1994). However, investors may not gain any flow of cash as it does not
contain any cash from outside (Broyles, 2003).
Because of this when dividend is declared, market value of the share decreases. Furthermore, the
personal valuation of investors will not be influenced because the total quantity of shares will be
enhanced to adjust the market value of the share (Moyer et al., 1995, Pike and Neale, 2009).
However, authority that investors holds will have the same impact and may not be influenced,
due to the quantity of equity is controlled will not be influenced when the distributed dividend is
in the same quantity as the impact of previous equity (Ross et al., 1999). As far as company
return rate is constant, then per share return will have declining impact because of rise in the
quantity of shares with the consistency of return rate. When the dividend rate of the share will be
declined which can be recovered from the higher number of shares, revenue owned by the
investors will not be influenced. Other than that, it cannot be predicted that dividend policy on
shares will have any influence on the wealth of organisation, until and unless shareholders may
know the tendency of transformation of cash dividend by shares which can be used for retain
earning not because of any financial constrains to obtain the outstanding payments (Ross et al.,
1999).
In general, shared policy of the dividend is titled as general policy of the dividend (Broyles,
2003). Furthermore, the concern in real is tiny, in which share dividend are the reason for the
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enhancement of number of shares announced with no significant impact on firm’s wealth, risk or
flow of the cash.
However, there are some theories exist regarding the share dividend policies which has influence
the wealth of the market value on investors. Such theories have below findings (see: Barker,
1958, Fama et al., 1969, Chottiner and Young, 1971, Woolridge, 1983, Grinblatt et al., 1984,
Lakonishok and Lev, 1987)
Eventually, share prices of the company’s rise when shared dividend of them is announced.
Investors are enlightening by all the process that the shared dividend has contain with the content
of information. However, investors choose shares over cash is not linked with the increase of
dividend which is the reason prices of shares are declared by the company. Furthermore,
information content is the ultimate sources which provide insight to managers share dividend are
provided with the positive impact. In relation with this, manager of the companies believes that
the ones who share cash dividend will have better future results than the current profits. On the
other hand, shareholders know this fact that they call out such shares just not because of getting
extra shares which has no significant change on the valuation of company but the reason of
content information which is obtained by such process.
When the companies who have decaled the dividend of share but not the increase of cash
dividend in the short span of time then as consequence price of the shares will decrease when
share dividend is declared. However, cost related with the buying and selling are increased due
to the process of share dividend (Ross et al., 1999), when agents’ charges certain fees associated
with the exact amount, when the amount is related with the buyer and seller is greater later then
real prices will decline. However, it shows that it is quite expensive while dealing with the share
of higher prices than the shares with the lower prices. As per the value of the share in market
decreases due to share dividend policy. Such share tends to be greater in the cost due to lower
liquidity.
However, liquidity can be enhanced when investors increase due to the price of the shares who
are willing for the purchase of such shares.
Grinblatt and others (1984) defined about the share dividend of those firms which has increased
share prices:
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1. The prime prices for share prices are between $20 to $50 which are the assumption of
most of the companies, as per the believe of companies, shareholder mostly prefer the
shares which cost less than the $20 cause risk the major reason to be concerned about.
Also in other condition, investors prefer the stock with the price higher than the $50.
However, companies in the intention to decrease the share price of the dividend then
prefer the stock which costs between the ranges.
2. Information content has certain significance for the investors to consider the processes of
share dividend. However, kind of information disseminated by the share dividend is not
transparent. This research also clarifies that concern raised by share dividend and
distribution process have an objective on the finances. Thus, it exposes the information
which management prefer to share with the investors.
Brennan and Copeland (1988) shared insight regarding the information content which is
related with dividend share is as following; It is believed that manager contain enough
concise facts about the future of the company than the shareholders, while it is also
believed regarding the two companies which are same in nature except the managers’
hopefulness about the success of companies in near times which is controlled by the
directors. In first situation, which is optimistic and assume the greater performance of the
company than the expected one. However, in the second situation the director assume in
other way round that current and future performance will have no impact but the similar.
Hence, the process for this distribution of cost will be expensive and there is no
alternative to sort out these costs. As per the first situation, investors are compelled to
look forward for these process which are distributed by the share dividend. However,
extra profits in the future will be able to bear the expense which is caused by the share
dividend. However, in real it motivated them to buy those shares of firms which will
consequently enhance the price of the shares for survival and supply will be consistent.
However, create a significant and direction for the incline of share prices and valuation of
the company.
According to (Brennan and Copeland, 1988), incline in the price was shown that, which
was not preferred by the investors for share dividend. However, instead of defining such
means that the process which understood by the shareholders result to the better
performance as compare to the existing performance. It would be baseless to assume that
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first company will be taking extra charges because of the distribution of shares when they
are unable to identify that either outcome in near times will be either greater so costs can
be equated.
3-5 Shares Repurchase Policy
Any firms who repurchases shares from the market called treasury stock to save firm earnings as
to pay cash dividend alternative tool. Copeland et al., (2005) name as a buy back shares methods
spread into three ways in the market.
1. Repurchase Tender Offer
2. Open Market Purchases
3. Repurchase by Negotiated Basis
1- Repurchase Tender Offer
Many Studies focus on this topic using tender offer method by (Masulis, 1980, Dann, 1981,
Vermaelen, 1981 & 1984, Dann et al., 1991, Chhachhi and Davidson, 1997). To buy back the
firm share through tender offer, corporations always published that how much shares size, share
purchase price during any period when they earn profit and not pay dividend using alternative
way. When no one interested to sell the share to company on offer price, then firm may cancel or
lengthening the offer. This method implemented as firm desire to purchase high volume of share
from the market.
2. Open Market Purchases
To deal such way of offer to buy back share through an open market policy as suggested by
McNally (1999), Baker et al., (2003), Liano et al., (2003). For stock purchases from the open
market, company purchases the share through a listed exchange market on current market prices
of the company shares. Form of this way able to firms to select better time and better prices
chances of repurchase shares which give high elasticity to choose periods, volume of shares, and
market price of share in a manageable way. Moreover, firm has choices to buy back shares in
less numbers.
3. Repurchase by Negotiated Basis
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In this type, firm deals with different types of investors to purchase shares with feasible prices of
share in the context of buyback of stock from stockholders. However, in this way using not
generally finds significant, firm do this to more control on decision and retained profit for better
investment in future, also this method is not commonly observed, it is used to control and acquire
freed from those shareholders who may effect management decisions more.
In recent, this phenomenon has developed more and increased due to needs of retain future
earnings by firms either pay in the shape of cash dividend as studied by the authors (Asquith and
Mullins, 1986). The subsequent are specific of these features (Copeland et al., 2005):
Distribution of profit to shareholders has a increased the chances of agency cost and management
keen to use cash to purchase share from the market because annual cash payment is more burden
on firms. So decreased in cash from profit has negative impact on share values due to signals of
payment in cash dividend. Moreover, many studies suggest that buy back of shares is an alternate
of cash dividend and management want to hold more cash for future investment. Most of the
firms who has no chances to increase in income and make losses tend to focus more on purchase
of shares rather than pay cash dividend as they mature more. They are not pay any dividend in
future periods.
3-6 Investment Policy and a Residual Dividend Policy
Lumby and Jones (1999) studied about the connection between residual dividends policies with
respect to investment policy using multiple reasons if extra fund available to companies. To
achieve this objective, manager’s main focus is to invest on that project who give high returns on
their selected choices to meet goals of the firm and owners. They analyse best projects to attain
economic objective on firm invested retained earnings. Most of the time firms select negative
projects as they expected that project is not evaluated correctly. From the shareholder point of
view, they never against that projects who give income and not affect their dividend payments in
cash.
Firm’s top management has main focus on investment policy rather than pay cash dividend to
shareholders as known as residual dividend policy by West and Bierman (1968). Study also
explains that investment policy has priority on dividend policy when firms has available cash
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from earnings. This study also support the theory of MM (1961) called irrelevant theory of
dividend.
Though, many research scholar such as, Partington (1985), point out that on regular basis, firm
has consider separate to both decisions in payout of dividend and invest in good projects. Many
firms gives priority to investment decision rather than dividend policy decision to get good profit
from their invested surplus cash. They more focus on financing decision when require capital
though issue shares or from borrowed funds then they pay dividend to attract investor for more
investment. Ross (1977) also finds and suggest that firms not rely on dividend decision as this
decision decreases the excess funds available for company to invest and also this decision
provide the signals for stockholders in positive way regarding company good healthy cash to
meet future needs.
Bar-Yosef and Kolodny (1976) study the relevancy of dividend and CAPM model association
guidance. CAPM model evaluate the stock return based on multiple assumptions. They mostly
give and support the bird on hand theory of dividend to match with gain from selling and buying
share and decision of dividend payment to evaluate model (CAPM). Consequently, share prices
increased in the market due to positive signal of cash dividend payment to investors and has
relevant decision which impact volatility of share price in the market. This shows that risk in the
market price of shares, as dividend paid to shareholders provide a positive impact on increase in
share value. They constructed risk in a two ways with systematic and unsystematic risk factor as
internal and external factor impact on policy and value of firms. They pointed out that if market
beta value known, then dividend policy has no impact on the value of share or growth of market
shares. They merely support the bird on hand proposition and favour that dividend is more value
rather than capital gain of firms shares to investors. Study findings shows that share prices
increases as high dividend payout ratio is expected.
Woolridge (1983) examined to check the impact of cash payout with share value on market using
a period to period analysis to check the volatility on stock market shares during study period with
dividend. Findings suggests that as firm increases the dividend or decreased has high return or
lower prices of shares captures. Study concludes that dividend has a signals for investors and has
more impact on the value of shareholders stocks during announcement of dividend.
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Fama and French (1998) explore the association of corporation share value in stock market with
both payout policy and leverage ratio. Study has taken 2400 listed firms data in a cross section
and applied regression statistics to check where there is any connection between these factors or
not. They finds that as firms payment of cash dividend increased, firm share value also high and
this leads to dividend relevant theory. Study findings also give good feedback that earnings of
firm’s decreases as dividend not paid to them. So they also suggest other financial variables to
check the impact of this relationship which is missed. They also reported that announcement of
dividend and earnings has good impact on share prices in the Athens Stock Exchange. Their
study findings shows significant positive impact on share value on market during the day of
announcement.
De Wet and Mpinda (2013) evaluate the affect of payment of cash dividend on value of company
shares. A sample of 46 listed companies of Australians local security exchange in Johannesburg
market to check whether corporate dividend policy and share prices using a panel regression
approach for data period 1995 to 2010. Based on data nature and check fixed or random effect
model for their study. Study output relates fixed effect model, findings shows that stock price of
share and dividend policy has significant positive impact in a long term. Another study Al-Hares
et al. (2012) shows the relationship between cash payment from profit, incomes, and book value
of Kuwaiti listed non-financial companies from 2003-09 panel data. They concluded that
dividend is not valuable as earnings is part of the model. On the other hand, model is related as
an additional impact as used earnings and dividend.
Lashgari and Ahmadi (2014) analysed the corporate decision about dividend and value of shares
in the stock market either they have any relation with respect to Iran listed market companies in
Tehran Stock Exchange. Multiple regression analysis used using a panel data set for the period of
6 year from 2007-12. Results shows that DPR has significant negative association with share
value volatility. Other study of Giriati’s (2016) explore the associations and impact of share price
and dividend payment decision of the companies. Utilising the OLS model to explore this
relation applying data of 29 top listed companies of Indonesia stock market known as BEI.
Results of data from 2009-13 shows a significant positive impact on share value with dividend
ratio.
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Budagaga (2017) applied a residual earnings model to approach to find out either any association
between dividend and value as of Ohlson’s (1995) done through this model. Study applied the
fixed effect model is appropriate for study panel data of 44 registered companies to show that
there is a highly significant positive connection between share value and payout policy of
dividend ratio on the Istanbul Stock Exchange (ISE) utilizing data 2007-15.
Zainudin et al. (2018) studied the association between volatility of share value in the market with
manufacturing sectors payout policy of dividend applying company’s data from Bursa Malaysia.
They used the data of 166 manufacturing firms to capture either what relationship exist with a
length of period 2003-12 published data. Findings suggest that dividend is a main determinant to
influence share prices values in manufacturing sample data taken from Malaysia listed
corporation, predominantly throughout the post crises historical data used by Phan and Tran
(2019) examine the influences taking structure of share pattern by each class of owners with
instability of share value and payout policy of dividend in the Vietnamese listed firms market
data. They also suggest that applying panel set of data from manufacturing sectors listed in the
Ho Chi Minh Stock Exchange as well as Hanoi Stock Exchange from the year 2008-15 data. The
consequences point out that market value and dividend per share has impact on share price
instability on study listed firms of Vietnam.
On the contrary, Almanaseer (2019) find out the association among payout policy of dividend
and SPV of insurance industries data of Amman stock market listed firms with top market
capitalization and trading volume. Study applied on the 20 firms out of 23 listed firms to show
the consensuses about the relationship. Study findings concludes that insurances firms shows an
inverse association between policies of dividend known factors DY and DPR on market prices
return variances. Little studies has focus on banking sectors associations between share value and
decision of management about dividend.
Lee (1979) has also study on cash dividend and valuation of share price in the US market taking
78 firms samples of banking sectors from the period of 6 years 1971-76. Lee (1979) develoed 3
different models with CAPM to check the connections of cash payment from profit and their
impact on value of firms share especially in banking sectors. Study outcomes shows that
dividend policy has positive impact on firm value and suggest that as dividend increased during
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any specific period by firm has higher the value of share and vice versa. So they shows a positive
link with return of firm’s shares.
Bessler and Nohel (1996) examine the firms those not pay dividend or has decrease in payment
of cash from their yearly earnings to check either any impact on value or not by taking banking
sectors data. A sample of 81 firms cut payment in dividend from big 56 banks of USA market
utilising daily prices data with three modes of exchanges listed firms in New Yark Stock
Exchange, AMEX and NASDAQ for 1974-91. Study findings shows that anomalous prices
pattern discover as dividend change date announced by firms has opposite and significant impact
on markets. Moreover, study findings suggests that as higher the return anomalies, has higher
chances to cut the dividend payment to shareholders, of banks assets and they advising that big
banks have high chances of losing their customer in a JCMS 4,130 when banks facing financial
distress.
Al-Saedi (2010) focus to test the relationship either relevant or irrelevant association between 14
industries for the period 1997-2007 using ROA, DPR, retained earnings with share price validity
in LSE listed firms. Findings shows that there is no relationship of dividend and share price in
the market in listed banks which implemented that bank share value has not effect through
dividend but with profit earn during any specific period. So study supported the investment
policy not the dividend policy. This study support the MM (1961) arguments.
Suwanna (2012) studied the associations between share price value return and announcement of
dividend using event based study model to check effect Thailand listed corporation during the
study from 2005-10. Findings shows that listed firms share value high as dividend announced by
firm as significant and support the signalling theory of dividend. Most of the studies related to
USA market research and data to check the association but little from the developing economies.
Developed markets have different characteristics such as high competitions, high liquidity, more
efficient in the market, high range of data information available, sizeable experience and higher
taxes than developing markets shows non supportive behaviour to build SPV and DPR.
Moreover, many studies not take part of financial and non-financial listed firm in one fit model
to explore this relation because financial sectors have a set of legal, norms, and unique way of
features. So developing markets has multiple segregated features against the developed markets
by (Glen et al., 1995), insufficient is acknowledged concerning about the payment of dividend
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has more influence on value of firms share in Asian, Africans markets. They identify the
specially, MENA regions market who give high influence of dividend and price relationship.
MENA stock markets has a tax free on both capital gain as well as dividend payout to
shareholders.
Ahmadi (2014) examined a sample of Iran listed firm with 51 top TSE (Tehran stock exchange)
to check the association between market price of shares and payout policy of dividend. Research
study empirically check the affect of firm payout policy with share value in the market during
payment of cash dividend. Study results shows that DPR has inverse association on stock shares
in Tehran stock exchange. On the other hand, growth in assets has most important and significant
connection with price of shares listed in Iran but debt ratio, firm size and profitability shows a
non-significant impact on instability of stock shares. The study limited in explaining the adverse
effect of payout policy with volatility of shares prices which is may be because the period
examine includes global financial crisis period which make difficult to identify the main impact
of factors.
Yet and Zainuddin (2017) analysed the significant association among volatility of share market
with manufacturing firms dividend payment decision on Bursa Malaysia. The study results
shows that volatility in share value and profit earns has excellent significant association during
financial crises in the world market before and after crises tenure. Study also find that dividend
impact on SPV during both period of crisis. There are some limitations in this examination,
research has basis on some specific industry which does not represent share price volatility
behaviour across various industry. Further them tests multiple variables related to financial
characteristics as main factors to influence SPV. They also find out the impact of macro factors
to check the variance in the share price to extend model strength. Variables of interest applied
were rate of consumer price index, capital volatility inflows, rate of borrowings, gross domestic
product has significant association with market value of firm’s shares.
Hussainey (2010) examine the nature of associations in price behaviour and policy of dividend
payout in respect of UK listed firms. Study findings shows a strong association between
volatility and yield of dividend from the listed firms but shows a significant inverse association
between SPV and DPR. There are some restrictions in this study findings, research is conducted
in the UK perspectives consider as developed country which does not represent share price
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volatility behaviour across various country. Further study uses firm-specific variables however
other external variables if included in the study will give high and additional widespread
enlightenment on the behaviour of share value on market.
Allen and Rachim (1996) studied the firms of Australian listed stocks for the period 1972 -85
using 173 size of sample to check whether there is a association between payment policy and
volatility of shares prices. Study findings shows that there is non significant and no association
finds between yield of dividend and volatility in shares traded in listed at Australia.
Most of the studied applied methodology adopted by Baskin (1989) to test whether there is any
impact of dividend payout and share prices of listed firms. He took the averages of daily returns
and applying controls variables to test the association among share volatility and dividend yield
of the firms. Baskin (1989) also recommended that control factors such as earnings before
interest and taxes, firm size, debt ratio, growth in sales and dividend payout ratio. Findings of the
study shows the link among dividend policies of the firms with risk involve in the share value
taking USA firm as based for analysis.
Okafor, Mgbame, and Chijoke-Mgbame, (2011) studied the association of changes in the value
of shares in the market and payout policy of the firms applying Nigerian Stock Exchange data.
They applied the linear regression test for the study data. Results shows that there is negative
relationship between price change risk and dividend yield and on the other hand, DPR has
opposite association in particular period but not for all period. Findings support the relevant
theory of dividend to increase or decrease value as dividend changes on the sample of test study
companies listed in the Nigerian Stock Exchange.
Nishat and Irfan (2001) study build foundation for testing dividend impact on listed Pakistani
firms to check the volatility on stock as Pakistani market consider as a developing market due to
different legal and nature of environment. Many studies focus on this study and study such as
Nasir et al (2010) using a manufacturing listed companies data from Karachi stock market. They
test the impact using 2003-08 period to check relationship applying a sample of 73 corporation
who pay cash dividend in each period. Panel data results shows that there is an inverse
association between both dividend decision policy and share price volatility and significant
relation exist.
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Another study of Waheed and Ali (2017) shows the relationship between firms’s divine of
dividend and fluctuation of share prices in the PSX market taking top ten firms listed on Pakistan
applying 2007-16 data. Study utilized the various new variables such as payout, yield in
dividend, size of the firms, sales growth, profitability, and debt ratio as independent factors to
check with share valuation behaviour. The above mentioned all variables has major determinant
and factors that affect the share prices in Pakistani listed firms significantly. They suggest that as
firms pay dividend in regular basis has more chances to increase on share value and vice versa.
Many study also focus on only cash dividend in Pakistan. They also suggest that firms price
increases as firm pay stable or constant dividend to shareholders. They also suggests that
scholars or academician must focus more on firms specific factors and macroeconomic variables
shows better behaviour with share prices in the market.
Nazir (2012) examined the impact of return fluctuation of share market and cash dividend
applying data of non-manufacturing companies from listed in Pakistan as KSE 100 index. They
analysed relationship in a way that to control multiple financial factors such as debt, size of the
company, growth of wealth, profit instability. Study findings also suggest that share value and
yield has significant negative impact after applying control factors in KSE register companies.
They only used the financial sectors companies and most of the other variables have no effect on
the firm share valuation performance. On the other way, in new research, they study impact of
governance variables to find out the main determinant for volatility in share prices of listed
firms. As study used a sample of 73 listed company’s data from 2003-08 applying panel
regression model to check the relationship. They suggest that there is highly positive significant
association found in the share price of listed firms in Karachi Stock Exchange by Nawaz (2010).
Iminza (1997) explored the association between stock price and payout behaviour in Pakistani
listed firms in PSX. Their study finds that there is significant positive association found between
share price and payout of cash dividend. Study finds and implemented that as firms value down
as firms decreased in dividend payments to shareholder in the market. This shows a volatility in
the market prices.
Asghar, Shah, Hamid, and Suleman (2011) findings shows that firm share value increases as
dividend paid to share has an increased value. They check the impact on share volatility of
Pakistani firms and applying data of manufacturing companies with only 5 main industries who
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pays more cash dividend in the market to get benefits of financing external during 2005-09 data.
Study shows that dividend payment decisions greater impact on share value.
Ho (2002) study those firms who paid dividend and applied a panel data techniques through
favourable results of fixe effect model which are more relevant to value of firms share
comparing with payout policy. Findings shows that there is significant positive impact of
dividend paid by firm and firms size using sample of Australian companies data comparing with
Japanese listed companies. Findings shows that there is a significant negative association found
between prices risk and dividend policy in Japanese listed companies.
On the other hand, Al-Kuwari (2009) and Glen, Karmokolias, Miller, and Shah (1995), Aivazian,
Booth, and Cleary (2003) study results shows that firms pay dividend policy in developed and
developing firms has no particular difference pattern as using US listed firms data. Their analysis
reminds us that as firm’s income increases then firm size also larger in the form of assets. They
also concludes that those firms who have foreign shareholding more, they have more chances to
pay larger part of dividend to investors and a stable dividend payout policy as size and profits
earns high (Eriotis 2005).
3-7 Conclusions
Many studies and researcher suggest three main payout policies regarding general dividends
policies:
1. Cash dividend policy
2. Share dividend policy
3. Buy back stock policy
Furthermore, the above policies has related to at least 7 dividend theories which related to
payment of cash dividend policy:
Irrelevance Proposition: This theory followers believes that cash payment of dividend has no
effect on value of firm’s shares in the market as investors many investors has their own payout
policy ways, irrespective of firms follow which types of the policy out of three policies
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Bird in the Hand Theory: This theory shows the behaviour of shareholder in two choices of
benefits capital gain and cash dividend which increases the value of share as firms pay high
dividend value of firms also increased. Investors has more concern about cash dividend rather
than increase in share value called as a bird in hand‘, whereas the gains from shares selling and
buying are a sparrow in the tree‘.
Tax Effect Theory: Many researchers supported the tax clientele effect theory when payment of
cash dividend are high tax rather than gain from shares tax, consequently stockholders favour
those firms who invest in the best investment opportunities to provide gains. Devotees who
believes on withholding to pay cash in dividend shows a greater impact on value of market
shares.
Signalling Effect Theory: Supporters of this theory is more emphasize that payment of cash
dividend has significant impact on owner’s wealth as well as increase in profit of the firms in
future which shows the performance of managers. Consequently, shareholders more interested to
those firms who pay more in dividend from their earnings, this may increase in value of shares in
the market by payment of accumulative growth in cash dividends.
Clientele Effect Theory: This theory famous to those shareholders who are more interested in
payment of cash dividend as their desires meets through this payments and show interests of
more investor to invest in that company. This related to meet both objectives from investor as
well as to increase external financing for better projects available. They more prefer the dividend
not the high tax on dividend payment. Additionally, this policy does not affect firm value of
shares because of investor demand and motivations belongs to specific cash payment policy as
frim adopted.
Agency Cost Theory: As mangers and owner has separate in corporation, a conflict arises that
payment of cash dividend to shareholders decreases the conflict arises between owners and
management of the firms. From this perspectives, firms may increase value by firms when
paying dividend and decreased costs agent giving bonuses, benefits, monitoring or pay share
percentage in the shape of dividend in cash.
Catering Theory of Dividend: The supporters of this think that decision to pay or not to pay
dividend is more impact on share values as investors more concern about distributions of the
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cash dividend. As a signal to pay or not pay a dividend has same impact on the firm’s value in a
specific period. As cut or omission of dividend has also more impact on share value.
After reviewing and studying these specific theories individual may understands that there is
more contradictory as well as inconsistent suggestion for firms managers whose sole
responsibility is to increase the investor or owners share value in the market to meet the primary
goal of increasing wealth of shareholders. So the questions elevated that “which one theory or all
of the above mentioned theories who followed the share value in a positive affect of firm
valuation?” Many researchers in their best confirmatory analysis to test whether which one
policy has in the particular market and create value for firm owners. Findings from different
researchers’ studies, still have ambiguous and n clear pattern of these theories found. Below are
the main characteristics of the above theories yet not developed consensus:
1. Statistically, most of the finding from different studies want to more constant behaviour to
affect the firm’s value. Most of the studies focus on same thing except the payout policy of
dividend due to different environment of the countries. This thing leads to impossible in this real
world practically.
2. Studies day by day changes in measurement pattern to find out, calculating and predicting
ownership in the absence of developed mechanism budget not accurately: unique features of
firms applying multiple variables which impact the share value and has vary only based on cash
dividend policy not only one factor to mitigate the value. In fact, this is costly to firms owners to
pay more attentions on firms dividend payout for firm increased value and there must be a global
fact to finds the association between payout policy on the firms share value.
3. there is no such agreement on one policy for firms dividend regarding investors preferences,
so two school of thought develop one prefer to pay dividend and other prefer to invest in a
profitable investment opportunity. This shows a strong association among payment of high
dividend with more earnings. Moreover, some of the investors more focus on payment of lower
from earnings to shareholder and prefer greater profit with gain from sale of shares in the market.
These diverse investors ‘choices of above mentioned inclinations confirms that there is no one
such theory determine the cash payout policy to increase or decrease in the value. Regardless of
modification in the outcomes of multiple finding by authors applying different country market to
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check which theory and factors have more chances to increase value of firm. There is none of the
studies finding suggest a single acceptance about preference of one theory related to dividend
that is more constant and with clear indications to understand by shareholders. Irrespective of the
firm dividend strategy tailed themself.
Accordingly, one can suggest that agreement of the dividend policy theories acceptance, there is
a balance between cash dividend payout of firms (a) the loss incurred in the earnings of the firms
paying cash to shareholder from profits plus may increase a signal in value change as benefits,
and (b) negative effect of tax on dividend paid on that stock.
In the view point of Accounting dividend policy only a way to increase the sale of share to
collect the funds from stock issuance as a positive signals without disturbing wealth of
shareholders.
On the other hand, stock policy of dividend shows a well-being for firms to convey a good future
for firms and this also has lower transaction cost to build positive information about company.
This may convey positive message to increase high volume of entities to invest more in the
company to decrease in the firm value in the market each shares, because of growth of firms total
shares to high the shares liquidity.
Treasury shares is another substitute policy against the cash payout. This is good to save more
profit by firms for future investment and lower the chances to decreases the payments of taxes
when firm pay dividend to shareholder from profit and provide a signal for information content
to investors.
In addition, study shows that there is a relationship between firm policy about cash dividend and
investing behaviour as most of the firms usually allocate the surplus profits presented when firms
all their needs of investment opportunities called corporate residual policy of dividend. Many of
the firms, researcher and scholar not keep an eye on this corporate policy for the reason that they
claim that there is no relationship between dividend and investment policy of the firms.
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CHAPTER 4: Empirical Evidenced of DIVIDEND EFFECTS ON
MARKET VALUE
4-1 Introduction
When we talk about financial management we see that targets are achieved through applying a
number of policies and procedures. To maximize the wealth of the shareholders managers must
take right actions and always put all necessary procedures and measurement for their prosperity.
This action leads the major objective of the firm’s owners. Profit realization is the ultimate goal
of the owners while maximizing wealth leading to capitalize on valuation of stock market shares
of the organization or owners invested projects Ward (1993).
The process of profit generation and wealth maximization is a complex process and involves a
number of varieties of investment opportunities by applying different management principles,
policies and procedures developed and diversified based on the existing circumstances and
business environment.
One of the most important policies for any organization is its dividend policy which helps and
facilitates the owner in achieving its financial objectives (Baker, 2009). Under the existing
business situations a number of alternatives are developed and business opportunities are
targeted in view of the dividend policy.
While cash dividend is the most frequently prevailed policy option changing circumstances
motivate the management to opt for other options as well for dividends e. g. share of dividends
or buy back stocks or combining any of the two (Broyles, 2003).
A number of researchers have studied the dividend policies and have measured the financial
impact of the same on companies share value in the market. The outcome of firms projected
profit is achieved through management decision options regarding increasing the value of market
shares in addition to the generating wealth for owners.
Miller and Modigliani (1961) studied connection between market worth of the company and
dividend policy. They based their observations on ‘Irrelevant Theory”. The theory argues that
firm’s dividend policy and worth in the market find no connection after Bird in Hand theory. The
forwarded their opinion saying since the information remains public hence the investors are also
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aware of the facts and figures and therefore the dividend policy is information based. They
further gave their opinion saying that policy of dividend is based on the market value or worth of
a company’s stock, without considering the distribution of dividends.
Some researchers on this subject disagree with the Irrelevant Theory (Koch (1999 and Dyl and
Weigand (1998). However various do agree also (Black and Scholes (1974), Higgins (1974),
Miller and Scholes (1978 & 1982), Merton and Rock (1985) and Peter (1996) providing a strong
association among share prices and dividend policy.
Some authors (Lobo et al., 1986; Doron and Ziv, 2001) are of the opinion that companies
preventing dividend should be excluded from the studies. They thinks about single types of
payment pattern of dividend kept in mind (regularly cash) by such prominent researcher (Miller
and Modigliani, 1961, Horne and McDonald, 1971, Partington, 1985, Holder et al., 1998).The
size of the sample size of such studies should be large enough to generalize without any
discrimination about the nature and activities of the companies (Marsh and Power, 1999).
The announcement process of earnings and dividend at the same time or at a closing time
increases the exertion in place of empirical results of the studies highlighting increased effect
with firm corporate policy of dividend based on share value in the market. At this phase the
market reaction gives two different types of information, one the announcement for earning and
the second is the dividend. In this context researchers use some implements toward differentiate
the influence of dividend policy with earning announcement.
Pittit (1972) studied a relationship of earning with policy regarding dividend. To change the
dividend and earnings he considered some portfolios Aharoni and Swairi (1980) studied dividend
and earnings declared on different dates for identifying the specific influence of dividend from
earnings. At the same time it was found through some other studies the market reaction to
dividend and earnings. Some authors studied the response of stock market to instantaneous
announcement of profit and payment of amount in dividend (Brown, Finn and Hancock (1977,
Kane, Lee and Marcus, 1984). Some other authors are of the opinion that companies indicted of
avoiding payments of dividends (Lobo et al., 1986; Doron and Ziv, 2001).
Miller and Modigliani (1961), Horne and McDonald (1971), Partington (1985) and Holder et al.
(1998) are of the opinion that reliance should be made on only one type of dividend (often cash).
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Some authors said that sample size are usually not sufficient for generalization and that too
without any discrimination about the nature of activity of the companies (Marsh and Power,
1999).
In this study the researcher has attempted to sort out these problems and examined the
relationship between value of firms share market or worth with the dividend policy in Pakistan.
Study uses three types of dividend policy as main source to explore the relationship with treasury
shares, stock dividend and cash dividend policy of management decision. Companies giving no
dividends on the basis of thought that no dividend is a dividend also have been included. In this
regard ten years panel data with twenty periods have been taken with time series having the fixed
effect regression model. This has been done taking dividend policy through three different kinds
of dividend and retained earnings. As we are aware this is an influential factors that increase
value using corporate policy as a dividend and investment in addition profits for the current year
earnings/ Total assets for size was taken as proxy to control the variables.
The data was collected in a number of stages. First the companies were identified for which that
data are available and to be included on the date of declaration of dividend. Grand companies
included in the study were 423. Using data of the companies which was relevant to dividend
payers collected through a half yearly information to check study impact on valuation. Personal
contact was used to collect the data. At the end of the survey period a total 362 companies
provided the data while others did not.
The data analysis was done using STATA software application for the total market (of Pakistan)
and also using multi sectors data. There was a significant positive connection among earnings
per share (EPS), stock buy outs, cash dividend and retained earnings per share and market value
of the company. The results was for the entire country. The result was found to be different when
individual economic sector was used.
This chapter was organized in the following sections:


a review of previous studies



methodology



variables
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4-2 Prior studies
A number of authors commented on when they especially corporate part of earning payment and
share values is subject. Miller and Modigliani‘s hypothesis (1961), a very famous study in this
regard is of the opinion that payment of share of profit to shareholder is not impact and important
role on value of market shares and therefore shareholder wealth is also not affected. Investors’
wealth cannot be maximized by dividend policy. Now everyone called this subject as Irrelevant
dividend Theory.
Irrelevant Theory Irrelevant theory explains that company’s shareholders capital gain will be
reduced if they distribute consistently high cash dividends. This will result due to higher share
price having low percentage. Some stockholder may get less dividend despite the fact that his
share prices increased significantly due to retained earnings. Thus he may gain increased capital
compensating through paying higher in cash dividend which happened after the share prices rose.
The outcome is that both of the two investors gain equally well. The Irrelevant Theory argues
that when value of market increase and impact on shares as dividend information put into
consideration value this may happen due to asymmetric information. This outcome may be
incurred as realistic information is pertained with earnings firm’s future relates to results.
Watts (1973) examined those firms whose variant dividend policy year over year through
volatile stock value return, expected earning in future studied with unpredicted change in
dividend paying behaviour association. This was a cohort study of 23 year period (1945 – 1961)
on 310 firms. He found that abrupt dividend policy change does not give enough information
regarding the expected incomes of firms and therefore there is certainly not unexpected value
change on dividend announcement during any particular month.
Black and Scholes (1974) studied dividend policy and its impact on stock prices. They created 25
years investment portfolio of companies in the New York Index. Study has categorized into five
types of companies based on policy of payment of cash to shareholders. Then according to risk
(beta coefficient) each group was divided into five categories. The study was for 35 years from
1931 – 1966. Results of study shows that market prices of share not change as payment of
increase in cash dividend by firms. Prices change on a temporary basis in response to change
suggesting more future earnings. Once these changes become strong evidence expected income
in future, not improved the companies value with this perspectives.
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Many studies confirms the theory of Irrelevant valid as of taking taxes with cash dividend such
as Miller and Scholes (1978 and 1982). This implements that value of firms shares not changes
as using cash dividend measurement factors for valuation. This results in the appropriate finance
and investment policy. Merton and Rock‘s (1985) also studied dividend, but they did it with
reference to its instrument using to carry the disappeared market evidence on firms income
during any period. Studies shows a significant associations with unpredicted cash dividend with
future incomes has influence but study not found any change with DPS. As a result expectation
build up for future earnings. Peter‘s (1996) while studying dividend yields he found that there is
no particular importance for forecasting the market. In his study he used Ibbotson large-cap total
return series and the yields of the dividend on S&P 500. The author is of the opinion that if
dividend is not paid for a long time, no impact on shareholders ‘wealth would occur.
In a Japanese study of 3890 observations during a period of five years pricing effects of dividend
and simultaneous earnings it was establish that profit of firms has influence on payment of cash
from earning which concludes a change in value of market shares. They furthermore found that
earnings publications may give enough evidence to the market making the dividends as signal to
change the market value. According to the study the expectations of dividend fives additional
information on current earnings announcement or expectation for future earnings (Conroy, Eades
and Harris, 2000).
In a Chinese study the authors found that the announcement of information about cash dividend,
earnings and share dividend raised concern. In this case there were 1,232 declarations of
registered firms and included time was 1994 – 1997. The authors found that stock values prices
association is narrowly related to unanticipated incomes and cash dividend plays a minor role in
this regard. The share dividends are used for the modification of signals or for promoting of
earlier earned profits (Chen, Firth and Gao‘s, 2002).
In view of the results the author found they formed the opinion that Irrelevant Theory is
unrealistic. They reasoned their opinion saying that performance of stock value of share in
market with supposition. The Irrelevant Philosophy is based on regular info of investors and
corporate management without any tax or transaction cost. Investors are properly guided while
taking the investment decision. They also said that there is no absolutely efficient financial
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market and therefore this theory is inapplicable. It has also been clarified that policy of cash
dividend does has significant impact on share value on stock market.
Gordon (1959) conducted a study based on the hypothesis that three types of motives to purchase
of shares by investors. The study was based on data for a 3 tenure period (1951-1954). These are:
profit earns by firms and pay cash dividend from profit. Study also analyzed his postulates using
originating the association concerning variables following according to the relevant theories.
The samples included following segment of companies: Food: 52; Machine Tools: 46, Steel: 34
and Chemicals: 32. Gordon analysed through a particular cross section way of data for more
strong evidence for share price data, cash payout, and income earn by firms used to measure the
association. He found that it was difficult to logically explain the result because increasing in
values of share as growth of sale increased, as dividend pattern change with reduce in profits or
income retained by firms has not influence the share value and to be more precise when less
profit is used as measure with firms profit growth. Additionally prediction of price change in
dividend with precision while reserved incomes are considered not grow than when the increase
is taken from retained earnings. In the third hypothesis the shareholder gets earning per share
when he buys a stock share and receive the cash dividend and retained earnings. At the time of
selling the share he gets the earnings in existing share value. Study also concludes that
shareholders also more given preference regarding tax differences as for gain from sale of share
and payment on that share. The author is of the opinion that the hypothesis for cash payment
from profit as compared to the reserved profit is accurate or not. Thus the author’s conclusion is
that a dividend increase may result to an increase of market value of the company with decreased
cost of equity.
In another revision Gordon (1962 & 1963) points out that the dividend policy is not irrelevant to
increase in value of firms and confirms incorrect. According to him the dividend and investment
policies are inter related and that investment policy individually cannot be done that dividend of
cash has significant impact on value of share in market. Linter (1962) emphasizes that the dollar
worth expected by investor in shares is extra when compared to the income form profit increase
in one dollar. Thus the policy of payment in cash from profit has more impact with the value of
firm’s stockholders.
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According to Pettit (1972) changes in dividend level communicates important considerations for
market observers. He gathered the announcement dates of 1,000 dividend changes announcement
by the 625 relevant companies of New York Stock Exchange for a period of five years (19641968)
The selected sample was divided into a number of portfolios based on the improved in and how
much increase in profits. The anomalous value of stock value with declared dividend was then
tested. The author found that market’s reaction is primarily rises or reduces in dividend
announcement. He found that the existing prices of well-organized stock markets is a sign of
information dissemination. This gives the inference that anticipated returns on shares is not
dependent on available information noted in previous periods due to the reason that it already
was reflected in the share price. He concludes that any change announcement would immediately
reflected in share price with a decrease based on the change in dividend.
Another study which explore the impact of stock value of share using volatility in return, cash
dividend and profit reserved by Brown, Finn and Hancock (1977) through a sample years of 10
from Australians firms 1963-72. They used data of stock return as of declared information of
dividend utilizing a statistic technique multiple regression. It may be mentioned here that both
dividend and earnings announcements are done simultaneously in Australia. They consider both
variable in one group to associate firm cash dividend and income. The findings infer that despite
the increase in profits earn by firms and paid dividend, there is a positive relationship having
abnormal returns. However, they found that the influence of dividend is only significant
relationship found.
Blume (1980) analysed the connection among total returns and firm pay-out of cash on the basis
of risk adjustment by using cross sectional regression. For almost forty years to 1976 the risk
adjusted returns on dividend paying stocks increased in expectation of dividend yield. The mean
return on dividend compensating concerns was almost identical and comparable with those firms
with not payment firms. The author found that increase in stock value s with non-paying firms as
dividend with total mean of values on most of the dividend paying stocks.
In their study on quarterly dividend change Aharony and Swary (1980) assessed the changes
with reference to providing information in addition to what was provided earlier. They found that
the sole dividend impact after grip on profit earned by firms by sample using in which profit with
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cash dividend were announced on changed dates. While isolating the impact of earnings from
dividend the samples were distinguished considering the earning announcement that followed the
dividend announcement particularly when earnings announcement followed the dividend
announcement. The market reaction was found to be positive or negative depending upon the
announcement. It was found that market response to dividend decrease is more than the
responses of increase in dividend. Results also shows that value change in the stock market has
positive impact on shares as of profit increase with dividend payout announcement before the
dividend announcement and the earnings announcement after the dividend announcement.
Asquith and Mullins (1983) while agreeing with Aharony and Swary (1980) in this regard
analyzed paid firms time dividend when they found that reaction of the market to initial dividend
appeared less when earnings announcement was done within ten days of the announcement of
dividend. Their findings shows that signals given by mutually the dividend plus incomes were up
to some extent reciprocal.
As firms announced the information about dividend with profit earn during a particular period as
of between 10 days impact on to change value of share on market by Kane, Lee and Marcus
(1984) focus a size of 352 firms sample quarter data taking for both profit earns and cash
dividend with announced within 2 years data from (1979-1981). They found that changes in
dividends and earnings are positively related keeping in mind that there was a increasing
abnormal return around the announcements. They found that the market inclines while analyzing
the dividend and earnings announcements together. There is a perception that the impact of the
interaction can be done together.
Ang and Peterson (1985) studied the affiliation of share value in market returns with yield with
reference to ex-ante data. They analyzed the payments role as a proxy and used longer period
information to cash a connections with mean returns and dividend yield. This was done using a
survey report which was taking views on firms for a ten year period (1973 – 1983). The authors
found that for the firms distributing high cash dividend have high returns. Thus the share price in
such situation are low impact on high earning firms with lower firm’s stock value.
In another study by Baskin‘s (1989) which was done using data in time as cross companies for
their findings. They measured the impact on stock market volatility with dividend paid by firms
through new evidence. They did so for a twenty year period in USA market involving 2,344
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public limited companies. Study shows that positive significant association among change in
share value and yield of dividend by firms strong.
Marsh and Power (1999) examined the association of prices market value and cash dividend.
Study applied panel study data closely 56 companies such UK market for 28 period from 196896. They found that stock prices and dividend paid to shareholders has positive association and
significant nature. They use multiple variables combination to check the validity of irrelevant
theory. Findings shows that changing behaviour in relationship with cash payout and profit
shows on annual report was considered by Lonie and Abeyratna (1996). They analyzed the
sample into six portfolios on the basis of decrease, increase, or not influence on profit with
dividend payout as of 6 groups with multiple combinations.
When a corporation‘s declares a growth in profit earn and payment of dividend shows a high
return on stock by firms shares that is called abnormal return. At the same time share value
decreases as decrease in firms profits changes by (Lonie and Abeyratna, 1996)
Amihud and Murgia (1997) analyzed the relationship in the German stock market announcement
of income earns and dividend paid. They analyzed the price movement and its linkage with
dividend and earnings. The study included 200 German companies over a four year period
(1988-1992). The result was that an interpretation power on share prices movement in view of
the unexpected dividends and earnings
In another study Dyl and Weigand (1998) investigated risk of the firms pattern either increase or
decreases following the payment of dividend in cash. The research included that as payment of
firms cash dividend more, higher the relationship of information content in relation to corporate
profits level. Their findings was on the basic question of company income with flow of cash
outlay having primarily low risk. This resulted in the form of lower chances of firm’s income as
well as amazements in profits. The companies they included paid zero in cash dividend
including four year period earlier from the initial period dividend announcements. The available
information pre and post of one year announcement subsequently was included. Three-monthly
numbers was taken for twelve quarters in which the initial dividend was announced. Regression
analysis was applied for analyzing the data. The excess return was observed with reference to
declaration which was considered to be related to the future changes in risk. The study included
data of 240 companies for a 21 period (1972-1993). The authors provided sufficient proofs of
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their findings indicating corporate profits and cash flow. They found that the risk is less and
outcome has more significant correlation using dividend policy as a variable and value of share
in the market.
Azhagaiah and Priya (2008) during investigating other study finding shows that chemical related
industry dividend paying firms has higher value incremental stock. They finds that as dividend
policy of chemical companies increase or decrease firms value also increased with change in
their asset valuation. They also compared with payer with non-payers firms to detect the impact
of variation in pay dividend shows significant association between previous profit, retained
earnings change in capital of stock holder due to payment of dividend or change in dividend
policy. They analyzed the data of 21 firms of BSE through the application of regression analysis
for a 10 years data from (1997-2006).
In their study Azhagaiah and Priya (2008) found that in a long term, chemical firms
stockholders has significant improvement or change in positive related to companies which are
not pay dividend to their shareholders because of less profit sharing. This increase the stock
value of paying companies as compared with those companies such as non-distributed earning
firms. So one can conclude that dividend has more relevant to the return of stock significance.
4.3 CONCLUSIONS

Above discussion based on previous reviews study concluded such below remarks.


Cash dividends is a good decisions to motivate the shareholders to focuses investment
growth increases, as of public companies have mostly common mechanism of payouts.



As of every country’s administration, rule of law, regulations as well as customs
differences creates in Economic environments.



Therefore policies may be dividend and vary among countries in terms of payment
frequency, relevance, dividend size, and finally the decision-making process.



The procedures many times same for smoothing the dividend policy when the smoothing
of dividends looks future a universal management exercise.
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CHAPTER 5: Literature Review of Firm Specific Variables
5.1 Overview
Corporate finance literature suggests that a company’s payout policy regarding dividend
has more correlated with firm’s capital structure as well as investment policies, and therefore
they have strong association with its firm-specific characteristics as described by (Smith and
Watts 1992; Gaver and Gaver 1993; Barclay et al 1995). Theoretically, many firms’ managers
focus on mainly intention towards increase the stock value of the firm and consequently make
ultimate decisions to outperform their share market performance through high value in the
market (Ward 1993; Bishop et al 2000). Firm deciding to pay dividend is a major part of study
either to influence value of shares or not and has this decision significant impact on the value of
company. For the reason that, decision and distribution about payment of earning to shareholders
by managers (see, for instance, to pertain the cash dividend size) towards stock holder or else use
the earning retained which earned during any period will for reinvestments purpose called
(investment policy) also, yet again retaining a profit, take on capital with lower cost of capital as
well as less ratio of leveraging with choices between equity with liability, has more impact on
share value of common stock with respect increase or decrease owners wealth (Glen et al 1995;
Lease et al 2000; Brealey and Myers 2003). They also emphases that decision of corporate
payout has important relationship with maximizing value of firms, specific firms factors has also
determine and play important role on dividend policy. Managers are more responsible when
setting firms objective with different factors analysing corporate strategy to obtain goals of firm
owners. Ascertaining such determinants assistances decision about firm future corporate policy
in the direction of evaluation their decision and practical implication of dividend payout and
when they compare these policy in the perspectives of market competitors. Manager main focus
is to use income retained in a best way to create value of the firms owners. In the market, there
are many types of investors such some of them prefer to pay dividend, many favours increase
and decrease share price through gain, and some want mix of dividend as well as capital gain
from their investment returns. Investors and portfolio managers might not on the same page due
risk return in the investments as their choices varied from their own perspectives. Henceforth,
familiarity about firm-specific factors that may determine the policy of corporate dividend which
may well guide to both investors as well as portfolio managers towards perceive firms payout
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policy in an appropriate manner in respect of preference in dividend to achieve target of
investment. To using the firm specific characteristics variable in the study for analysis, give a
good and clear picture for academician, researcher and management of the companies to
understand pay or not to pay cash dividend to shareholder. This also compare the study with
others with theoretical as well as using multiple models to understand which factor affect more
the policy of dividend. These are more important factors to capture payout policy and effect on
share value in the market. Many economic analysts from finance check the relationship of firm
financial variable such firm size, sale growth, leverage ratio and firm earnings ratios with
theories of dividend based on different market data to increase strong viewpoint (see, for
example, Fama and French 2001; Aivazian et al 2003; Ferris et al 2006; Al-Najjar 2009).
It has been seen that usually authors focus on developed markets, but recently a number of
authors have also recorded the emerging markets as well. Aivazian et al (2003) in their study
compared dividend policies of eight developing countries (India, Jordan, Malaysia, Pakistan,
South Korea, Thailand, Turkey and Zimbabwe). The study had a control sample from US
market. It was found that while the financial determinants were important in taking dividend
decisions in the merging markets, the sensitivity differs when it was compared with the
developed markets (e. g. US). In the researches done earlier a major difference was found in
dividend policy practices when the merging markets were compared with the developed markets.
The reasons include political instability, inappropriately defined regulations and laws, weak
corporate governance and different ownership structures (Glen et al 1995; La Porta et al 2000;
Faccio et al 2001). However, during the last three decades a rapid increase in the magnitude of
equity portfolio flow has been observed in the developing countries. As a result of this
development authorities have been encouraged and regulations have been redefined for a
convergence to world markets (Bekaert 1995; Kumar and Tsetsekos 1999). In the same context
some financial and structural reforms are being undertaken to integrate with the developed
markets (Bekaert et al 2002; 2011). In the light of the above developments it is seen that the
market integration process has put a significant impact on firm’s attributes and their financial
policies (e. g. dividend policies).
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The listed companies in the PSX KHI100 index have been operating under a regulatort boundary
which has been changed significantly in recent years. This change has been in line with the
established markets of developed economies (e. g. Australia, Canada, USA, UK, EU member
countries). This adoption of this change originated from Turkeys’ civil laws tradition involving
the weak corporate governance, lack of transparency as well as disclosure practices. Vague tax
and accounting regulations (La Porta et al 1997; Ararat and Ugur 2003; Aksu and Kosedag
2006). The Turkish code formulated in 1957 was based on accounting and auditing principles
generally accepted in those days. Therefore the financial reporting was not effectively monitored
and regulated according to international practices of developed economies (Aksu and Kosedag
2006). The objectives of accounting regulations in Turkey was to protect the interest of treasury.
However, the international standard practiced in developed countries enforce high quality
financial reporting as compulsory regulations. Therefore due to reduced demand of the relevant
authorities in Turkey about the financial reporting and disclosures, the firms in Turkey preferred
to submit financial statements to tax authotities for taxation rather than to support financial
decisions (Cooke and Curuk 1996; UNCTAD 2008).
During the last decades the business accounting culture has changed drastically. Now it is more
linked to financial decision making as compared to tax calculations. This has led PSX listed
companies to produce reliable financial reports on the basis of business performance ad thus the
making a more accurate financial decision making has become easier (e.g. investment, capital
structure and dividends) in a positive way (Balsari and Varan 2014).
Profitability: According to a number of authors the most important determinant influencing the
dividend policy is its profitability. Usually dividend payments are given annually, it appears that
more profitable companies will pay higher dividend. But in practice it has not been found so.
The signalling theory developed confirms the consistency of this positive relationship
(Bhattacharya1979; Miller and Rock1985; John and Williams1985). They are of the opinion that
more profitable companies give higher dividend to communicate a message of better
performance among the share holders. The low performers having ow profitability cannot mimic
this trend on a consistent basis. Therefore there is a strong evidence in favour of the positive
relationship of higher profit and higher dividend (Fama and French 2001; Ferris et al 2006;
Aivazian et al 2003)
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Growth; According to literature review, a company’s requirement for investment and growth
have a negative impact on dividend pay out. Myers (1984) and Myers and Majluf (1984)
proposed the pecking order theory of capital structure. According to this theory the firms need to
prioritize their investment decisions according to hierarchy of the firms decision in terms of
internal earnings for meeting the financial needs. For any additional requirements the company
may opt for debt to cover the financial deficits. The ‘pecking order’ says that there is a negative
relationship between dividend and company growth. It is due to the reason that high growth
companies require funds for expansion and therefore give less dividend to the share holders. In
this connection transaction cost theory has also been proposed further confirming the earlier
theory. Both the theories constitute the opinion that since procurement of fund from out side
sources (banks etc.) is difficult and costly while it is much easier to utilize the profit earned for
this purpose. However, in the process the share holders are deprived (Miller and Rock1985;
Rozeff 1982). In this connection a number of other studies have also given the same opinion
(Rozeff, 1982; Fama and French 2001; Baker and Wurgler 2004; Ferris et al 2006) confirming
that high growth reduces the likelihood of giving higher dividends. La Porta et al (2000) are of
the opinion that under such circumstances the poor shareholders should be protected and more so
in the emerging markets. In countries having weak institutional setting and insufficient
protection laws for weak shareholders companies try to project an image of good treatment for
minority shareholders. Therefore in these countries companies having higher growth give higher
dividend. On the basis of their growth potential they are also given higher incentives for
additional investment. It is therefore recommended that high growth companies should give
higher dividend more so when it is compared to low investment opportunities particularly in
developing countries. Some authors (Aivazian et al (2003), Al-Najjar (2009) and Kirkulak and
Kurt (2010)) have found that there is a positive relationship between high growth and high
dividend pay out to the shareholders. The finding is more consistent in developing countries. The
banking sector has introduced a number of regulations for effectively managing credit risks. In
view of this development some ISE companies have turned to the capital market for financing
rather than obtaining funds from the regular sources (banks etc.).
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Risk Al-Najjar (2009) finds that “The higher the risk is, the more likely the firm will be bankrupt
and hence the less the chance for firms to pay dividends”. As of the theory related to cost on
transaction perception, there is a direct association between risk in the firm with transaction cost.
As, any firm with containing increased leverage of financial as well as operational, all other
things are consider as constant, there is a more chance to increase dependency heavily financing
decision from outsider as instability in earning high. As operating plus financing liability
consider as higher risk in cumulative to instable the prices of shares on the stock market, and
therefore lower the chances or not pay the cash dividend to shareholder (Rozeff 1982; Holder et
al 1998; Farinha, 2003). Numerous researches focus on that topic for example Jensen et al
(1992), Manos (2002), Farinha (2003) and Al-Najjar (2009), to be sure, such an opposite
association with risk in business payout policy of dividend clears about risky company in support
of the impression that riskier firms, however this leads to companies with high risk chances in
creation greater insecurity against the profit of the firm, have a propensity for zero or less
payment in dividend. Asian Market are consider developing markets are generally considered by
greater unpredictability and greater risk, when comparing through developed markets (Glen et al
1995; Adaoglu 2000). On the contrary, the PSX has been exceedingly representative of a
promising however due to imperfect capital markets, through a maximum return in many period
with high returns in some years also shows a high losses in income from establishment the
market (CMB 2003, 2012; Odabasi et al 2004).
Debt policy: Some authors argued that use of distribution of dividend and getting debt are the
alternative tools for monitoring mangers and controlling problems related to agencies (Jensen
and Meckling (1976), Jensen (1986) and Crutchley et al (1999)). Therefore the agency cost
theory proposes an inverse relationship between dividends and debt. The usage of debt
particularly at a high level debt ratio minimizes the distribution of dividend. More so when the
companies get debt financing and commit for fixed financial charges (i. e interest charges).

When the companies fail to repay and meet the obligation, the risk of default raises. Some
companies often offer low or no dividend with an objective to manage within their internal
funds. This helps them to pay their obligations minimizing external financial cost (Rozeff 1982;
Manos 2002). Aivazian et al (2003). Their higher debt rations are related to lower dividend
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payments and this happens more in the emerging markets. Al-Najjar (2009) reported a notable
negative correlation between the dividend policies and debt. Kirkulak and Kurt (2010) found that
in Turkey level of debt has no impact on paying dividends. However, Turkish firms have shown
that the increased level of debt increases the amount of dividend decrease.
Free cash flow: The hypothesis of free cash flow (Jensen, 1986) is a well know hypothesis
explaining why companies pay dividends. According to the author firms having a large cash
flow, may no act in the interest of share holders. The reason is that they may result in a negative
net present value in investment projects. Paying good dividends lessen the discretionary cash
flow availability and thus reduces the investment opportunities. Additionally when good
dividends are paid, the company reduces the possibility of misuse of funds for their own
consumption forcing them to enter into the external market for further funding, resulting in
monitoring by the market players (Jensen and Meckling, 1976, Easterbrook, 1984). Such
situations facilitates to diminish the traditional agency cost issues thus increasing the company’s
market worth. La Porta et al (1999) are of the opinion that families having their closer
involvement in company management results in better supervision and control with fewer owner
agency conflict. In the same context Shleifer and Vishny (1986), Grossman and Hart (1980) and
Demsetz and Lehn (1985) are of the view that the presence of large share holders may reduce the
free rider issues of monitoring managers and agree with the earlier opinion that such
management reduces the conflict between the share holder and the managers. Focused ownership
structures are largely prevails in Turkey where families have block holding of the shares e. g.
institutional investors or foreign investors. Under such situation the state dominate the capital
market (Gursoy and Aydogan 1999; Yurtoglu 2003; IIF, 2005; Sevil et al 2012; Al-Najjar and
Kilincarslan 2016).
It is important to mention here that in Turkey the family owned firms, ownership and
management are the same because the family members manages the functional operation of their
firm occupying the highest positions in the company e. g. directors and chairman, board of
governors etc. and the employed managers do not have the authority for cash flow management
(Yurtoglu 2003; Aksu and Kosedag 2006). Therefore agency and owner conflict is very low in
the Turkish market. However, such ownership concentration has its disadvantages also. The
interests of major share holders and minor share holders are different. Shleifer and Vishny 1997;
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La Porta et al 2000; Anderson and Reeb 2003; Morck and Yeung 2003; Villalonga and Amit
2006 have shown that large block holders exercise full control on the firm and when they do not
pay dividends that use the available cash for policy implementation generating their personal
benefits at the cost of minor share holders. This happens due to absence of monitoring. Under
such situation the salient agency problem arises resulting in principal-principal conflict. La Porta
et al (2000) argued that the main point is that the failure to disgorge cash leads to its diversion or
waste damaging the interests of outside minor share holders. The dividend payments may
alleviate the conflict of interest between major and minor share holders. Dividends guarantee a
pro rate cash distribution which is not followed in this case. Therefore, large amount of free cash
flow is linked with agency related issues suggesting higher dividend distribution thus
overcoming the problem.
Liquidity Darling (1957) finds that liquid asset position of corporation has a significant role and
arguments on view that a company liquid cash position has sole and highly interesting factors for
good position in financial mitigations. This position shows a better way of dividend payment
determinant factors when processing the analysing the capital projects. Manos (2002) also finds
that firms liquidity position has negative impact on cost of capital while payout of cash dividend
constructs a positive relation with share value.
In addition, Ho (2003) study also shows that higher the liquidity of the firms higher the payout of
cash dividend when comparing low and high position of liquidity by firms sample. Study finds a
stable and constant associations about the theory of dividend signalling. Firms with more and
reliable source of liquidity impact more on business operations as well as increased the payment
pattern of cash dividend. Results also shows that higher the liquidity, lower the chances of
default risks involves.
Asset tangibility Aivazian et al (2003) study shows the impact of tangible fixed assets shows a
positive relationship between payments of cash policies in developing counties market listed
firms. Their study also enlighten that higher the fixed asset of the firms higher the chances to
grow their profit and pay more in cash. They also meet short term operations needs and meet all
necessary productions as share of the market increases. Study findings also shows that lower the
dependency of the long term loans. They have more reliable asset and less sources needs to
finance from banks. Results also suggests that higher the tangible assets kept by firms has more
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dependent on their internal sources of funds, although declining the cash payment of dividend
from their earnings. Correspondingly, Al-Najjar (2009) in Jordan and Al-Najjar and Hussainey
(2009) in the case of U.K listed firms and shows a negative impact with significant association
among assets tangible and payout policy.
Firm size Many researchers such as (Gaver and Gaver 1993; Barclay et al1995; Moh’d et al
1995; Fama and French 2001; Farinha 2003; Ferris et al 2006; Al-Najjar 2009) finds the
evidence that company size has also impact on payment of cash dividend and also impact on
value of the shares in an increase chances of associations. This has more impact on two dividend
policy theory such as MM (1961) Irrelevance theory and relevant theory assumptions of cost on
each transaction as well as conflict between agent and owners. So study findings suggest that
more the size of the firm’s higher chances to get access in external funding’s form bondholders
and shareholders. This increased the chances that firm with higher size will get less interest rate
on loans as compared with lower size of firms assets. This also shows less dependency on
internally earn incomes. Furthermore, higher size firms has chances of less monitoring
implications, dispersed way shareholding pattern, high cost of monitoring, has more chances to
face agency costs in the form of owners and managers (Lloyd et al 1985; Crutchley and Hansen
1989; Holder et al 1998). As a result, results also compares the less cost of capital, lower chances
of agency theory, asymmetric information high lowers the chances to best utilising of fund
internally into account, so size of company also impact on payment of cash to shareholders form
profits.
Most of the current studies more focus on financial variables related to industry specific and
macro-economic factors to explore return of share prices. Many studies such as (Gordon, 1959;
Friend & Puckett, 1964; Bower and Bower 1969; Malkiel & Cragg, 1970; and Zahir, 1992)
claimed that return of share market more complex with factors related to macroeconomic. Many
research studied found that specific variables has more chances to impact on share value as well
as cash dividend policy of firms. These variables are income earned during the specific period,
firms size, debt ratio, dividend yield, DPR, market to book value ratio, right and bonus issue
shares of the particular company show such behaviour in positive or negative.
Sapkota (2016) study find that there is significant relationship and positive with EPS to share
market value, per share payment of dividend, ROA, size of the firm’s assets, market price ratio,
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GDP of the country higher associations among them. Their findings shows as more value of
these variables have increasing value in their share traded in the market.
Pradhan and Dahal (2016) studied the characteristics of firms more specific factors mainly
suggested by different researcher and finds that all of these variables has significant association
among dividend as well as share price in the market return applying on banking sectors of
Nepals. Among the macro economic variables such as gross domestic product, inflation and
money supply, gross domestic product is a major variable that affect the share price.
Mukherjee and Naka (1995) have investigated the relation between Tokyo stock prices and six
macroeconomic variables and show that the relationship between stock prices, the exchange rate,
money supply, and industrial production is positive, whereas the relationship between stock
prices and inflation and interest rates is mixed. The study of Malhotra and Tandon (2013) have
attempted to determine the factors that influence stock prices in the context of National Stock
Exchange (NSE) of 100 companies. A sample of 95 companies was selected for the period 20072012 and linear regression model was used. The results indicated that firms’ book value, earning
per share, and price-earnings ratio are having a significant positive association with firm’s stock
price while dividend yield is having a significant inverse association with the market price of the
firm’s stock.
Bhattarai (2014) takes surveyed the causes of increased or decreased in prices of stocks of
Nepal’s listed commercial banks on NSE during the year 2006-2014. A sample of commercial
banks data based on annual reports from their websites. A panel regression techniques used to
estimates the results and findings of the study shows that P/E ratio and EPS positive significant
impact on stock price valuation but dividend yield has negative as well as significant relationship
with listed banks share prices. This study compile the findings that price earnings, EPS and DY
for Nepal’s banks much importance to show change in share value during the study period.
Another study Almumani (2014) has also tested the effects of factors that impact on share prices
of the listed Ammani Banks on ASE applying 2005-11 period data. Study utilized the multiple
linear regression analysis to test whether there is a relationship or not in banks share price and
dividend policy. He found that a positive association with market share price and earnings per
share on listed Jordan banks data. Furthermore, study results shows that price of share and book
value of firm in the market has positive significant connections. Additionally, many studies
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found that there is a positive association among MP and price earnings ratios using regression
analysis. Results shows that firms size and value of shares on the market has negative association
applying regression test for this study. Study results also shows that payout of dividend and per
share value of dividend has non significant relationship with market price of listed banks of
Jordan and Amman.
Kitati, Zablon and Maithya (2015) studied the macro factors impact on share valuation in the
market and study concludes that borrowing rate has significant association with share prices in
the stock market. They also shows that borrowing rate of interest has a major role to influence
the share prices with other macro factors which has not much effect on share value in the market.
Variable such as rate of currency exchange like EU and US currency, rate of interest has
opposite association on listed firms of Kenya stock exchange NSE. They also shows that Kenya
currency has negative impact on growth of share prices. Results also shows that an inverse
association of CPI on market performance during the study period. This means as inflation rate
increases, decreased in the share value of listed stock expected in NSE Kenya. Study R square
shows that many other macro factors affect on share price as lower the study R square with value
15% which means that 84% change in model not predicted using mentioned variables.
Adekunle, Agbadudu and Ammeh (2015) have studied on the impact of variables that change
the share prices of the insurance companies using Nigerian firm’s data. Specially, they tested in
the way that how economic factors as well characteristics of firms specific affect on share prices
valuation in the stock market. For macroeconomic factors, they choose rate of inflation and GDP
of the country and for firm specific factors they applied, return on assets and earning per share
(EPS) to check the Nigerian companies like Insurance share value on the market. They took a
sample of 5 top insurance firms randomly and collected data based on annual results from 200514 as published by Central bank. They estimated panel regression based on panel data of the
study. They reports the results of their study and shows that inflation in the country, income per
share (EPS) has significant association with market prices of shares of Insurance industries in
Nigerian. On the other hand, study results against the previous researches that GDP and ROA
has insignificant association on the share prices of the Nigerian stock market insurance sector.so
they suggested that shareholders must know or aware about the financial ratios impact on their
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market value of share when they especially interested to invest in the Insurance companies of
Nigeria listed stocks such EPS, ROA, and EBIT etc.
Bhattarai (2014) studied on Nepalese listed firm’s characteristics such as yield of dividend, EPS,
earning market price ratio using banks data and finds that these variables are highly impact on
the stock market listed share prices of Banks. K.C (2016) also study the Nepals firms and shows
that size of the firms and, earning per share as well as income after taxes are main factors to
influence the financial and non-financial sectors. Sapkota (2016) study finds that GDP of the
country, EPS, DPS, ROA, PE Ratio, and profit has significant positive impact on value of shares
on the stock market. Moreover, Sapkota and Pradhan (2016) has also studied that growth in gross
domestic product, return on assets, dividend per shares, earnings per share, market price earnings
ratio of the companies has significant association with shareholders wealth in the stock market.
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CHAPTER 6: Review of Macro Economic and Share prices
6.1 Overview
In this section, theoretical background and review of literature explored with macro-economic
variables.
6.1.1 Supply and Demand
This theory relates to the stock market, this principle remains centered on the fundamental
concept of supply and demand. Arguments about theory of demand and supply predicts that there
is no affect on any listed firms stocks based on their organizations performance or not the
environment of political generally however through the function of supply and demand. There
may be more individuals who want to invest on any given day than there are stocks available, or
vice versa. In this way, the relationship between the public offering of stocks and the investment
decides if, in the case of excessive supply, the value decreases or rises in the case of excessive
demand.
6.1.2 Investor Psychology
Over the last decade the stock market has gained public prominence. The NASDAQ Composite
Index increased 999% between 1990 and early 2000 and subsequently lost up to 78% of its value
over the next three years. The size of the stock market boom in 1920 is even the same as the
spectacular increase and fall. The unpredictable and sweeping revolution on the market attracted
the public's and academia's interest, exploring and new financial behaviour. Many investors
would query how a market can accurately represent and exhibit all known information. Warren
Buffett, the world's most successful investor stated in an article named Fortune in December
2001, that the three key share price variables are interest rates, corporate profitability and the
psychology of investors. Whilst the market often returns to rational long-term valuation, investor
psychology is possibly the single major short-term value, which often have long-lasting effects
on capital markets. The basic paradigm that investors are well aware, and therefore they act
rationally, is criticized in this theory. Investment psychological theories are more likely to lead to
a complex interaction of social and psychological drives in every investor in the general public.
This theory does not, however, address any potential for market behaviours prediction. It merely
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says, that the market does not necessarily act in a logical way. This is the kind of point of view
that investors with a strong mind-set observe. Prices of stocks can rise or fall, but even then the
perception that others purchase and sell the share.
6.1.3 The Efficient Market Hypothesis
An efficient market is the concept used to characterize a market where investors cannot exceed
their competitors by consistently producing excessive risk adjusted returns. To optimize their
income, investors use knowledge that is available to them as instruments for trading capital
market assets. The efficient market hypothesis (EMH), or the effective market theory, is an
assumption that all information and effective alpha generation are not expressed in share
prices. The EMH asserts that inventories are trading at fair value on exchanges, which
discourage investors from purchasing undervalued inventories or selling stocks on price inflated.
Therefore, stock selection or market schedule should be unable to exceed the overall market and
only by buying riskier investments can an investor achieve higher returns.
6.1.4 Classical Growth Theory
The theory of classical growth proposes that growth of country’s economy will drop as the
increase of country resources and population. The assumption that a temporary rise in real GDP
per person is inevitably the result of an explosion in population and thus restricts a nation's
wealth, lowering real GDP is a consequence of the conviction of classical growth theorists. The
economic growth of the country will therefore begin to decline.

6.1.5 Share Price
The amount which is costed to purchase a share in a business or more than one is known as the
share price or stock price. There is a continuous fluctuation in these prices which are being set
according to the current condition of the market which proves that they have flexible nature.
These prices go up and down with the rise and fall in corporation’s progress, for instance, if a
business is doing well, the price of a share would rise, and if the expectations of a company fall,
the fluctuation in the prices would be vice versa (Duy, Hau, and Dang, 2017).
The key systems of financial markets to raise capital by any firms through listed stock markets
through issuing stocks or shares as financing decision of any country and provides a platforms to
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buy and sell their shares. These reasons make the stock market a significant ingredient that
decides the expansion of a firm along with economic growth.
In economics and financial theory, experts applies the random walk methods to test the
performance of total value of stock prices in the market, results also shows that stock prices in
share market value, rate of exchange, goods prices offered to customers. They found that
investors has some future expectations with no biases of share prices. They also check the
change in value of firm’s shares with expected value of earnings. Applying assumptions such as
information is provided to all investors equally has impact on firms value as new announcements
in the market comes. Signaling theory shows that as new announcement in the market give the
idea arbitrarily as well as impacts the value of share prices asset price. Studies also shows that
market price of shares not follow a perfect capital market. Their findings shows that a low serial
correlations specific 0.05 occur in the short time period plus a little robust relationships for the
long term period. Study results shows that a strong association impact on multiple factors.
Most of the studies shows a strong and big chunk and variation in stock prices from specific
results as permanent as well as temporary pattern of change in economy. Especially, market
value of January period has positive impact on the economy other than months of the year and
study results also influence with each Monday when stock market open after close of weekends.
This has down the prices as compared with other week days. Studies also emphasis that market
prices also affect by their country economic position for more that semi a century, however
without subsequent in giving a completely satisfactory explanation for their persistence.
Studies also test the expectation of future change in share prices stock market through Technical
analysis irregularities through a historical information of share prices. But some economists, for
example Eugene Fama, explains that changes patterns incurred fortuitously, relatively most of
the study results show that illogical or incompetent behaviour of investors: studies tested the
volumes of information from history from to check non cooperative relationship of share price
and GDP.
Alternative studies in the economic as well as finance thinks as behavioural finance, attributes
non-randomness due to change in mind and non- serious attitude of investors. This is a opposite
behaviour of analyzing fundamental way.
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To study the relationship in long ways, future profit expected has significant relationship with
stock price in the market with firms payment of dividend. Study also shows that in short period,
newly firms or smaller firms has not a positive association with dividend and share price value.
6.1.6 Market Capitalization
This defines that per share value multiplied by number of any firms shares traded on a particulars
day, week, month, quarters, semi monthly or annualy in any stock market is called market
capitalization Olson's (2005) however the market’s viewpoint is different as of Olson’s view of
point on firm capitalization. The market defines market capitalization as the sum of each
outstanding shares with their prices for all the firms listed in a provided stock market. Olson
classify market capitalization in the following categories large-cap ranging from $10 – 100
billion; mid-cap ($ 1 – 1 billion); Small-cap ($100 million – 1 billion) and micro-cap ($10 - $100
million). Those companies which have a great market value of a dollar ten million or more are
called large-cap companies. These reputable companies hold the image of producing quality
goods and services along with a history of consistent payments of dividends and steady growth.
Moreover, these big firms enjoy the familiarity of their brand among the consumers and are
known as the dominant players within the established industries resulting in more conservative
investments as compared to small-cap or mid-cap stocks having less exchange risk for less
aggressive growth potential.
As for Mid-cap companies, they are those businesses whose market value lies between $2 billion
to $10 billion which are either having steady growth or expecting to have it shortly by being in
the process of increased market share and better overall competitiveness. If a firm is eventually
living up to its full potential or not can also be determined at this stage of growth. For the risk/
return spectrum, these companies have a place between large-cap and small-cap companies as
there can be high growth in them than large-cap or less risk than small-caps.
As the name says, the small-cap firms have lesser market value in comparison to the other two
having a market value between $300 million to $2 billion. The young companies in the emerging
industries serving niche markets come under the head of small-cap companies. Small-cap firms
are likely to have the most aggressive and high-risk nature among the rest two. The availability
of limited resources for small-cap firms increases the susceptibility of a business or economic
downturn. These companies might also be weak in terms of facing the intense competition and
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uncertainties characteristics of untried or burgeoning markets. There are chances of high growth
also in small-cap companies for long-term investments and can bear the unstable swings in the
prices of stock in the short run.
According to Olson, he has noticed an unclear consensus or roles controlling a certain cut of
values and if the categorization ought to be in percentiles or dollars. Nevertheless, categorization
cuts must be designed with time because of inflation, changes occurring in the population, and
throughout market valuation. Usually, there is a routine change depending on the changes in the
prices of the respective shares, that’s why the main indicators must be identified for they provide
an ad to the players of the stock market to keep a close look at the changes happening by which
they would be able to make informed investment decisions.
A value placed on the entire company by the stock market is called market capitalization. This
could defines using the estimation of value of company’s in markets as a condition of monetary
and economic Woo (1981). This would not consider prices of mandatory as of purchases to be
paid and this is a whole company and also estimate not the realistic value through company’s
actual mass by way of this prices of share of the market through buying and selling of daily
traded shares total. Moreover, the preferred shares are not part of the calculation. There are quite
a several companies that have dominant shareholders including a government entity, family, or
other big corporations. If we talk about the calculation of market capitalization, it may be
adjusted simply through computing based on free-float basis i.e. mean that value of daily traded
company shares can be used in market capitalization. Hence, total value of company using
volume traded with number of shares is measure through free float i.e., value of shares multiplied
by times freely as well as publically traded number of share with aggregate equity shares. As a
result of all these features, it can be concluded that market capitalization is one of the keys and
crucial parts of using formula to value the stock which shows the total value of shares in the
stock market using all outstanding shares of the company.
6.1.7 GDP
The most common definition of Gross Domestic Product as known as GDP is the aggregate
worth products and services in the country given by multiple sectors of economics in each
period. In its simplest definition, A Gross domestic product is the monetary value of goods in a
country with final added to the services in a country by its society over a year Yanne Arttu,
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Philipp, and Isabel (2007). Through GDP one can access value of economic in size production
for services as well as products captured by the country people during the year (Stephany and
Krishnan, 2006). As per Joseph (Joseph, 2008), in his words, it is one of the ways to measure the
quantity of the economy and its growth, he further adds that it also measures the level of wellbeing of a citizen and his standard of living by calculating the value of goods’ production and
services provided within a country during a year. Many researcher use GDP as a most important
factors regarding country and firms specific policy as total return from production and services.
As a method of expenditure studies used to calculate measure the nature of country risk and they
mostly depicts the market value of economy. It says that, GDP = consumption + investment +
(government spending) + (exports − imports), or, GDP = C + I + G + (X-M) where “Gross”
indicates the decreasing value stock capital which is not incorporated. With depreciation, with
net investment instead of gross investment, it is the net domestic product. The final goods and
services are shown as consumption and investment in the above equation. Trade deficit through
the difference in import and export of the country also called current account included in
equation formerly corrects this by excluding expense incurred on import not part and include
back in the local exports.
Measurement of GDP has been done in other ways too like measuring the total income which is
to be paid and transferred into the GDP accounts. From this prospective, countries GDP called as
Gross Domestic index rather than called as GDP. The answer provided in the expenditure
method ought to match the same answer as this one as the definition considers them both the
same i.e. GDI=GDP however, there is little variation in the figures when it comes to doing it
practically as announced by Government authorities usually. The method to counter income
through GDP formula, called GDP (I), and is: GDP = Compensation of employees + Gross
operating surplus + Gross mixed income + Taxes fewer supports on making as well as imports.
6.2 Empirical Review
6.2.1 Impact of Market Capitalization on Share Price
The fundamental problem of financial modeling and in particular stock modeling prices are how
the volatility characterizing of the prices of various stocks is addressed. Therefore, this study cast
the light on various literature which explain the impact of market capitalization on stock price.
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The correlation between share price values with market capital of firms is studied by Lukács
(2002). The study is based on the returns on the Budapest Stock Exchange (BSE) from 21 stock
listed there. Study divided into based on value of market capitalization change in value into
normal intervals to change in behaviour of market through including skewness and kurtosis are
measured. Both the charts and the rank correlation of the results are evaluated. The distribution
of returns and market capitalization is significantly related.
To test the study relationship with rate of borrowed money interest and growth in market capital
of stock using Nigeria by Ologunde, Elumilade and Asaolu, (2007). They used the method of
regression from the Ordinary Least Square (OLS) and discovered that the present interest rate
impacts the share capitalization rate positively. In addition, they found that the government's
stock production rate had a negative impact on the increase in market value of shares and it had
a opposite impact on the government's stock development rate.
Kurihara (2016) study results amid to implement that capital rate of market value has a
influential on all macro related economic variable such as GDP of the country, rate of exchange,
borrowed rate by investors, difference in current account and supply of money in that country.
Oluwatoyin and Gbadebo (2009) studied on the relationship between market share capitals of
firm with earnings. Study used the panel least square to check the relationship as statistic tool.
They applied 20 period data from 1988-2008 through confectionary firms to check either capital
market of firms increase the price with income after tax, cash dividend, and market price of
firms increased. Study shows a strong positive association and significant as firms earnings
changes through value of capital market.
Subeniotis, Papadopoulos, Tampakoudis, and Tampakoudi (2011) studied the association among
12 Europion union members market index prices with major macroeconomic factors using panel
data techniques to explore a massive associations. Euro currency countries factors such as
capitalization of market, rate of inflation, Gross Domestic Product, and production industrial
combines used data for further analysis. Study output shows that there is high positive and
significant relationship of GDP, market capital, industrial production while inflation has negative
association and non significant relationship exist. Results also concludes that there is positive
connection of market capitalization and GDP with market price of firm.
Ali (2013) explores connection using both minor and major variables of economics and results
shows that a positive significant association among all variables from both long term as well as
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short term way. Study also concludes that stock value of share and market capitalization in a
both sided association.
oraman and Başarir (2014) also study the impact using Turkey stock market listed firms
variables such as market capital of firms in stock with rate of interest to check the long run
relationship through employing 16 years from 1998-2012. For this long run test, study results
shows that Johnson co integration associates the long run with stock market capitalization and
borrowing rates
6.2.2 Impact of GDP on Share Price
Many financial variables in different environment has affected on the stock market using
some macroeconomic variables. As of many economies day by day in development stages which
leads to create a relationship significant with both financial factors and development economic
changes. Study of O’Sullivan & Steven (2003) also shows that change in macro-economic
variables affected by GDP with investment policy during that study period. This also indicated
that stock market and behaviour of economy changes into upstream and downstream which leads
to changes in the prices behaviour of listed firms. The changes made to regulate the stock market
has influenced by the trends of stock prices. This leads that as stock prices increases the growth
of the country economy also grow and business has faster growth which provides better
employment. As theory of bird in hand stands show values of stock prices depends on today’s
discounted value through future uncertain dividend. Economic variables with dividend and
earnings has significant association to increase share prices of listed stock market firms.
Somoye, Akintoye, and Oseni (2009) examined the Nigerian stock exchange listed 130
companies survey from the period 2001-2007 to check the relationship between numerous
macro-economic features with the stock prices of share market. An ordinary least square
regression was employed to test the association of share price of listed stock with EPS, DPS,
Prices of oil, GDP, rate of lending interest as well as exchange rate of foreign currency against
the Nigerian stock market characteristics. There was a significant association of most of the
study variables positive to the stock market prices but lending rate of interest and exchange rate
shows a negative relations in their study.
To understand the factors which factors affects on stock exchanges index by numerous
researcher using developed and developing countries. Tuomas, Ricardo & Isabel (2011) explore
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basics factors with including market investment dynamics as well as financial variables in stock
markets. Study shows the relationship analyzing private investment in a short way with price
variability using gradient regression using financial with firms fundamental factors by multiple
researcher outcomes. The conclusions shows that 1) most of investment slowly as shocks with
private investment; (2) changes in stock price and GDP has significant positive relationship with
financial markets basic factors; (3) as demand of investment private increases the development
create positive effects on stock market. Abedalfattah Zuhair Al-abedallat Duraid Kamel Al
Shabib et al., (2012) examine the association between investments with gross domestic product
using Amman stock exchange data. They explores the effects investment in any country to
increase GDP of that country using multiple regression using stock prices as dependent variables
taking Amman Stock Exchange index. Their finding using stock prices as dependent, with
investment and GDP implements some crucial for future studies. This study shows that there is
strong positive relationship between dependent and independent variables with value .97. RSquare value shows that 94% variation due to investment and GDP in stock prices of Amman
stock exchange index. This study also shows that 6% explanation unexplained due to other
factors might affect on share prices. The model also suggests a model is good fit as of F-Statistic
value with sig. value less than 0.05 in the ANNOVA test which relates to test the relationship.
This model shows that stock prices has positive relationship with investment size and gross
domestic product. Also study realized that as size of investment increases implement to increase
stock prices of market index and this also rise in GDP of the country such on the movement of
Amman Stock Exchange index).
Alam, Rubel Miah, Abdul Karim, and Professor (2016) study using Dhaka Stock Exchange
factors which affects on share price on listed firms.
A study held by AL- Shubiri, (2010) on “Analysis the Determinants of Market Stock Price
Movements: An Empirical Study of Jordanian Commercial Banks” . Study focus on stock prices
of Jordanian listed firm’s variables MPS with different independent variables. They use data of
14 banks mostly commercial for the period 2005-2008 through average of lower and upper price
of daily shares. To find out the determinant that effect on value of share market using 3
independent variables either they effect or not. They applied several variables tests using GPD,
rate of inflation, rate of lending banks, earning per share, dividend payout ratio percentage, per
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share earnings EPS value per share of net asset of the Jordanian listed banks in the stock market
with share price. Study used to estimating as OLS tool through regression analysis using all
period data. Their findings suggest a number of implication on Jordanian as well as developing
world.
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CHAPTER 7: RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
7.1 Econometric Model:
While analysing the association between firm’s dividend policy decision and value of
share in the stock market, it must be studied from two viewpoints: one from firm’s management
and other with the firm’s stock holders.
Many companies corporate management have need of appropriate retention of earnings to meet
the goals of firms long term investment plans as demand increased and liquidity requirements.
To meet the above goal for management is necessary and on the other hand, this quit the goal of
investor regarding dividend payment hope from the firms. As investment needs more retained
earnings, dividend also varies time to time to pursue good capital project in hands. Such a
structure of listed firms vary company to company environment in the form of multiple legal and
other financial implement of policies. Conversely, preference of shareholders about their profit
earned by firms may affect multiple factors such as payment of tax, borrowing money, purchase
of shares from shareholders. Consequently, shareholders lean towards to invest in that company
which pays dividend and care the shareholders preferences. So the objective of both differ as the
different preference in the sense of stock holders and management of the firms settings
concerning about payment of cash dividend as well as both concern has regarding same
objectives which create variation in share value in the market.
As we know that firms has more concern about full vision almost shareholders ‘preferences
settings of stockholders preferences regarding policy of cash dividend. Therefore, the dividend
policy is a function can be represented as:
𝑺𝑷 = 𝒇(𝑫) − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − − (𝟏)
Where D is the dividend policy of net of all taxes at all levels.
The model can be extended with dividend policy functions variables such as:
𝑺𝑷 = 𝜶𝟎 + 𝜶𝟏(𝑫𝑷𝑹) + 𝜶𝟐(𝑫𝒀) + 𝜶𝟐(𝑫𝑷𝑫) + µ − − − − − − − − − − − − − −(𝟐)
Where DPR, and DY represents dividend payout ratio, and dividend yield.
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The share price or market value of the company here is represented on the basis of dividend
payout ratio, dividend yield and last year paid dividend. Market price is also derived from net
profit as well as Retained Earning. The net profit and retained earnings also alternative for firms.
Net profit and retained earnings also is derived from the current investment of the company. The
higher the net profit, the higher will be the share price. In addition, the market value of the
company also depends upon the dividend paid to shareholders representing the dividend policy
and the retained earnings representing the investment policy which will contribute to future
profit.
The changes in the market value of the company are guided by the preferences of the
shareholders for dividend or retained earnings. If majority of the shareholders of a company
prefer dividend but the policy of the company changes in favours of retained earnings, then one
can expect the market value to fall. On the other, if the majority shareholders of the same
company expect higher retained earnings and the company policy moves towards more retained
earnings, then the market value is likely to go up.
Now, I include the Government Tenure as dummy variable with dividend policy to check the
effect on share price behaviour. The model is specified as follows:
𝑺𝑷 = 𝜶𝟎 + 𝜶𝟏(𝑫𝑷𝑹) + 𝜶𝟐(𝑫𝒀) + 𝜶𝟑(𝑮𝒐𝒗𝒕_𝑻𝒆𝒏𝒖𝒓𝒆) + µ − − − − − − − (𝟑)
Where:
SP = share price of the firm,
DPR = dividend payout ratio
DY = Dividend Yield
Govt_Tenure = Government Tenure if PMLN = 1 and PPP = 0
Now, researcher includes delisting risk with dividend policy to check behaviour on share prices.
𝑺𝑷 = 𝜶𝟎 + 𝜶𝟏(𝑫𝑷𝑹) + 𝜶𝟐(𝑫𝒀) + 𝜶𝟑(𝑮𝒐𝒗𝒕_𝒕𝒆𝒏𝒖𝒓𝒆) + 𝜶𝟒(𝑷𝒓𝒐𝒃_𝒅𝒆𝒍𝒊𝒔𝒕) + µ − (𝟒)
The next step is to include a new variable PCNC measure as political connection of the directors,
CEO, and any other higher authority who have connected directly or indirectly with any political
party.
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𝑺𝑷 = 𝜶𝟎 + 𝜶𝟏(𝑫𝑷𝑹) + 𝜶𝟐(𝑫𝒀) + 𝜶𝟑(𝑮𝒐𝒗𝒕_𝒕𝒆𝒏𝒖𝒓𝒆) + 𝜶𝟒(𝑷𝒓𝒐𝒃𝒅𝒆𝒍𝒊𝒔𝒕 ) + 𝜶𝟓(𝑷𝑪𝑵𝑪)
+ µ − (𝟓)
To check the effect of GDP on share prices combining dividend policy.
𝑺𝑷 = 𝜶𝟎 + 𝜶𝟏(𝑫𝑷𝑹) + 𝜶𝟐(𝑫𝒀) + 𝜶𝟑(𝑮𝒐𝒗𝒕_(_𝒕𝒆𝒏𝒖𝒓𝒆) ) + 𝜶𝟒(𝑷𝒓𝒐𝒃_𝒅𝒆𝒍𝒊𝒔𝒕 )
+ 𝜶𝟓(𝑷𝑪𝑵𝑪) + 𝜶𝟔(𝑮𝑫𝑷) + µ − (𝟔)
To check the effect of Taxes on share prices combining dividend policy.

𝑺𝑷 = 𝜶𝟎 + 𝜶𝟏(𝑫𝑷𝑹) + 𝜶𝟐(𝑫𝒀) + 𝜶𝟑(𝑮𝒐𝒗𝒕𝒕𝒆𝒏𝒖𝒓𝒆 ) + 𝜶𝟒(𝑷𝒓𝒐𝒃𝒅𝒆𝒍𝒊𝒔𝒕 ) + 𝜶𝟓(𝑷𝑪𝑵𝑪)
+ 𝜶𝟔(𝑮𝑫𝑷) + 𝜶𝟕(𝑻𝑨𝑿) + 𝜶𝟖(𝑫𝑷𝑫) + µ − (𝟕)
To check the effect of ownership as well as governance on share prices combining dividend
policy.
𝑺𝑷 = 𝜶𝟎 + 𝜶𝟏(𝑫𝑷𝑹) + 𝜶𝟐(𝑫𝒀) + 𝜶𝟑(𝑮𝒐𝒗𝒕𝒕𝒆𝒏𝒖𝒓𝒆 ) + 𝜶𝟒(𝑷𝒓𝒐𝒃𝒅𝒆𝒍𝒊𝒔𝒕 ) + 𝜶𝟓(𝑷𝑪𝑵𝑪)
+ 𝜶𝟔(𝑮𝑫𝑷) + 𝜶𝟕(𝑻𝑨𝑿) + 𝜶𝟖(𝑮𝒐𝒗𝒆𝒓𝒏𝒂𝒏𝒄𝒆 − 𝒔𝒉𝒂𝒓𝒆𝑷𝒂𝒕𝒕𝒆𝒓𝒏) + µ − (𝟖)
Where shareholding includes no of shares, share held by entities, insider, individual, foreign as
well as institutional pattern of the firms.
Now I check the effect of firm specific variables with dividend policy on share price of the listed
stock exchanges with dividend policy during 2008-2018. Now the model with firm specific
variables:
𝑺𝑷 = 𝜶𝟎 + 𝜶𝟏(𝑫𝑷𝑹) + 𝜶𝟐(𝑫𝒀) + 𝜶𝟑(𝑮𝒐𝒗𝒕𝒕𝒆𝒏𝒖𝒓𝒆 ) + 𝜶𝟒(𝑷𝒓𝒐𝒃𝒅𝒆𝒍𝒊𝒔𝒕 ) + 𝜶𝟓(𝑷𝑪𝑵𝑪)
+ 𝜶𝟔(𝑮𝑫𝑷) + 𝜶𝟕(𝑻𝑨𝑿) + 𝜶𝟖(𝑮𝒐𝒗𝒆𝒓𝒏𝒂𝒏𝒄𝒆 − 𝒔𝒉𝒂𝒓𝒆𝑷𝒂𝒕𝒕𝒆𝒓𝒏)
+ 𝜶𝟗(𝒇𝒊𝒓𝒎 𝒔𝒑𝒆𝒄𝒊𝒇𝒊𝒄 𝑽𝒂𝒓) + µ − (𝟗)
Study also check the effect of addition or deletion of variables such performance measures,
corporate governance variables, and ownership pattern as well to check significance of the
models as more reliable and explanatory.
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7-2 Use of Panel Models:
I will attempt to study the impact of dividend policy on stock price through panel data estimation
as this allows us to observe company effect and time effect through the sample period. The
company effect refers to factors affecting the behaviour of an individual company if constant
over time. The time effect refers to the economic condition at a particular time point; it varies
over time.
Why Panel Data Models?
A longitudinal information of data or cross sectional data also called panel data (Hsiao, 2003,
Davidson and Mackinnon, 2004, Gujarati and Porter, 2009), can take in different ways such
people individually, firm’s, countries and etc information applied in more than two or two year
data. Additionally, this way can handle more number of sample data on same period of cross
sectional information as mentioned, or individual, pieces in excess of numerous years data time
(Gujarati, 2003). Baltagi (2008) concluded that below given characteristics are applicable when
applying panel data:
1- Panel data reflects data heterogeneity clearly by applying individual more precise variables;
2- This provide reliable evidence, high volatility, as well as let us more about correlation
between two variables as using cross section information or time series observations together.
3- This test of data is greater appreciation about changing behaviour of study as higher data and
more complex behavioural models;
4- Panel data detect measureable and sure the impacts of pure time data or cross data can,t
handled in simple way or test.
5- Researcher can studied more complex models of behavioural finance to better analysis.
6- Using Panel data has lower the chances of biasness if firms are grouped into wide-ranging
groups.
This also provide insight of data in longer as well as shorter. When number of information
greater than time period is called short panel data. While higher the number of years than
observation of country, individual called longer time panel data by Gujarati and Porter (2009).
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Researcher can investigate in two possible way of model when estimation data less interest of
short or long period panel data Gujarati and Porter (2009):
1- Fixed effect model approach applied which consider constant individual as for group constant
specific in least square model; and
2- Random effect model is appropriate method with similar to error term for excluding every
group with constant individual through disturbance of specific group.
Yet, someone want to know about which one model is appropriate either FE or RE model?
Fixed Effect or Random Effect?
The basic benefit when applying the fixed effect model is that this supposes time as independent
for every individually may have an association between them through the panel regression. Fixed
effect model has more power of explanatory regarding period’s invariant This is because the
fixed effect soaks up much of the explanatory power of the relatively time-invariant explanatory
variables (Buddelmeyer et al., 2008).
In most of the study, one has more interested in either random or fixed model is appropriate in
financial economic data conferring as Hausman (1978) specification test. This test has given the
results about fixed or random model applicability in the study. If value of Hausman is equal or
less than 0.05, fixed model is appropriate and vice versa to association with dependent variable
with error term or random model εi. This test also check the erogeneity.
In this study, the Hausman (1978) also applied this to check whether which one model is
appropriate of estimation from fixed or random effect.
7-2-1 Hausman Test
The Hausman test (1978) helps to determine the use of fixed effect model or random effect
model by calculating the value of Prob>chi2. The decision rule is if Prob>chi2 is lower than the
study confidence level of 5%, then the assumptions for the random effects estimation are
violated and fixed effect should be used, and vice versa.
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CHAPTER 8: DATA METHODOLOGY
In this chapter, detailed of dependent, independent and firm specific variables given below.
8.1 Variables calculation and Definitions
Variables

Definition of the variables

Dependent Variables
share price at the end of period calculated difference beginning and
SP = share price

ending and divided by beginning period

Independent Variables
PCNC = Political connected not

Political connection of the directors, CEO, and any other higher authority

connection

of the firms with any political party. If yes = 1 and No = 0

Tax

Total Taxes paid by the firms during specific period
Delisting risk calculated using criteria if firms not pay continuous more

Probdelist= Probability of Delisting than 3 years = 1 otherwise =0
Total institutional shareholder interaction with Political connection of the
pcnc_instsh

firms during specific period

DPR = Dividend Payout Ratio

Total dividend divided by net income of the firm during specific period

DY =Dividend yield

Total dividend divided by share price of the firm during specific period
Total market value calculated as total shares multiplied by share price of

Mkt cap = Market Capitalization

the specific period

Cash dividend

Total cash dividend paid by the firm during specific period

DPS = Dividend per Share

Dividend per share paid by firms during a specific period

LogMKTCAP = log of Market
Capitalization

Log of total market capitalization of firms shares
Decision to pay dividend or not to pay dividend made by the firm board

DPD = Dividend paying decision

of directors during specific period

Govt_tenure = Government Tenure

Democratic Government tenure if PMLN = 1 and PPP = 0

GDP = Gross Domestic Product

Gross domestic product of the country during study period

Mkt_GDP

Calculated total GDP divided by Market capitalization of the firms
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Governance and Shareholding pattern
NOC = No of committees

Total Number of the committees formed by firms during specific period

NOIND = No of independent

number of Independent directors if yes = 1 and No =0

NOM = No of board Meetings

Total number of board of directors meeting during specific period

NOADM = No of audit members

Total number of audit committee members

Audcm = audit committee annual
meetings

Total number of audit committee meeting

BODmbr = BOD members

Total Number of board of directors members

Duality

Duality if any directors have both CEO and Chairman = 1 if No 0

INDD = independent director

If number of independent directors in firms yes = 1 and NO = 0
Total number of share hold by the insider of the firms during specific

INSDRSH = insider shareholder

period

INDSH = individual shareholders

Total number of share held by individual

FORSH = Foreign shareholder

Total number of share hold by foreign shareholders

INSTSH = Institutional
sharehodlers

Total number of shares held by institutional shareholders

No of Shares

Total No Of outstanding Shares of the firms during specific period

No of Shareholders

Total No Of entities hold Shares of the firms during specific period

Firm Specific Variables
Equity

Total Equity of the firms during any specific period t

Total Assets

Total assets of the firms during specific period t

Total Liability

Total Liability of the firms during specific period t

Sales

Total Sales of the firms during specific period sales

Size_a = log of Assets

log of total assets

Size_s = log of Sale

log of total sales

ETTAR = Equity to total asset ratio Total equity divided by total assets
Leverage

Total Leverage of the firms during specific period

DTTER_lev = debt to total equity
leverage

Total debt to equity of the firms during specific period
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Total Bank Charges on long term loans by the firms during specific
Bank Charges

period

PBT = profit before tax

Total profit before taxes of the firms during specific period

ASTO = Asset turnover

Total assets divided by total Revenue of the firms during specific period

ROA = Return on assets

Net income divided by total Assets

ROE = Return on equity

Net income divided by total equity
Total Earning per share is Total earning divided by total number of share

EPS = Earnings per share

outstanding of the firms during specific period

Stock Dividend%

Total Stock Dividend % of the firms paid during specific period

Total Dividend %

Total cash and stock Dividend % of the firms paid during specific period
Total percentage of cash dividend distributed to each shareholders during

Cash Dividend%

specific period

PAT = Profit after tax

Total profit after taxes during a specific period

Divdincdcnc = Dividend increase,
decrease and no change

Total dividend increase, decrease and no change during specific period

Turnover

Total number of share volume traded during a specific period of the firms

Spincdcnc = share price increase,

share price increase, decrease, and no change as dividend increase,

decrease and no change

decrease and no change during specific period of the listed firms

8-2 Data of the variables
Most of the studies used inappropriate method of data collections, weak way of statistics method
to show a reasonable analysis due to elapsed time and nature firm’s character and size of the
sample during their study. Most of the historical research studies has limited to firm, country, or
less periods data. Hence, to overcome previous studies limitations concern study more focus on
more sample size, higher time period and more industries to strong analysis.
This study includes all firms who pays or not to pay dividend to their shareholders but preceding
researches not taking in the analysis which has not pay any dividend during study period as
discussed by (Lobo et al., 1986, Doron and Ziv, 2001). So way use to test the data take only one
side not cover whole study directions. Additionally, studies used the less time spans to find
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results but this study used the long time period with maximum numbers of companies (Gordon,
1959, Pettit, 1972, Grinblatt et al., 1984, Kalay and Loewenstein, 1986) provide no such possible
directions in commonly conclusions as less time spans issue the results.
The researcher depends on the element that the payment decisions action not pay cash to
shareholders has outcome of pay-out policy decision. Still not distributing cash to shareholder is
policy of management. As a result, scholar found carefully not to eliminate these firms in their
sample which includes listed companies in the Stock Exchange for the period 2008-2018. Study
includes all listed companies which paid dividend for all period, or not to pay dividend in any
period but excludes all those listed firms from the data which have at most 2 years missing data
or include in default list from the stock exchange. Data includes the total final sample of who
meet the study conditions is 319 out of 558 listed companies across 35 sectors in stock exchange.
8-3 Sample Selection Method
Researcher defines many ways to collect study data for strengthen literature more. All firms who
still in operations is the first stage to choose appropriate manner applying and including both
financial and non-financial in the PSX from the period of 2008-2018. The data taken for the
democratic regime to check the effect of dividend on share prices of the listed firms based on
Government tenure such as PPP as well as PMLN. The data also includes connection of
directors, higher authority, or relative of the politician or link of any political party. The data
sample also includes new measurements of the delisting risk using dividend as a base.
Other type of study data collection is criteria to select all those firms who pay regular cash
dividend and their related characteristics as this determines the dependent variable—share price.
A sample of 319 firms consider to collect data based on pay dividend and has less missing
information during the study period to mitigate a good contribution of the study. After finalising
the companies who are up to the mark for study from different sources of published data in
secondary manner. The collection comprised annual data through corporate web sites, business
recorder data for share price and dividend data, SBP financial statements, PSX website for the
period of 2008-2018. Complete data for 319 listed companies across various sectors of the
economy was obtained from all non-financial companies and financial sector data only
comprises dividend paying banks as well as insurance sectors.
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Secondary data was taken to test the study hypothesis using annual data of firm period published
every period. In Pakistani listed firms starting point of operations on January 1st as well as end up
with December 31st or 1st July to June 30th. However some of the firms have different operations
period starts and ends years, for example beginning in March, April and September. List of the
firms used in the study is given at appendix.
Study collected information about data from their accounting period they set, and this place as
according yearly needs.
Through studying the features of sample, Pakistani listed firms distribute more cash as compare
to other two policies such as buyback and stock distribution to shareholder. In listed of Pakistani
firms has least distribution of share to investors, whereas some firms used stock dividend and
some of the companies used both types of cash and stock dividend period of study. Therefore, it
can be concluded that the cash dividend is more important than other types of dividend.
8.4 Sample Size
The sample size of the data was 319 firms with 11 years’ data with total 3509 observations. The
data of sample is taken on the basis of annual for each variables. The sample data was selected
on the basis dividend, delisting risk, political connection and also with government tenure.
8.5 Sampling techniques
The sampling techniques used in this study by researcher convenient sampling due to criteria as
mentioned above. This technique is more appropriate when research must focus on their own
criteria of selection.
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CHAPTER 9: RESULTS AND INTERPRETATION
In this chapter, study results will be presented. The aim of the study was to theoretical
advancement and empirical evidences of dividend policy a case of Pakistan. Using dividend
theories to examine the influence of dividend policies on stock prices valuation. First study the
share prices on stock market with dividend changes into dividend policy increased, decreased or
constant year by year. This study also check the relationship exist with dummy Tenure of
Government political party. To test the study based on the implication of taxes on capital gain on
Pakistani listed firm after June-2010, political affiliation of firms corporate members (owners,
directors or top management), Government tenure, probability of delisting risk, corporate
governance and shareholding pattern as proxies of dividend theories to test whether relationship
exist with share prices. This study extends whether macroeconomics variables market
capitalization and ratio of market capitalization to GDP have relationship with share prices of
listed firms on PSX. In this dissertation, effect of each dividend theory tested through model
includes variables which relates to Bird in Hand, MM irrelevant, Tax preference, Agency
conflict theory, and signalling theory with stock market valuation applying 2008-2018 period
panel data. This study used panel data using Eviews Software to test all theories in one fit model.
In this section Descriptive statistics of data variables, Cross tabulation of Divdincdcnc and
Spincdcnc, Chi Square test, Fixed effect model and Panel regression results using different
models. The output of the data given below.
Table 9.1 Descriptive Statistics
N

Mean

Std. Deviation

Skewness

Statistic

Statistic

Statistic

Statistic

Kurtosis
Std.

Statistic

Error

Std.
Error

PCNC

3509

.31

.464

.804

.041

-1.354

.083

DPR

3509

53.351

208.3450

12.109

.041

200.980

.083

Equity

3509

6916.131

25618.9912

8.824

.041

134.390

.083

Size_a

3509

3.581

.9304

-.532

.041

4.389

.083

Size_s

3509

3.429

.9977

-1.161

.041

2.820

.083

ETTAR

3509

-527.260

30553.0686

-59.231

.041

3508.539

.083
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Leverage

3509

528.251

30553.0688

59.231

.041

3508.539

.083

DTTER_lev

3509

4.425

98.6480

7.127

.041

627.420

.083

BankCharges

3509

372.395

1427.2617

17.891

.041

557.886

.083

PBT

3509

1813.046

8329.0590

9.251

.041

133.339

.083

Tax

3509

579.253

2646.4830

9.698

.041

134.351

.083

PAT

3509

1241.660

5961.6321

8.124

.041

123.573

.083

CashDivident

3509

53.347

208.3457

12.109

.041

200.978

.083

Probdelist

3509

.276

.4469

1.005

.041

-.991

.083

Divdincdcnc

3509

.15

.700

-.215

.041

-.957

.083

SP

3509

164.250

648.4877

10.791

.041

140.039

.083

avgSP

3509

98.892

343.2475

10.977

.041

165.327

.083

turnover

3509

100893529.58 336555317.86

6.095

.041

48.107

.083

Spincdcnc

3509

.13

.981

-.267

.041

-1.908

.083

Mktcap

3509

14670.933

54416.4332

9.950

.041

139.176

.083

Positive

3509

.063

.2430

3.599

.041

10.962

.083

Negative

3509

.011

.1022

9.588

.041

89.978

.083

StockDividend

3509

2.466

19.5393

33.824

.041

1406.603

.083

TotalDividend

3509

3686.625

213589.9876

59.233

.041

3508.716

.083

NoOfShareHolders

3509

258.527

1394.0742

15.649

.041

282.973

.083

Cashdividend

3509

3940.396

10178.2936

9.287

.041

135.476

.083

DPS

3509

211428.725

1487163.2138

22.444

.041

667.379

.083

DPR

3509

5488.829

59247.8863

23.214

.041

652.346

.083

DY

3509

5.525

28.5487

10.549

.041

146.866

.083

LogMKTCAP

3509

1155.591

7001.9062

17.599

.041

422.246

.083

DPD

3509

.533

.4990

-.131

.041

-1.984

.083

Govt_tenure

3509

.455

.4980

.183

.041

-1.968

.083

GDP

3509

.549

.1855

-.743

.041

-.806

.083

Mkt_GDP

3509

26900.881

108571.1655

15.359

.041

382.606

.083

NOC

3509

3.264

1.4167

1.378

.041

3.522

.083

NOIND

3509

.582

.9830

2.329

.041

6.948

.083

NOM

3509

5.209

2.0744

2.697

.041

14.497

.083
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NOADM

3509

4.073

.7472

-.968

.041

18.159

.083

Audcm

3509

3.313

.8341

1.088

.041

8.948

.083

BODMbr

3509

7.769

1.7369

.389

.041

9.564

.083

duality

3509

.349

.4768

.633

.041

-1.600

.083

INDD

3509

.364

.4814

.563

.041

-1.684

.083

FORSH

3509

14122781.14

84300008.91

11.527

.041

147.803

.083

ASTO

3509

1.297

56.7027

53.112

.041

2953.365

.083

ROA

3509

1.098

1.0678

7.789

.041

120.961

.083

ROE

3509

4.633

103.2986

5.582

.041

956.679

.083

EPS

3509

10.866

39.6212

8.246

.041

137.256

.083

pcnc_instsh

3509

113242037.6

1074972140.89 18.606

.041

398.583

.083

Valid N

3509

The results shows the descriptive statistics of study variables. A sample of 319 companies
comprises 3509 panel data to conclude this study. Results estimates the sample size used as
3509, mean value of the sample, standard deviation from mean of the sample, maximum value,
and minimum value of the each variable used for in this study data given in the table. kurtosis
and skweness of the study variables use to cater either data is positive or negative skewed
because normal distribution is first condition to run this data. So descriptive results indicate that
all variables mean, standard deviation, and normal distribution of the data.
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Tabel 9.2: Dividend changes and share price behaviour of listed Pakistani firms
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Interpretation: The above table describes the results of the share prices with respective to dividend
changes during each period. Overall dividend relationship with share prices changes show that as
company’s decreases the dividend, share prices of the companies has decreases. Constant dividend
shows that share prices also increases with the expectation of the dividend increase in future. Any
firm increases the dividend show an increase in share prices. In the context of all firms sample data
shows that Pakistani listed firms has prefer constant dividend with increase in share prices rather than
increase in dividend. Results also point out that government tenure has also effect on dividend and
share prices. During PPP Government companies has constant dividend policy which effect negative
on share price of the listed companies. As new Government taken the responsibilities, firm’s
dividend policy has mixed evidenced as constant as well as increase during Noon League
Government with increase in share prices of the listed firms. As dividend constant or increased by
firm, share price also increase during 2008.
During 2009, companies has constant dividend with decreased in share prices in the stock market.
During 2010, companies has constant dividend with decreased in share prices in the stock market.
During 2011, companies has constant dividend with decreased in share prices in the stock market.
During 2012 companies has constant dividend with decreased in share prices in the stock market.
During 2013, companies has constant dividend with increased in share prices in the stock market.
During 2014 until 2017, companies has mixed nature related to dividend and share prices. Constant
and increased dividend found with increased in share prices in the stock market. During 2018,
companies has mixed nature related to dividend and share prices. Constant and increased dividend
found with decreased in share prices in the stock market. For overall period, constant and increased in
dividend with increased in share prices in the stock market.
To check the relationship between dividend and share prices of listed Pakistani firms, Chi Square test
used to find out connection.
Table 9.3: Chi-Square Tests year wise Dividend and Share price Behaviour
Value

df

Asymp. Sig. (2-sided)

Pearson Chi-Square

10.077b

4

.039

Likelihood Ratio

12.005

4

.017

Linear-by-Linear Association

5.892

1

.015

N of Valid Cases

319

Year

2008
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2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

Pearson Chi-Square

5.640c

4

.228

Likelihood Ratio

6.293

4

.178

Linear-by-Linear Association

.283

1

.595

N of Valid Cases

319

Pearson Chi-Square

15.912d

4

.003

Likelihood Ratio

16.052

4

.003

Linear-by-Linear Association

6.337

1

.012

N of Valid Cases

319

Pearson Chi-Square

32.935e

4

.000

Likelihood Ratio

34.428

4

.000

Linear-by-Linear Association

29.807

1

.000

N of Valid Cases

319

Pearson Chi-Square

9.502f

4

.050

Likelihood Ratio

11.430

4

.022

Linear-by-Linear Association

6.778

1

.009

N of Valid Cases

319

Pearson Chi-Square

16.989g

4

.002

Likelihood Ratio

15.729

4

.003

Linear-by-Linear Association

11.829

1

.001

N of Valid Cases

319

Pearson Chi-Square

27.236h

4

.000

Likelihood Ratio

32.453

4

.000

Linear-by-Linear Association

17.324

1

.000

N of Valid Cases

319

Pearson Chi-Square

25.836i

4

.000

Likelihood Ratio

28.679

4

.000

Linear-by-Linear Association

18.475

1

.000

N of Valid Cases

319

Pearson Chi-Square

11.127j

4

.025

11.123

4

.025

9.246

1

.002

2016 Likelihood Ratio
Linear-by-Linear Association
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2017

2018

N of Valid Cases

319

Pearson Chi-Square

6.913k

4

.141

Likelihood Ratio

7.591

4

.108

Linear-by-Linear Association

3.094

1

.079

N of Valid Cases

319

Pearson Chi-Square

17.946l

4

.001

Likelihood Ratio

19.872

4

.001

Linear-by-Linear Association

17.371

1

.000

N of Valid Cases

319

Pearson Chi-Square

169.866a

4

.000

Likelihood Ratio

173.931

4

.000

Linear-by-Linear Association

142.909

1

.000

N of Valid Cases

3509

Total

a. 0 cells (0.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 12.67.
b. 5 cells (55.6%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .01.
c. 2 cells (22.2%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 3.67.
d. 3 cells (33.3%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 1.86.
e. 3 cells (33.3%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .90.
f. 3 cells (33.3%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .68.
g. 3 cells (33.3%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .41.
h. 3 cells (33.3%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .49.
i. 3 cells (33.3%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .47.
j. 3 cells (33.3%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .63.
k. 3 cells (33.3%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .80.
l. 3 cells (33.3%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .97.

The above table shows there is a significant relationship between dividend policy and share
prices of the listed firms as Pearson chi square value with sig. value less than 0.05 for each
period. Only for the period, 2009 & 2016 shows a non-significant relationship between dividend
changes with share price change during study period. This means that dividend has impact on
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share prices of listed companies. As for as concern regarding Pakistani listed firms, constant
dividend policy has more impact on share prices.

Table 9.4: Symmetric Measures Share Prices & Dividend Pay
Value

Year

Asymp. Std.

Approx. Tb Approx. Sig.

Errora
Interval by Interval

2008 Ordinal by Ordinal

Pearson's R

.136

.051

2.446

.015c

Spearman

.162

.043

2.921

.004c

Correlation

N of Valid Cases
Interval by Interval

2009 Ordinal by Ordinal

319
Pearson's R

.030

.055

.531

.596c

Spearman

.029

.055

.510

.610c

Correlation

N of Valid Cases
Interval by Interval

2010 Ordinal by Ordinal

319
Pearson's R

.141

.056

2.539

.012c

Spearman

.145

.057

2.604

.010c

Correlation

N of Valid Cases
Interval by Interval

2011 Ordinal by Ordinal

319
Pearson's R

.306

.051

5.726

.000c

Spearman

.307

.052

5.737

.000c

Correlation

N of Valid Cases
Interval by Interval

2012 Ordinal by Ordinal

319
Pearson's R

.146

.052

2.628

.009c

Spearman

.138

.053

2.477

.014c

Correlation

N of Valid Cases
Interval by Interval

2013 Ordinal by Ordinal

319
Pearson's R

.193

.058

3.500

.001c

Spearman

.187

.056

3.394

.001c

.048

4.274

.000c

Correlation

N of Valid Cases
Interval by Interval

319
Pearson's R

.233
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2014

Ordinal by Ordinal

Spearman

2015 Ordinal by Ordinal

2016 Ordinal by Ordinal

2017 Ordinal by Ordinal

.241

.051

4.422

.000c

Spearman

.244

.051

4.476

.000c

Correlation
319
Pearson's R

.171

.055

3.081

.002c

Spearman

.176

.055

3.178

.002c

Correlation
319
Pearson's R

.099

.059

1.765

.079c

Spearman

.103

.058

1.837

.067c

Correlation

N of Valid Cases
Interval by Interval

2018 Ordinal by Ordinal

319
Pearson's R

.234

.049

4.280

.000c

Spearman

.230

.050

4.209

.000c

Correlation

N of Valid Cases
Interval by Interval

Total Ordinal by Ordinal

.000c

Pearson's R

N of Valid Cases
Interval by Interval

4.534

319

N of Valid Cases
Interval by Interval

.046

Correlation

N of Valid Cases
Interval by Interval

.247

319
Pearson's R

.202

.016

12.204

.000c

Spearman

.203

.016

12.294

.000c

Correlation

N of Valid Cases

3509

a. Not assuming the null hypothesis.
b. Using the asymptotic standard error assuming the null hypothesis.
c. Based on normal approximation.

Symmetric measures table shows significant association that interval by interval Pearson,s R and
Spearman with Asymp sig. values less than 0.05 for 2008-2018 but only not with year 2009.
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Table 9.5

Overall Spincdcnc * Divdincdcnc Cross tabulation
Divdincdcnc

Spincdcnc

-1

0

1

Total

-1

0

1

Total

Count

367

766

354

1487

Expected Count

269.1

725.5

492.4

1487.0

Count

9

55

6

70

Expected Count

12.7

34.2

23.2

70.0

Count

259

891

802

1952

Expected Count

353.2

952.4

646.4

1952.0

Count

635

1712

1162

3509

Expected Count

635.0

1712.0

1162.0

3509.0

This table show the relationship between dividend and share price behaviour of the listed firm in
the stock exchange during 2008-2018. Table also shows that as share price of the listed firms
decrease most of the firm’s dividend has no change. In other case, as share prices of listed firms
has no change at any period then most of the firms have no change in dividend. Share prices of
listed firm’s increases, then most of the firms have no change in dividend as well as increase in
the dividend policy of the firms. As dividend decreased at any particular period, then overall
most of the listed firms share prices also decreases. As dividend of firms has no changes, then
most of the firms has also increased. As dividend of firm’s increases then share prices of the
listed Pakistani firms also increases.
Table 9.6 Overall Spincdcnc * Divdincdcnc Chi-Square Tests
Value

df

Asymp. Sig. (2-sided)

Pearson Chi-Square

169.866a

4

.000

Likelihood Ratio

173.931

4

.000

142.909

1

.000

Linear-by-Linear Association
N of Valid Cases

3509
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a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 12.67.
From the top row of the output table we observe the Pearson Chi Squared statistic, χ2 = 169.866,
degrees of freedom 4, corresponding to p < 0.05. Therefore, we reject the null hypothesis with
95% confidence and conclude that there is very strong evidence of an association between
dividend and share prices of listed firms of Pakistan and results are significant which means that
share price and dividend are an independent of each other
Table 9.7 Divdincdcnc * Spincdcnc Crosstabulation
Spincdcnc

-1

Divdincdcnc

-1

0

1

Count

367

9

259

635

Expected Count

269.1

12.7

353.2

635.0

Count

766

55

891

1712

Expected Count

725.5

34.2

952.4

1712.0

Count

354

6

802

1162

Expected Count

492.4

23.2

646.4

1162.0

Count

1487

70

1952

3509

Expected Count

1487.0

70.0

1952.0

3509.0

0

1

Total

Total

Cross tabulation shows that as dividend decreases (-1) with decrease SP (-1), dividend constant
(0) with share price (0) constant and dividend increases (1) with share price increases (1). The
above results prefer constant dividend policy as share price increases. This table indicates that
Pakistani listed firm follow constant as well as incremental dividend policy to make sure the
prices of stock constant and increases during their day by day activity. So Pakistani listed firms
follow a increase in dividend paying firms as to enhance prices of listed firms increase.
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Table 9.8 Chi-Square Tests
Value

df

Asymp. Sig. (2-sided)

Pearson Chi-Square

169.866a

4

.000

Likelihood Ratio

173.931

4

.000

142.909

1

.000

Linear-by-Linear Association
N of Valid Cases

3509

a. 0 cells (0.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 12.67.
Chi-Square results shows that SP and DPR Pearson Chi Square value 169.86 have significant
associations as of Asymp sig. value 0.05 with 0.000. Results shows that there is statistically
significant association between share price and dividend policy as of increase, decrease or
constant. So this suggest that share prices equally increase, decrease or constant prefer as of
dividend increase, decrease or constant during any period of study of the listed firms on Pakistan
Stock Exchange.
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Parameter Estimation and Curve Fit through Linear and other Tests
This table show the sample size with each variables categories increase, decreases and no change
during 2008-2018

Table 9.9 Model Summary and Parameter Estimates
Dependent Variable: SP

The independent variable is DPR.
a. The independent variable (DPR) contains non-positive values. The minimum value is .0. The
Logarithmic and Power models cannot be calculated.
b. The independent variable (DPR) contains values of zero. The Inverse and S models cannot be
calculated.
c. The dependent variable (SP) contains non-positive values. The minimum value is .0. Log
transform cannot be applied. The Compound, Power, S, Growth, Exponential, and Logistic models
cannot be calculated for this variable.

Results shows that linear relationship between dividend changes impact on share price of the
listed firm in Pakistan. The results also suggest that there is significant relationship between SP
and Dividend policy.
This table show the R-Square relationship between dividend payout ratio and share price. RSquare values of all tests shows 62-65.50 % variation due to dividend in share prices and
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remaining 35-38% variation. All coefficient values shows a strong positive association between
share price and dividend payout ratio. The results also shows that SP and DPR have only relation
with Cubic, linear and quadratic. All possible test not relate the findings of SP and DPR.

Figure 9.1 Graphical Representation of relationship between SP and Dividend

This graph shows the linear, quadratic, and cubic relationship between share prices of listed
firms with dividend payout ratio in Pakistan Stock Exchange during 2008-2018. The linear
relationship shows that there is a strong evidence for all periods. Quadratic relationship shows
that dividend payout ratio and share price have a after long time may be U-Shape association but
still have a linear relationship but with cubic relation which show a U-Shape downward trend
negative to positive then negative.

9.3: Panel Regression Analysis Results
Here I represent the analysis comparing Panel least square, Fixed Effect or Random effect model
for the study data using EVIEWS Software.
The results value favour in Fixed effect model. Fixed effect results given below.
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Table 9.10 Panel Results

Model-1 SP = (DPS)

Variable

OLS

Fix Two

Random Two

R-Square

62.53%

78.33%

43.23%

Intercept

33.36272

76.11

60.02702

Significant variables

1

1

1

<0.0000 Sig

Fixed Effect model is favourable

Wald Test- Value
Hausman test Value

0.0000 significant

Now Fixed Effect Model is favourable

The table results show that fixed effect is appropriate for this study. So we interpret fixed effect
model output. The output shows that Fixed effect has higher R-Square values, and test statistics
value of both Wald and Haussmann prefers as sig value less than 0.05.
On the basis of above results I present and interpret Fixed Effect Model
Table 9.11 Fixed Effect Model
Variable

Estimates

T-Statistics

Prob.

Intercept

76.11046

13.098

0.0000***

DPS

1.661258

39.42

0.0000***

Significant ** At 5% and *** at 1%
R- Square = 78.33%,

F-Value = 36.048,

F- Statistics = 0.0000

Model equation
SP = 76.11 +1.66 (DPS)
Equation shows that there is significant positive relationship between share prices and dividend
policy of listed companies Pakistani. This means that as dividend policy increases the share
prices. F-Statistics values show that model is good fit. This means that SP and DPS have
relationship exists. R-Square value shows that 78.33% variation explained by DPS in SP and
21.67% variations unexplained due to other variables not taken in this study.
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To check the effect of other variables in the equation with equation (1). Govt. Tenure added in
the equation (1) to check the effect either change in Govt. tenure with different Parties in
Pakistan. For PPP=0, Noon League =1.
Fixed effect model results of Govt. Tenure dummy with DPS on SP given below.
Table 9.12 Coefficient Results Model-2 SP = (DPS, Govt_Tenure)
Variable

Estimates

T-Statistics

Prob.

Intercept

32.25

4.408

0.0000***

DPS

1.599

38.067

0.0000***

Govt_Tenure

103.47

9.64

0.0000***

Significant ** At 5% and *** at 1%
R- Square = 78.94%,

F-Value = 37.26,

F- Statistics = 0.0000

SP = 32.25 +1.599 (DPS) + 103.47 (Govt_Tenure)
The results show that SP is significant DPS and Govt. Tenure. Results implication shows that as
dividend increases share prices also increases. Share prices also depend on political Government
tenure. These findings shows that Share prices increase during democratic Government of
PMLN as compare to PPP. Results also shows that in Pakistan, Government tenure affect more
on shares price other than variables due to changes in Government policies for listed firms
regarding Pakistan Stock Market.
Results also shows that dividend policy with Govt. Tenure on share prices have positive and
significant relationship among them as sig. value less than 0.05. F- Value 37.26 with F-Statistics
value 0.00 ≤ 0.05 show model is good fit. R-Square value shows that 78.94% variation explained
by DPS and Govt. Tenure in SP and 21.06% variations unexplained due to other variables not
taken in this study.
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Fixed Effect Model
Varibles

Coefficients

Dependent Variable = SP
DPD
DPR
DY
C

Standard Error

t - Statistics

Period 200-2018
5.741344
14.11085
2.461318
0.033295
-0.00501
0.000969
36.35389
9.928899

Cross-section fixed (dummy variables)
R-squared
0.815943
Adjusted R-squared
0.796739

Prob.

0.406874
73.92437
-5.168203
3.661422

0.684
0
0
0.003

F-statistic
Prob(F-statistic)

42.49
0.000

DPD = Dividend Paying Decision 1= yes and 0 = NO
SP = Share Price value of firms
DPR = Dividend payout ratio
DY = Dividend Yield.
The results show that SP is significant positive relationship between DPD, and DPR but DY
shows a negative significant association between dividend yield and share prices or market price
of listed firms. F- Value 42.49 with F-Statistics value 0.00 ≤ 0.05 show model is good fit. RSquare value shows that 81.594% variation explained by DPS, DPR, and DY in SP and 19.406%
variations unexplained due to other variables not taken in this study.

Fixed Effect Model
Varibles

Coefficients

Standard Error

Dependent Variable = SP
Period 200-2018
DY
-0.004784
0.00097
DPR
2.233449
0.068812
DPD
18.71655
14.50233
DPS
0.000889
0.000235
C
36.4471
9.91237

t - Statistics
-4.933039
32.45716
1.29059
3.781519
3.676931

Prob.
0
0
0.1969
0.0002
0.0002

Period fixed (dummy variables)

R-squared
Adjusted Rsquared

0.6343
0.6321

F-statistic
Prob(F-statistic)

284.23
0.000
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DPD = Dividend Paying Decision 1= yes and 0 = NO
SP = Share Price value of firms
DPR = Dividend payout ratio
DPS = Dividend per share
DY = Dividend Yield.
In this model I included dividend per share to DY, DPR, and DPD to test the effect on SP. The
results show that SP is significant positive relationship between DPS and DPR but DY shows a
negative significant association between dividend yield and share prices or market price of listed
firms. After adding DPS to the model, DPD shows positive but non-significant in the model. FValue 284.23 with F-Statistics value 0.00 ≤ 0.05 show model is good fit. R-Square value shows
that 63.21% variation explained by DPS, DPR, DPD and DY in SP and 36.789% variations
unexplained due to other variables not taken in this study
Table 9.15 Panel Regression Model
Model - 5 SP = (DPS, EPS, TAX, Mkt-Cap, Govt_Tenure)
Variable
C
DPS
GOVT_TENURE
EPS
TAX
MKT_CAP
R-squared
Adjusted R-squared

Coefficient
44.479
0.004
87.195
0.755
-0.032
0.005
0.803341
0.783131

Std. Error
7.563
0.000
10.728
0.186
0.005
0.000

T-Statistic

Prob.
5.881
28.232
8.128
4.050
-6.313
20.462

F-statistic
Prob(F-statistic)

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
39.75
0

SP = b0 + β1*DPS +β2*Govt_Tenure + β3* EPS + β4 *Tax + β5 *Mkt_cap +e
The results show that SP is significant positive relationship between DPS, Govt. Tenure, Market
Capitalization and EPS while Taxes have negative. Results implication shows that as dividend
per share increases share prices also increases. Share prices also depend on political Government
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tenure which party govern during specific periods. These findings shows that Share prices
increase during democratic Government of PMLN as compare to PPP. Results also shows that in
Pakistan, Government tenure affect more on shares price other than variables due to changes in
Government policies for listed firms regarding Pakistan Stock Market. Earnings per share,
market capitalization increases the share prices but taxes decreases the share prices. F- Value
39.26 with F-Statistics value 0.00 ≤ 0.05 show model is good fit. R-Square value shows that
80.40% variation explained by DPS and Govt. Tenure in SP and 19.60% variations unexplained
due to other variables not taken in this study.
Fixed Effect Model
Varibles

Coefficients

Dependent Variable = SP

Standard
Error

t - Statistics

Prob.

Period 200-2018

DY

-0.004617

0.000971

-4.752795

0.000

DPR

2.228288

0.068829

32.37433

0.000

DPD

19.29048

14.46773

1.333346

0.183

DPS

0.000895

0.000235

3.80658

0.000

-33.24068

14.59928

-2.27687

0.023

46.35541

16.35047

2.835111

0.005

F-statistic
Prob(F-statistic)

42.48731
0.000

PCNC
C

Cross-section and period fixed (dummy variables)

R-squared
Adjusted R-squared

0.815943
0.796739

In this model, now check the political affiliation impact on share prices. I included PCNC
(Political connections not connection) with dividend policy for SP of listed firms.
The results show that SP is significant positive relationship between DPS, and DPR but PCNC
and DY has negative relationship with SP. Results also predicts that dividend paying decision
DPD shows positive and non-significant relationship with SP. Results implication shows that as
dividend per share, dividend payout ratio and dividend paying decision made will increases share
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prices also increases but as dividend yield and political connection affirms lower the firm value.
F- Value 1170.87 with F-Statistics value 0.00 ≤ 0.05 show model is good fit. R-Square value
shows that 62.87% variation explained in SP and 37.13% variations unexplained due to other
variables not taken in this study.
Table 9.17 Fixed Effect
Model – 7

SP = (DPS, DY, DPR, DPD, Prob_Delist, Govt_Tenure)

Fixed Effect Model
Varibles

Coefficients

Dependent Variable = SP
DY
DPR
DPS
GOVT_TENURE
PROBDELIST
DPD
C

Standard Error

Period 200-2018
-0.005
0.001
2.224
0.069
0.001
0.000
79.051
13.817
-44.829
20.411
-8.590
18.903
27.623
15.883

R-squared
Adjusted R-squared

0.6331
0.6324

t - Statistics
N = 319
-4.970
32.378
3.811
5.721
-2.196
-0.454
1.739
F-statistic
Prob(F-statistic)

Prob.
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.028
0.650
0.082
990.7
0.000

In this model, now check the political affiliation impact on share prices. I included PCNC
(Political connections not connection) with dividend policy for SP of listed firms.
The results show that SP is significant positive relationship between DPS, and DPR but PCNC
and DY has negative relationship with SP. Results also predicts that dividend paying decision
DPD shows positive and non-significant relationship with SP. Results implication shows that as
dividend per share, dividend payout ratio and dividend paying decision made will increases share
prices also increases but as dividend yield and political connection affirms lower the firm value.
F- Value 1170.87 with F-Statistics value 0.00 ≤ 0.05 show model is good fit. R-Square value
shows that 62.87% variation explained in SP and 37.13% variations unexplained due to other
variables not taken in this study.
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To explore the relationship between share prices and dividend policy, data was taken from the
SBP website publication on the variables data of share prices and dividend per share from the
period 2008-2018. Panel data utilized on 319 listed companies for a period of 11 year (20082018). For Panel data, first evaluate regarding test such as panel least square, fixed effect and
random effect model. Comparing values of criteria such as Wald test, houseman and LM test to
compare which test results are appropriate. Panel regression results shown above and
interpretation below. Hausman and Wald test values both favours in Fixed effect.
Table 9.18

Fixed Effect Model

Model-8 SP = (BODMBR, DPS, DPR, Govt_Tenure), MKT_CAP, PAT, EPS, Size-A, Tax)
Fixed Effect Model
Variables

Coefficients

Dependent Variable = SP

Standard Error

Period 200-2018

t - Statistics

Prob.

N = 319

C

-366.013

108.095

-3.386

0.001

BODMBR

12.877

5.325

2.418

0.016

DPS

0.001

0.000

5.000

0.000

DPR

1.006

0.082

12.334

0.000

GOVT_TENURE

60.003

11.847

5.065

0.000

PAT

0.018

0.003

6.824

0.000

EPS

0.664

0.183

3.631

0.000

SIZE_A

81.624

28.138

2.901

0.004

TAX

-0.016

0.006

-2.918

0.004

MKT_CAP

0.005

0.000

19.879

0.000

Cross-section fixed (dummy variables)
R-squared

0.815943

F-statistic

42.48731

Adjusted R-squared

0.796739

Prob(F-statistic)

0.000

The results show that SP is significant positive relationship between DPS, DPR, Market
Capitalization, EPS, board of director’s member, PAT and Govt Tenure but negative relationship
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with Taxes paid by firms. These results finding enhance that all independent variables have also
impact on SP. F- Value 42.48 with F-Statistics prob value 0.00 ≤ 0.05 show model is good fit. RSquare value shows that 81.594% variation explained by DPS, DPR, Tax, EPS, PAT, Size, board
members and Govt. Tenure in SP and 18.406% variations unexplained due to other variables not
taken in this study.

Panel least Square Model
Varibles
Dependent Variable = SP
C
ASTO

Coefficients

Standard Error

Period 200-2018
-412.100
0.121

t - Statistics

Prob.

116.125
0.327

N = 319
-3.549
0.372

0.000
0.710

BODMBR

10.835

5.613

1.930

0.054

DPS
DPR
DTTER_LEV
DUALITY
ETTAR
FORSH
DY
GOVT_TENURE
MKT_CAP
MKT_GDP
NOIND
PAT
PCNC_INSTSH
PROBDELIST
EPS
SIZE_A
TAX

0.001
1.003
0.003
17.924
0.000
0.000
-8.707
60.054
0.005
0.981
11.903
-0.018
0.000
-9.049
0.666
94.366
-0.016

0.000
0.082
0.054
4.764
0.001
0.000
4.133
16.536
0.000
0.500
9.608
0.003
0.000
2.686
0.184
30.179
0.006

4.969
12.239
0.062
3.762
0.085
0.208
-2.107
3.632
17.204
1.963
1.239
-6.821
0.409
-3.368
3.625
3.127
-2.845

0.000
0.000
0.951
0.046
0.933
0.835
0.030
0.000
0.000
0.048
0.216
0.000
0.683
0.048
0.000
0.002
0.005

R-squared

0.8162

F-statistic

Adjusted R-squared

0.7962

Prob (F-statistic)

40.969
0.000
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Panel least Square Model
Varibles

Coefficients

Dependent Variable = SP
C
ASTO

Standard Error

Period 200-2018
-412.100
116.125
0.121
0.327

t - Statistics

Prob.

N = 319
-3.549
0.372

0.000
0.710

BODMBR

10.835

5.613

1.930

0.054

DPS
DPR
DTTER_LEV
DUALITY
ETTAR
FORSH
DY
GOVT_TENURE
MKT_CAP
MKT_GDP
NOIND
PAT
PCNC_INSTSH
PROBDELIST
EPS
SIZE_A
TAX

0.001
1.003
0.003
17.924
0.000
0.000
-8.707
60.054
0.005
0.981
11.903
-0.018
0.000
-9.049
0.666
94.366
-0.016

0.000
0.082
0.054
4.764
0.001
0.000
4.133
16.536
0.000
0.500
9.608
0.003
0.000
2.686
0.184
30.179
0.006

4.969
12.239
0.062
3.762
0.085
0.208
-2.107
3.632
17.204
1.963
1.239
-6.821
0.409
-3.368
3.625
3.127
-2.845

0.000
0.000
0.951
0.046
0.933
0.835
0.030
0.000
0.000
0.048
0.216
0.000
0.683
0.048
0.000
0.002
0.005

R-squared

0.8162

F-statistic

Adjusted R-squared

0.7962

Prob (F-statistic)

40.969
0.000

Now to check the all variables in one model as each variable related to dividend theories. Further
this model included for share price behaviour. The above results shows DY, PAT, Taxes and
delisting risk has negative significant while Board member, DPS, DPR, Duality, Govt-Tenure,
Market capitalization, Market capitalization to GDP, EPS, and size has positive significant
association at 5% level on share prices of listed firms.
These results highlighted that SP will increase with positive coefficients and will decrease with
negative significant. F- Value 40.969 with F-Statistics value 0.00 ≤ 0.05 show model is good fit.
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R-Square value shows that 81.62% variation explained by independent for SP and remaining
18.38% variations unexplained due to other variables not taken in this study.
Now to check the all variables in one model as each variable related to dividend theories. Further
this model included for share price behaviour. The above results shows DY, PAT, Taxes and
delisting risk has negative significant while Board member, DPS, DPR, Duality, Govt-Tenure,
Market capitalization, Market capitalization to GDP, EPS, and size has positive significant
association at 5% level on share prices of listed firms.
These results highlighted that SP will increase with positive coefficients and will decrease with
negative significant. F- Value 40.969 with F-Statistics value 0.00 ≤ 0.05 show model is good fit.
R-Square value shows that 81.62% variation explained by independent for SP and remaining
18.38% variations unexplained due to other variables not taken in this study.
Table 9.21 Fixed Effect Model

Model-11

Fixecd Effect Model
Variables

Coefficients

Standard Error

Dependent Variable = SP
Period 2008-2018
C
-412.310
116.080
ASTO
0.095
0.101
BODMBR
10.835
5.612
DPS
0.001
0.000
DPR
1.003
0.082
DTTER_LEV
0.003
0.054
DUALITY
17.928
24.760
FORSH
0.000
0.000
GDP
8.801
40.611
GOVT_TENURE
59.999
16.521
MKT_CAP
0.005
0.000
MKT_GDP
0.000
0.000
NOIND
11.909
9.606
PAT
0.018
0.003
PCNC_INSTSH
0.000
0.000
PROBDELIST
-9.033
16.683
EPS
-0.666
0.184
SIZE_A
94.416
30.168
TAX
-0.016
0.006
Cross-section fixed (dummy variables
R-squared
0.816
Adjusted R-squared
0.796

t - Statistics

Prob.

N = 319
-3.552
0.939
1.931
4.970
12.241
0.062
0.724
0.208
0.217
3.632
17.207
-0.279
1.240
6.822
0.409
-0.541
-3.626
3.130
-2.845

0.000
0.348
0.054
0.000
0.000
0.951
0.469
0.835
0.828
0.000
0.000
0.781
0.215
0.000
0.682
0.588
0.000
0.002
0.005

F-statistic
Prob (F-statistic)

41.1045
0.000
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Now to check the all variables in one model as each variable related to dividend theories. Further
this model included for share price behaviour. The above results shows DY, PAT, Taxes and
delisting risk has negative significant while Board member, DPS, DPR, Duality, Govt-Tenure,
Market capitalization, Market capitalization to GDP, EPS, and size has positive significant
association at 5% level on share prices of listed firms.
These results highlighted that SP will increase with positive coefficients and will decrease with
negative significant. F- Value 40.969 with F-Statistics value 0.00 ≤ 0.05 show model is good fit.
R-Square value shows that 81.62% variation explained by independent for SP and remaining
18.38% variations unexplained due to other variables not taken in this study.

Fixecd Effect Model
Variables

Coefficients Standard Error

Dependent Variable = SP
Period 2008-2018
C
-412.310
116.080
ASTO
0.095
0.101
BODMBR
10.835
5.612
DPS
0.001
0.000
DPR
1.003
0.082
DTTER_LEV
0.003
0.054
DUALITY
17.928
24.760
FORSH
0.000
0.000
GDP
8.801
40.611
GOVT_TENURE
59.999
16.521
MKT_CAP
0.005
0.000
MKT_GDP
0.000
0.000
NOIND
11.909
9.606
PAT
0.018
0.003
PCNC_INSTSH
0.000
0.000
PROBDELIST
-9.033
16.683
EPS
-0.666
0.184
SIZE_A
94.416
30.168
TAX
-0.016
0.006

R-squared
Adjusted Rsquared

Cross-section fixed (dummy variables
0.816
0.796

t - Statistics
N = 319
-3.552
0.939
1.931
4.970
12.241
0.062
0.724
0.208
0.217
3.632
17.207
-0.279
1.240
6.822
0.409
-0.541
-3.626
3.130
-2.845

Prob.
0.000
0.348
0.054
0.000
0.000
0.951
0.469
0.835
0.828
0.000
0.000
0.781
0.215
0.000
0.682
0.588
0.000
0.002
0.005

F-statistic 41.1045
Prob (F-statistic)

0.000
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Now to check the all variables in one model as each variable related to dividend theories. Further
this model included for share price behaviour. The above results shows DY, PAT, Taxes and
delisting risk has negative significant while Board member, DPS, DPR, Duality, Govt-Tenure,
Market capitalization, Market capitalization to GDP, EPS, and size has positive significant
association at 5% level on share prices of listed firms.
These results highlighted that SP will increase with positive coefficients and will decrease with
negative significant. F- Value 40.969 with F-Statistics value 0.00 ≤ 0.05 show model is good fit.
R-Square value shows that 81.62% variation explained by independent for SP and remaining
18.38% variations unexplained due to other variables not taken in this study.

Fixed Effect Model
Variables

Coefficients Standard Error

Dependent Variable = SP
Period 2008-2018
C
-412.310
116.080
ASTO
0.095
0.101
BODMBR
10.835
5.612
DPS
0.001
0.000
DPR
1.003
0.082
DTTER_LEV
0.003
0.054
DUALITY
17.928
24.760
FORSH
0.000
0.000
GDP
8.801
40.611
GOVT_TENURE
59.999
16.521
MKT_CAP
0.005
0.000
MKT_GDP
0.000
0.000
NOIND
11.909
9.606
PAT
0.018
0.003
PCNC_INSTSH
0.000
0.000
PROBDELIST
-9.033
16.683
EPS
-0.666
0.184
SIZE_A
94.416
30.168
TAX
-0.016
0.006

t - Statistics
N = 319
-3.552
0.939
1.931
4.970
12.241
0.062
0.724
0.208
0.217
3.632
17.207
-0.279
1.240
6.822
0.409
-0.541
-3.626
3.130
-2.845

Prob.
0.000
0.348
0.054
0.000
0.000
0.951
0.469
0.835
0.828
0.000
0.000
0.781
0.215
0.000
0.682
0.588
0.000
0.002
0.005
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Cross-section fixed (dummy variables
R-squared
0.816
Adjusted Rsquared
0.796

F-statistic

41.1045

Prob (F-statistic)

0.000

Now to check the all variables in one model as each variable related to dividend theories. Further
this model included for share price behaviour. The above results shows DY, EPS, Taxes and
delisting risk has negative significant while Board member, DPS, DPR, Duality, Govt-Tenure,
Market capitalization, Market capitalization to GDP, PAT and size has positive significant
association at 5% level on share prices of listed firms.
These results highlighted that SP will increase with positive coefficients and will decrease with
negative significant. F- Value 40.969 with F-Statistics value 0.00 ≤ 0.05 show model is good fit.
R-Square value shows that 81.62% variation explained by independent for SP and remaining
18.38% variations unexplained due to other variables not taken in this study.

9.3 Robustness of the Data
Table 9.24 Fixed Effect Model

Fixed Effect Results
Model 1
Independent

Model 2

Model 3

T

T

Variables

Beta

Value Beta

Value

Constant

-436.46

-3.72

-335.85

0.14

0.43

0.00

Debt to equity

Model 4
T

T

T

Value Beta

Value

Value

Beta

108.64 -352.25

-3.15

-370.82 -3.13

-468.66

-3.71

0.14

0.33

0.15

0.44

0.15

0.46

0.08

0.23

27.57

0.00

0.00

0.00

27.52

0.00

27.57

0.00

26.95

0.00

0.05

0.00

0.05

0.00

0.06

0.00

0.05

0.00

0.07

Dividend yield

0.01

5.94

0.01

0.00

0.01

5.93

0.01

5.95

0.01

5.93

EPS

0.86

4.65

0.86

0.19

0.87

4.67

0.86

4.62

0.79

4.17

ETTAR

0.00

0.11

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.11

0.00

0.13

0.00

-0.12

Assets turnover
ratio
Dividend per
share

Beta

Model 5
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GDP

25.48

0.62

24.71

41.20

23.07

0.56

24.06

0.58

26.10

0.61

Govt_tenure

63.43

3.82

62.07

16.60

65.38

3.85

66.31

3.87

61.45

3.50

Mkt cap

0.01

19.29

0.01

0.00

0.01

19.31

0.01

19.30

0.01

18.76

mkt_GDP

0.00

-0.05

0.00

0.00

0.00

-0.09

0.00

-0.10

0.00

0.14

profit after taxes

-0.02

-8.28

-0.02

0.00

-0.02

-8.24

-0.02

-8.23

-0.02

-6.52

PCNC

0.00

0.60

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.60

0.00

0.67

0.00

0.65

Probdelist

-22.57

-2.35

-22.03

16.78

-19.09

-2.12

-20.69

-2.22

-19.17

-2.09

size

104.77

3.45

103.23

30.38

107.48

3.48

106.86

3.48

140.41

4.00

Tax

-0.02

-4.02

-0.02

0.01

-0.02

-4.05

-0.02

-4.04

-0.03

-4.58

BODMbr

13.12

2.41
11.61

25.16
14.70

0.88
8.72

1.01
16.52

1.72

0.00

-0.40

duality
INDD
NOC
NOIND
0.00

FORSH

-0.01
0.00

Instsh

0.00
0.00

INDSH

0.44
0.00

INSDRSH
No Of
Shareholders

-0.36

R-Square

0.809

0.809

0.809

0.809

0.799

Adj- R Square

0.788

0.789

0.788

0.7888

0.777

F-Statistics

39.49

39.5

39.31

39.39

35.408

P-Value

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

The above tables check the Robustness of results were tested panel, Fixed or Random models
appropriate using addition / removing of variables. Robustness test of fixed effect model find the
relationship using multiple variables to determine the how variables behave when adding or
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removing variables. Here table show that in Model 1 changing in the corporate governance and
shareholding pattern variables shows a non-significant positive behaviour.
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CHAPTER 10: RESULTS DISCUSSIONS
10.1 ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION
Findings of the study from previous chapter revealed the following conclusions to be
there.
Study results shows in the previous chapters, the following conclusions can be reached: In
relation to Irrelevant Theory, study results shows that they did not support the irrelevant theory,
in general. This is in contrast with the findings of studies for instance: Miller and Modigliani
(1961), Watts (1973), Black and Scholes (1974), and Miller and Scholes (1978, 1982). This
disagreement with the findings from the fact that Irrelevant Theory is based on perfect capital
market assumptions, which relies on unrealistic assumptions, including: information symmetry
between management and investors; the absence of taxes; the absence of transaction costs; and
that investors are correctly advised when making their investment decisions. Despite the effort
made by most of the financial markets to achieve a state of maximum efficiency through the
rules and regulations that attempt to eliminate information asymmetry, taxes and transaction
costs, and ensure the correct advice is given to investors, achieving maximum efficiency of any
financial market is unlikely. This undermines Irrelevant Theory.
From above study results, we find that year to year dividend policy of Pakistani listed firm’s
changes from constant to increases behaviour with increase in share prices. So study results also
show that Pakistani listed firms are sensitive regarding which ruling party tenure in Pakistan. As
Party Government Tenure changes firm’s dividend policy behaviour changes with increase in
dividend paying firms as well as change in percentage of total amount from their earnings. These
study results also demonstrate that Government Tenure has also positive significant impact on
Pakistani listed firms paying behaviour. Most of the study period data shows that Pakistani listed
firms follow constant dividend policy with impact on increase in share price. As PMLN
Government stable time to time during 2013-2016, Pakistani listed firms increase in paying of
dividend as well as increase in dividend with increase in share prices on stock market. Study also
shows the significant impact on implementation tax on capital gain as previous only tax on
dividend. As this implementation incurred, number of paying firms as well as pay dividend in
Rupees amount increased. Another factor also tested the nature of Pakistani firms regarding
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political affiliations of Pakistani listed companies as Pakistani firm’s owners, top management,
board members have strong family owned and strong political party background. Study results
shows that political connection of firms members have negative impact on share prices.
Study fails to reject the dividend yield affects the prices of a stock, β ≠ 0, thus influencing the
prices of a stock. This proves that our expectations of the MM Theorem do not hold on PSX as
company’s dividends have an influence on the stock price. As dividend yield have negative
coefficients value, dividend pay-out ratio positive, and dividend per share positive relationship
with share prices of listed Pakistani firms. As for the hypothesis, we expected to find a high
dividend yield to decrease the prices of a stock due to it being perceived as less risky (β < 0).
However, results support the hypothesis. Therefore, the second hypothesis is rejected. A high
dividend yield increases the stock price volatility and, therefore, decreases the risk of holding
such stock. This is supported to the Bird in Hand Theory, which suggests that companies with a
high dividend yield are not preferred by investors, as they perceive them as less risky. According
to the Bird in Hand Theory, a negative sign in the dividend yield would have been expected.
Nevertheless, as the focus was solely on stock price change and not on whether a higher dividend
yields lead to higher stock price, we cannot reject the main conclusion of the Bird in Hand
Theory. The theory predicts stock prices to increase with increasing dividend yields. The
increase in the stock price volatility that we find could just have come from the stock price
rising, which could then predicted by the Bird in Hand Theory. I also expected a higher dividend
yield to only come from companies paying higher dividends, while maintaining the same stock
price. Yet, a company’s increasing dividend yield does not necessarily have to come from a
company increasing its dividend payment amount. An increasing dividend yield may also be
coming from an unexpected decrease in stock price while maintaining a constant dividend. This
is due to managers wishing to signal investors that the company is on track and dividends do not
need to be changed. In other words, companies with falling stock prices try to pay out dividends
consistently at the same value of previous years, due to them wanting to send a positive signal to
the investors. This results in a higher dividend yield, whilst the stock price volatility could
increase at the same time, due to investors noticing the falling stock price. Another reason for the
positive effect of the dividend yield on the stock price volatility might be that investors see a
high dividend yield as a negative signal. It could be that investors interpret the high dividend
yield as a sign of the company not investing in growth opportunities, or a lack of new investment
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possibilities in the upcoming year. Therefore, they expect the company’s value to decrease in the
future, leading to a reduction in stock price value.
The study results also shows that dividend pay-out ratio, dividend yield have impact on share
price of listed firms. This study proves that signalling theorem hold on PSX as company’s
dividends have an influence on the stock price. As dividend yield have negative coefficients
value, dividend pay-out ratio positive, and dividend per share positive relationship with share
prices of listed Pakistani firms
Study results also show the catering impact on share prices of the listed firms. DPD as a catering
theory proxy used in this study. DPD is dividend paying decision not paying decision by firm
management also shows positive and cater the shareholders expectation into increase in share
prices.
Data results also shows the relationship between agency theory and share price as significant role
in Pakistani listed firm’s data. Proxies for agency theory used in this study were EPS, ROE and
ROA with stock prices.
Looking at the firm’s specific variables behaviour, we notice that, in contrast to what we
expected, the ASTO of a company does not have any influence on its SP. We added the asset
turnover ratio to our model because many researcher had found a significant relationship
between asset turnover and stock price. Yet, our results do not find any relationship between
them. This could be occurring due to the companies in our sample being large and mature, as
they are the highest market capitalization companies on stock market. Another interesting 319
observation is that the relationship between the delisting risk and the SP is higher on PSX.
Lastly, we expected the EPS to negatively influence the SP, EPS was significant on the PSX and
has a negative influence on the SP.
10.2 Comparison to previous studies
While comparing our findings with previous studies, we notice that most other studies have
found a negative relation between the dividend yield and the stock price volatility. In the study
from 1967 to 1986 by Baskin (1989), he observed the US’s stock exchange. His results have a
strong negative relationship between the dividend yield and the price volatility. Similar results
finds as compared to Hussainey et al., (2011), who found a negative relationship between the
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dividend yield and the stock price. Another main difference that our model has to previous
studies, is, that we used a Fixed Effect Model. Our study also contributes to the discussion by
looking at the relationship between dividend policy and stock price on Pakistan stock markets
after the implication of tax on capital gain of securities during 2010. These new conditions and
our differential results show that there is a change in behaviour of number of paying firms
increases as well increase of payment in dividend amount has an influence on the stock prices.
Study results shows that increase, decrease or constant dividend policy impact significant
association with share prices increase, decrease or constant in listed firms of Pakistan (PSX).
Study results also show the comparison either Pakistani listed firms follow irrelevant or relevant
behaviour of dividend with share price. Study results reveals that Pakistani listed firm dividend
policy was relevant with share prices under assumptions of capital market not perfect, tax on
dividend and capital gain on securities, transactions cost, etc.
Study also tests the behaviour of firm’s specific, non-financial variables as well as
macroeconomic variables.
Corporate Governance proxies such board member, and duality has positive significant impact
on SP while Independent directors exist or not, no of independent director, number of audit
meetings, number of audit members, number of annual meetings not significant at 10% level
with SP. Study also predict shareholding patter such as individual, insider, foreign as well as
institutional shareholdings have not significant impact on SP. Total number of shareholders
entity has significant positive influence on SP.
Firm Specific variables such as Asset turnover, equity to total asset ratio, leverage nonsignificant association with SP. Size, EPS has significant negative relationship with SP while
PAT and Size has significant positive association with share prices of listed firms in Pakistan
(PSX).
Macroeconomic variables market capitalization as significant positive relationship with SP but
market capitalization to GDP shows negative significant association with SP. This predicts that
market capitalization increase the value of share price but market capitalization to GDP
decreases the value of share prices.
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A new theory name with the combination of Signalling, Tax, Bird In Hand theory, Catering,
Agency theory as Incremental theory. So Pakistani listed firms follow incremental theory of
dividend.
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CHAPTER 11: SUMMARY OF RESULTS, LIMITATIONS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
11.1 Summary of Results
The main purpose of this study was to find out the impact of firms dividend policy on the
share prices of listed corporations in Pakistan Stock Exchange. To find out this purpose, the
important theories on this subject have been outlined. The most important one is the Irrelevant
Theory formulated by Miller and Modigliani (1961) and relevant theories by Gordon 1959,
Sharpe (1964) and many more. To check the effect of dividend pay-out ratio as well as dividend
yield on stock prices behaviour of Pakistani listed firms either positive, negative or no effect on
the listed firm’s prices.
This study applied the different empirical models. These models finds to check the association
between firms dividends policy (represented by cash dividend pay-out, dividend pay or not pay
dividend yield), income earn by firms (EPS), the investment policy (characterised by reserved
profits), delisting risk probability, corporate governance, shareholding pattern, size, Economic
factors, political connection or not, earning per shares, Taxes and share prices of a listed
companies during 2008-2018. This study applied multiple models to examine whether or not
companies in the Pakistan adopt a dividends policy to influence share prices of stock market.
11.2 Conclusions
This section shed on the influence of dividend pay-out policy on the share prices of a corporation
listed in the Pakistani Stock Exchange. To check the impact on the stock shares value in common
in addition through every single economic segment, was tested through fixed effect model
(within) regression applied and measured through eleven years from 2008 to 2018 in order to
evaluate the differences in effect through the different market industries firms. Study used the
data of annul basis from firms web sites as well as from other sources such as PSX, SBP and
business recorder data sources. The secondary data was used to collect the data with time series
of panel data. First I check the relationship between dividend changes with share prices changes
through chi-square by falsification test. The chi- square test assures that there is a strong
relationship between dividend and share prices of the listed firms during 2008-2018.
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This study discusses Irrelevant Theory first proposed by Miller and Modigliani (1961), which
refers to the absence of a relationship between dividend policy and market value. In this context,
the researcher believes that the reason why the results of the study do not match the theory is
mainly due to two important points: first, the assumptions adopted by the theory regarding the
efficient market are almost impossible to achieve in practice. Second, it cannot be certain that the
Pakistan stock exchange market is 100% efficient; also, the differences in the nature of corporate
activity means the companies have different working conditions which are not related to the
presence of efficient financial markets, exercising their impact at the same time on the dividend
policy which will lead to influence the market value of the company. This finds that including
delisting risk, political affiliation of company corporate members, Government Tenure, number
of shareholder, dividend policies variables have significant impact on share prices of the listed
firms. As number of variables including in the models, results explain significant increase in RSquare value from 62% to 82%. This shows that variables taken for this study was highly related
to share price of Pakistan Stock Exchange firms. Only 18% variation in the prices of the listed
firms not account for by these models. In Pakistan, GDP has not highly influential on stock
prices. Firm Specific variables also have impact on Share price including Dividend policy
variables dividend payout ratio, dividend yield and dividend to pay dividend.
So Pakistani listed firms follow relevant dividend policy and not based on MM theory (1961). So
MM (1961) theory is irrelevant to effect on share prices. Results finding shows that Pakistani
listed firm value increased based on dividend Bird in hand theory, signalling effect, Agency
effect, Tax hypothesis and catering theory of dividend after relaxing MM assumptions.
While the above conclusions have been drawn on the basis of findings from the data that has
been analysed, it is fact that in this global village the world is changing very fast and that is
happening in Pakistan too. For example with the volatility of rupee value with reference to
foreign currency the attraction to stock market has also become volatile. This volatility will
remain for a number of years. In the light of this fact it is felt that the stock market will be
affected too. Therefore it is postulated that firms offering high dividends will attract more
business than those offering less. It is also felt that the share prices of firms offering high
dividends will increase proportionately. The market will behave with two types of investors. One
having very short time objectives and the other one with long term objectives. There will be no
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mid term investors. This will happen because of the reason that market is almost unpredictable
for the time being. Therefore people will not like to hold the shares for more than few days. The
share price will fluctuate unpredictably. This will make the investors hesitant for any big
investment. Under the above circumstances it may also be said that that for the same reason the
relationship between share price and dividend will remain positively correlated.

11.3. Theoretical Development
Implication of the study develops new ways of theoretical advancement that Pakistani listed
firms adopted multiple dividend policies such as Signalling, Tax, Agency, Catering, life cycle
and Bird in Hand
11.4 Study limits
The main limits of the study are related to the period of time and the size of the sample covered
by the study. Most research seeks to cover the largest possible proportion of its targeted
community and for the longest period of time possible in order to attain rigorous and reliable
results that can be generalized confidently. The researcher in this study, however, faced a
number of hurdles in that the longer the period covered, the more limited the sample. A period of
eleven years was adopted for this purpose. Also, the researcher excluded the Musharraf tenure
and tests the recent change of two Democratic Government from the period covered by the study
which led to their exclusion from the sample to be sure that the study results are not influenced
by this period.
The adoption of the first hypothesis on annual and semi-annual data contributed to the reduction
of the size of the sample because of the lack of semi-annual data in Data Stream. With this in
mind, the researcher attempted to access data directly from the companies; however, many of
them to deal with requests from students because of their management‘s internal instructions and
procedures. This explains the difference between the size of the sample in the first and second
parts, because the second part depends only on annual data, which is widely available in Data
Stream.
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A further limitation was the lack of response by management in the companies concerned to the
questionnaires. This contributed to reduce the size of the sample—thereby raising questions over
the possibility of generalizing the results from this part of the study. The problem related to data
collection affected the representation sample of the economic sector, making it both unfit and
inconsistent, which may give rise to doubts as to the results of this sector. This can be observed
clearly in the responses rate to the questionnaire, which contributed to a lack of validity of some
results.
11. 5 Recommendations
The following areas can be explored in by future researchers on the effect of dividends policy on
share prices of listed firms:
1) Researchers can retest the models using the same methodology by increasing the size of the
sample, using financial as well non-financial data and prolonging the time period in order to
attain results that can be considered stronger and more comprehensive and therefore open to
generalization.
2) The researcher believes that retesting the Signalling, agency theory, catering, and life cycle
theory using different proxies with multiple variable using secondary data to generalize the
results.
3) The researcher believes that escalating the multiple models and theories of dividend with
firm’s specific, political affiliation, macroeconomic factors that affect management when
preparing their dividends policy is only part of the picture. This picture will be completed if
investors ‘wishes are investigated regarding their preferences towards cash dividends or capital
gains along with the reasons for such a preference. This would add an extra dimension to
understanding the relationship between dividends policy and market value which will improve
the results of study and make the results more comprehensive.
4) Furthermore, using methodologies of multiple models, penal data, and/or shareholders will
increase the explanatory power of the results.
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5) Despite the fact that the dividends policy is one of the financial topics, it could be examined
and discussed through another approach of operational research that is the subject of game
theory.
6) Considering cash dividends per share, and dividend yield as the most important type of
dividends with decision to pay or not to pay dividend must include to test the effect on share
price data of listed firms and the most common and applicable as well emanate from being a cash
flow out, making it an interesting situation, especially comparing last four tenures of different
parties governments during the period 2000-2019 such as PMLQ, PPP, PMLN and PTI. The
reason is to explore the effect of different tenures on the relationship between the dividends
policy and the market value by comparing the results of this relationship for the time period
covered by this study or part of it with the results.
7) Study finds that changing in policy of tax implication on capital gain first time in Pakistani
listed firms have significant impact on share prices and dividend decision to pay dividend.
8) Pakistani investors, brokers, and owners made investing or financing decisions must focus on
Government Tenure, dividend pay, macroeconomic feasibility, dividend yield, payout ratio,
earning per share, and pattern of governance in the firms.
9) Study implication as dividend policy is the core including corporate governance, affiliation of
firm members, macroeconomic variables, and firms specific factors as well. As number of
variables added to model, results were significant with increase in explanatory power.
10) This study applies high frequency data from the period 2008-2018 to catch impact of
Government Tenure on listed firm’s dividend as well as share prices.
11) Finally, a new theoretical advancement in dividend policy which name Incremental theory
which combine all dividend theory have impact on share price ant not irrelevant to Pakistani
firms. Many countries adopted single dividend theories regarding valuation

11.6 Future Research
Dividend policy is a prevalent research topic in finance study for researchers, and academician.
Future research may be conducted while covering other areas which have not been taken up in
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this dissertation. It was not the objective of the study but it is suggested that future research may
be conducted by the taking the span of an elected government as an explanatory variable to
examine the economic governance of a country. A short span of time is given to any elected
government in which long term objectives of economic governance are not achieved.
The future study may be conducted on capital structure, corruption, and other economic factors
mixture to find out the effectiveness of the dividend with share price of Pakistani firms.
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APPENDIX A
List of Companies
List of Companies
Sr.

Name

Sr. #

Name

Sr. #

Name

Abbott Laboratories

108

Ghandhara Industries

214

Pakistan Engineering

#
1

(Pakistan) Limited
2

Adam Sugar Mills

Limited
109

Limited
3

Adamjee Insurance

Ados Pakistan

215

Limited
110

Company Limited
4

Ghandhara Nissan

Company Limited

Ghani Automobile

Chemicals Limited
216

Industries Limited
111

Ghani Gases Limited

Pakistan Gum &

Pakistan Hotels
Developers Limited

217

Limited

Pakistan International
Airline Corporation
Limited

5

Agriautos Industries

112

Ghani Glass Limited

218

Limited
6

Agritech Limited

Container Terminal Ltd.
113

Ghani Value Glass

219

Limited
7

Ahmad Hassan

Pakistan International

114

Textile Mills

Gharibwal Cement

Pakistan National
Shipping Corporation

220

Limited

Pakistan Oilfields
Limited

Limited
8

Akzo Nobel Pakistan 115

Ghazi Fabrics

Limited

International Limited

221

Pakistan Oxygen
Limited (Linde
Pakistan)

9

Al - Khair Gadoon

116

Limited
10

Al-Abbas Sugar
Mills Limited

Gillette Pakistan

222

Limited
117

GlaxoSmithKline
Pakistan Limited

Pakistan Paper Products
Limited

223

Pakistan Petroleum
Limited
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11

Al-Ghazi Tractors

118

Limited
12

Allawasaya Textile

GOC (Pakistan)

224

Pakistan PVC Limited

225

Pakistan Refinery

Limited
119

& Finishing Mills

Goodluck Industries
Limited

Limited

Limited
13

Allied Bank Limited

120

Gul Ahmed Textile

226

Mills Limited
14

Al-Noor Sugar Mills

121

Habib Bank Limited

Limited
227

Limited
15

Altern Energy

Ansari Sugar Mills

Pakistan State Oil
Company Limited

122

Limited
16

Pakistan Services

Habib Metropolitan

228

Bank Limited
123

Limited

Habib Sugar Mills

Pakistan Synthetics
Limited

229

Limited

Pakistan
Telecommunication
Company Ltd.

17

Archroma Pakistan

124

Habib-ADM Limited

230

Limited
18

Arshad Energy

Company Limited
125

Hafiz Limited

231

Limited
19

Artistic Denim Mills

Aruj Industries

126

Ashfaq Textile Mills

127

Asim Textile Mills

128

Askari Bank Limited

Pioneer Cement Limited

Haseeb Waqas Sugar

233

Power Cement Limited

Highnoon

234

Premium Textile Mills

Laboratories Limited
129

Limited
23

232

Mills Limited

Limited
22

Hala Enterprises
Limited

Limited
21

Hinopak Motors

Limited
235

Limited
130

Hira Textile Mills

Atlas Battery
Limited

131

Honda Atlas Cars
(Pakistan) Limited

Prosperity Weaving
Mills Limited

236

Limited
24

Philip Morris (Pakistan)
Limited

Limited
20

Pakistan Tobacco

Punjab Oil Mills
Limited

237

Quetta Textile Mills
Limited
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25

Atlas Honda Limited

132

Hum Network

238

Limited
26

Atlas Insurance

133

Limited
27

Attock Cement

Attock Petroleum

134

Attock Refinery

239

IBL Healthcare

Limited
240

Redco Textiles Limited

135

Ibrahim Fibres

241

Reliance Cotton

Limited
136

ICI Pakistan Limited

Spinning Mills Limited
242

Limited
30

Azgard Nine Limited 137

Baba Farid Sugar

138

Mills Limited
32

Babri Cotton Mills

Ideal Spinning Mills

243

Balochistan Glass

Idrees Textile Mills

139

Imperial Sugar Mills

244

Limited

Indus Dyeing &

Ruby Textile Mills
Limited

245

Limited
140

Reliance Weaving Mills
Limited

Limited

Limited
33

Reliance Insurance
Company Limited

Limited
31

Rafhan Maize Products

Limited

Limited
29

Limited

Limited

Pakistan Limited
28

Husein Sugar Mills

Quice Food Industries

Rupali Polyester
Limited

246

S. S. Oil Mills Limited

247

Safa Textiles Limited

248

Safe Mix Concrete

Manufacturing
Company Limited

34

Baluchistan Wheels

141

Limited
35

Bank AL Habib

Company Limited
142

Limited
36

Bank Alfalah

BankIslami Pakistan

143

Bannu Woollen
Mills Limited

International

Limited
249

Knitwear Limited
144

Limited
38

International
Industries Limited

Limited
37

Indus Motor

Island Textile Mills

Limited
250

Limited
145

Ismail Industries
Limited

Saif Textile Mills

Sajjad Textile Mills
Limited

251

Sakrand Sugar Mills
Limited
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39

Bata Pakistan

146

Limited
40

Berger Paints

Bestway Cement

147

Bhanero Textile

148

Biafo Industries

149

Bilal Fibres Limited

J. K. Spinning Mills

Janana De Malucho

Limited
254

46

150

Jauharabad Sugar

255

Samin Textiles Limited

256

Sana Industries Limited

257

Sanghar Sugar Mills

Mills Limited
151

Javedan Corporation

Blessed Textile Mills 152

JDW Sugar Mills

Limited

Limited

Bolan Castings

153

Limited
47

Burshane LPG

Salman Noman
Enterprises Limited

Limited
45

Sally Textile Mills

Textile Mills Limited

Limited
44

253

Limited

Mills Limited
43

J. A. Textile Mills

Salfi Textile Mills
Limited

Limited

Limited
42

252

Limited

Pakistan Limited
41

Ittehad Chemicals

Johnson & Phillips

Limited
258

Sanofi-Aventis Pakistan
Limited

259

Sapphire Fibres Limited

260

Sapphire Textile Mills

(Pakistan) Limited
154

(Pakistan) Limited

Jubilee Spinning &
Weaving Mills

Limited

Limited
48

Buxly Paints Limited 155

Karam Ceramics

261

Limited
49

Byco Petroleum

156

K-Electric Limited

Industries Limited
262

Pakistan Limited
50

Century Insurance

Century Paper &

157

Chakwal Spinning
Mills Limited

Khairpur Sugar Mills

263

Limited
158

Board Mills Limited
52

Saritow Spinning Mills
Limited

Company Limited
51

Sardar Chemical

Khyber Tobacco

Sazgar Engineering
Works Limited

264

Security Papers Limited

265

Service Fabrics Limited

Company Limited
159

Kohat Cement
Company Limited
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53

Chashma Sugar

160

Mills Limited
54

Cherat Cement

Cherat Packaging

161

Clover Pakistan

162

Colgate - Palmolive

163

Crescent Cotton

164

Crescent Fibres

165

Crescent Steel &

Kohinoor Mills

Kohinoor Spinning

Kohinoor Textile

166

Kot Addu Power

Shabbir Tiles &
Ceramics Limited

269

Shadab Textile Mills
Limited

270

Shahmurad Sugar Mills
Limited

271

Mills Limited

Limited
60

268

Mills Limited

Mills Limited
59

Kohinoor Industries

Service Industries
Textiles Limited

Limited

(Pakistan) Limited
58

267

Limited

Limited
57

Kohinoor Energy

Service Industries
Limited

Limited

Limited
56

266

Limited

Company Limited
55

Kohat Textile Mills

Shahtaj Sugar Mills
Limited

272

Shahtaj Textile Limited

273

Shahzad Textile Mills

Company Limited
167

Allied Products

KSB Pumps
Company Limited

Limited

Limited
61

D. G. Khan Cement

168

Company Limited
62

D. M. Textile Mills

Landmark Spinning

274

Shakarganj Limited

275

Shams Textile Mills

Industries Limited
169

Leather Up Limited

Limited
63

D. S. Industries

Limited
170

Limited
64

Dadex Eternit

Dandot Cement

171

Dar Es Salaam
Textile Mills
Limited

Shell Pakistan Limited

Lotte Chemical

277

Shezan International

Pakistan Limited
172

Company Limited
66

276

Limited

Limited
65

Leiner Pak Gelatine

Lucky Cement

Limited
278

Limited
173

MacPac Films
Limited

Shield Corporation
Limited

279

Shifa International
Hospitals Limited
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67

Data Agro Limited

174

Mahmood Textile

280

Mills Limited
68

Dawood Hercules

175

Corporation Limited

Maple Leaf Cement

Siddiqsons Tin Plate
Limited

281

Factory Limited

Siemens (Pakistan)
Engineering Co.
Limited

69

Dawood

176

Lawrencepur

Maqbool Textile

282

Mills Limited

Sindh Abadgar's Sugar
Mills Limited

Limited
70

Descon Oxychem

177

Limited
71

Dewan Cement

Dewan Farooque

283

Singer Pakistan Limited

Company Limited
178

Limited
72

Mari Petroleum

Masood Textile Mills 284

Sitara Chemical

Limited

Industries Limited

179

MCB Bank Limited

285

Sitara Energy Limited

180

Media Times

286

Sitara Peroxide Limited

287

Standard Chartered

Motors Limited
73

Dewan Farooque
Spinning Mills

Limited

Limited
74

Dewan Khalid

181

Textile Mills

Meezan Bank
Limited

Bank (Pakistan) Ltd.

Limited
75

Dewan Mushtaq

182

Textile Mills

Mehran Sugar Mills

288

Limited

Sui Northern Gas
Pipelines Limited

Limited
76

Dewan Sugar Mills

183

Limited
77

Dewan Textile Mills

Din Textile Mills
Limited

289

Limited
184

Limited
78

Merit Packaging

Mian Textile

Company Limited
290

Industries Limited
185

Millat Tractors
Limited

Sui Southern Gas

Sunrays Textile Mills
Limited

291

Suraj Cotton Mills
Limited
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79

Dynea Pakistan

186

Limited
80

East West Insurance

EcoPack Limited

292

Mills Limited
187

Company Limited
81

Mirpurkhas Sugar

Mirza Sugar Mills

Mills Limited
293

Limited
188

Mitchell's Fruit

EFU General

189

Insurance Limited
83

EFU Life Assurance

294

Elahi Cotton Mills

Tata Textile Mills
Limited

295

Telecard Limited

296

Thatta Cement

Company Limited
190

Limited
84

Murree Brewery

Tariq Glass Industries
Limited

Farms Limited
82

Tandlianwala Sugar

N. P. Spinning Mills
Limited

191

Limited

Nadeem Textile

Company Limited
297

Mills Limited

The Crescent Star
Insurance Company
Limited

85

Ellcot Spinning

192

Mills Limited
86

Emco Industries

Nagina Cotton Mills

298

Limited
193

Limited

National Bank of

The Crescent Textile
Mills Limited

299

Pakistan

The General Tyre &
Rubber Company of
Pakistan Ltd.

87

Engro Corporation

194

Limited
88

Engro Polymer &

Exide Pakistan

300

Limited
195

Chemicals Limited
89

National Foods

National Refinery

Company Limited
301

Limited
196

Limited

Nestle Pakistan

The Hub Power

The National Silk &
Rayon Mills Limited

302

Limited

The Premier Sugar Mills
& Distillery Company
Limited

90

Faisal Spinning

197

Mills Limited
91

Faran Sugar Mills
Limited

NetSol Technologies

303

Limited
198

Nimir Industrial
Chemicals Limited

The Searle Company
Limited

304

The Thal Industries
Corporation Limited
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92

Fatima Fertilizer

199

Company Limited
93

Fauji Cement

Fauji Fertilizer Bin

200

Fauji Fertilizer

Towellers Limited

Nishat (Chunian)

306

Treet Corporation

Limited
201

Qasim Limited
95

305

Limited

Company Limited
94

Nimir Resins

Nishat Chunian

Limited
307

TRG Pakistan Limited

Power Limited
202

Nishat Mills Limited

308

Tri-Pack Films Limited

203

Nishat Power

309

Tri-Star Polyester

Company Limited
96

Faysal Bank Limited

Limited
97

Fazal Cloth Mills

204

Limited
98

Fecto Cement

Noon Sugar Mills

Limited
310

Limited
205

Limited

Oil & Gas

Unilever Pakistan Foods
Limited

311

United Bank Limited

312

United Brands Limited

313

United Distributors

Development
Company Limited

99

Feroze1888 Mills

206

Limited

Olympia Spinning &
Weaving Mills
Limited

100

Ferozsons

207

Laboratories Limited
101

Flying Cement

Otsuka Pakistan
Limited

Pakistan Limited

208

Packages Limited

314

Unity Foods Limited

209

Pak Datacom

315

Wah Noble Chemicals

Company Limited
102

Frontier Ceramics
Limited

103

Gadoon Textile

210

Limited

Limited

Pak Elektron Limited 316

WorldCall Telecom

Mills Limited
104

Gammon Pakistan

Limited
211

Limited
105

Gatron (Industries)
Limited

Pak Suzuki Motor

317

Wyeth Pakistan Limited

318

Yousaf Weaving Mills

Company Limited
212

Pakgen Power
Limited

Limited
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106

Pakistan Cables

213

Zephyr Textiles

Limited
107

319

Limited

Zahidjee Textile Mills
Limited

ZIL Limited

APPENDEX B
Panel Regression Results
OLS Results

Model 1
Independent
Variables

Model 2
T
Beta Value

Model 3
T
Beta
Value

Model 4
T
Beta Value

Model 5
T
Beta Value

Beta

T
Value

157.689

3.034

72.311

1.434

352.246

-3.150

69.515

1.281

17.796

0.350

Assets
turnover ratio

-0.092

-0.218

0.027

0.081

0.145

0.436

0.030

0.091

0.065

0.196

Dividend per
share

0.006

39.387

0.004

35.923

0.003

27.517

0.004

35.914

0.004

35.469

Debt to equity
ratio

0.029

0.408

0.012

0.227

0.003

0.058

0.012

0.231

0.008

0.154

Dividend yield

0.010

6.671

0.009

6.202

0.009

5.929

0.009

6.203

0.011

7.484

earnings per
share

3.772

17.590

1.999

11.297

0.871

4.671

2.002

11.303

1.960

10.901

Equity to total
asset ratio

0.000

-0.072

0.000

0.144

0.000

0.114

0.000

0.153

0.000

0.165

GDP

-5.742

-0.103

10.513

0.255

23.073

0.558

10.233

0.248

18.492

0.434

Govt_tenure

82.017

3.946

87.167

5.626

65.380

3.852

88.716

5.559

75.711

4.632

Mkt cap

0.006

17.731

0.006

20.748

0.006

19.314

0.006

20.719

0.006

20.579

mkt_GDP

0.000

-1.275

0.000

-0.087

0.000

-1.270

0.000

-0.978

-0.027

10.712

-0.024

-8.237

-0.027

10.704

-0.033

11.341

-0.584

Constant

0.000

-1.046

profit after
taxes

-0.027

10.473

PCNC

0.000

-1.122

Probdelist

-98.416

-5.985

size

-20.555

Tax
BODMbr

0.224

0.000

0.597

-4.156

-19.094

-1.116

-2.176

0.000
62.949
-5.974

-0.465

107.477

3.478

0.000
62.956
-6.126

-0.057

-8.957

-0.040

-7.356

-0.024

-4.053

-0.040

-3.857

-0.937

-4.204

-0.479

0.000
65.624
16.918

-7.329

-0.036

-6.185

-4.141

0.665

1.265
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duality

6.334

0.357

INDD

14.703

0.877

NOC

1.831

0.301

NOIND
FORSH

0.000

10.555

-1.368

-0.005

-5.061

0.738

Instsh

0.000

-0.357

INDSH

0.000

0.437

INSDRSH

0.000

-0.613

No Of Share
Holders

R-Square

0.6114

0.467

0.809

0.468

0.473

Adj- R Square

0.6094
317.74
0.0000

0.465
177.44
0.0000

0.788
39.31
0.0000

0.465
177.19
0.0000

0.469
173.45
0.0000

F-Statistics
P-Value

Random Effect Model

Independent
Variables

Model 1
T
Beta Value

Random Effect Results
Model 2
Model 3
T
T
Beta
Value Beta Value

Model 4
T
Beta Value

Model 5
T
Beta Value

Constant

48.372

0.815

335.853

-3.091

85.094

1.691

69.515

1.281

17.796

0.350

Assets
turnover
ratio

0.028

0.085

0.142

0.426

0.026

0.079

0.030

0.091

0.065

0.196

Dividend
per share

0.004

35.929

0.003

27.588

0.004

35.884

0.004

35.914

0.004

35.469

Debt to
equity ratio

0.012

0.227

0.002

0.042

0.011

0.211

0.012

0.231

0.008

0.154

Dividend
yield

0.009

6.202

0.009

5.959

0.009

6.218

0.009

6.203

0.011

7.484

earnings
per share

2.002

11.313

0.860

4.627

1.990

11.198

2.002

11.303

1.960

10.901

Equity to
total asset
ratio

0.000

0.148

0.000

0.115

0.000

0.138

0.000

0.153

0.000

0.165
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GDP

11.436

0.278

24.707

0.600

12.127

0.293

10.233

0.248

18.492

0.434

Govt_tenure

88.352

5.694

62.074

3.740

81.938

5.121

88.716

5.559

75.711

4.632

Mkt cap

0.006

20.704

0.006

19.357

0.006

20.717

0.006

20.719

0.006

20.579

mkt_GDP

0.000

-1.253

0.000

-0.088

0.000

-1.216

0.000

-1.270

0.000

-0.978

profit after
taxes

-0.027

10.710

-0.024

-8.293

-0.027

10.737

-0.027

10.704

-0.033

11.341

-0.667

0.000

-0.884

-4.156

-22.028

-1.313

-0.497

103.232

3.398

0.000
65.174
-5.626

-0.149

size

0.000
62.979
-6.377

Tax

-0.040

-7.321

-0.024

-4.035

BODMbr

3.344

0.761
11.605

0.461

PCNC
Probdelist

duality
INDD

-0.584

-0.438

0.000
62.956
-6.126

-0.040

-7.320

15.615

-1.064

-4.251

NOC

-4.204

-0.479

0.000
65.624
16.918

-0.040

-7.329

-0.036

-6.185

1.831

0.301
10.555

-1.368

-0.005

-5.061

-4.141

NOIND
FORSH

0.000

0.000

0.997

INDSH

0.000

-1.325

INSDRSH

0.000

-0.613

No Of Share
Holders

Adj- R
Square
F-Statistics
P-Value

1.265

0.237

Instsh

R-Square

0.665

0.467

0.809

0.468

0.468

0.473

0.465
177.26
0.0000

0.789
39.5
0.0000

0.465
177.32
0.0000

0.465
177.18
0.0000

0.469
173.46
0.0000

